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Executive Summary 

Solar Park Overview 

The South African Solar Park is intended to provide a concentrated zone of development for 
various solar technologies to generate power for delivery to the national grid. The Park will 
assist in rapid deployment of solar plants by providing a serviced site and streamlined 
permitting/licensing processes to assist investors to establish their projects on the site. While 
the concept of development zones is well proven this will be the first such zone designed for 
large utility scale solar plants. 

The opportunity to utilise the natural solar resource available in the Northern Cape to 
generate power for the South African grid and to develop associated industries in the region 
was identified in the pre-feasibility study completed by the Clinton Climate Initiative (CCI) 
in April 2010. This study identified several potential sites for the solar park with the preferred 
site being located on municipal land some 5 km west of Upington. The selected site (Klip 
Kraal farm) was further evaluated during this study to confirm its suitability for the roll-out 
of the first phase of the Solar Park. 

Solar Technology Overview 

The Solar Park will be technology neutral for the initial implementation phase as the intention 
is to establish utility scale plants of different solar technology types to enable the gathering of 
operating data for these technologies in the South African environment. This will then be 
used to provide direction as to the most effective technologies to be used for future solar 
plants in the region. A brief summary of the various technologies available is provided. 

The Feasibility Study will investigate the optimum mix of technologies for the initial solar 
plants on the Upington Solar Park taking into account a range of issues including available 
suitable land, water requirements and despatchability of the generated power. 

Solar Park Authority – Landlord Approach 

The Solar Park will be managed by the Solar Park Authority (SPA) who will act as a 
“landlord” to the investors that install their solar plants on the various sites within the Solar 
Park. The SPA will provide prepared sites that are supplied with the necessary utilities and 
services to support the investor’s generating plant. The SPA will manage a solar data 
collecting station on the Solar Park that will be supported by the Department of Science and 
Technology and Stellenbosch University. Provision will also be made for technology 
developers to install demonstration units on a section of the Park to enable them to collect 
operating data for their equipment.  

The SPA will manage the phased roll-out programme for the installation of the various solar 
plants to ensure that it is synchronised with the Eskom plan for the installation of the Solar 
Park substation and the upgrade of the transmission network so that all power generated can 
be effectively utilised. 
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Site Location, Selection and Assessment 

The Solar Park site was selected following the Pre-feasibility Study to be in the Upington area. 
The proposed site consisted of two farms 442 Droogehout and 451 Klip Kraal that are owned by 
the //Khara Hais municipality. 

Solar Park Master Development Plan 

The development plan for the Solar Park site on Klip Kraal farm was done in a number of 
stages. These were: 

 The terrain on Klip Kraal farm was evaluated and the farm was split into a number of 
zones that were identified as suitable for different solar technologies based primarily 
on the slope of the ground. In simple terms, the concentrated solar thermal 
technologies such as parabolic trough type need the flattest land because the 
parabolic trough design cannot tolerate significant grade changes along the full length 
of the troughs while fixed tilt photovoltaic and concentrated photovoltaic 
technologies are able to accommodate less smooth and steeper sloping terrain. 

 Footprints for five typical solar plants based on different solar technologies were laid 
out on the site. This layout was used to develop common infrastructure details such 
as access roads, security fencing and gates, offices, workshops, park water treatment 
plant and supply lines, the main park electrical substation, satellite substations and 
the electrical reticulation system inside the Solar Park. This configuration of plants 
would generate 475 MW of power but does not fully utilize the site.  

 The site was then assessed for two additional layouts to define the maximum possible 
generating capacity of the site. The layouts differed in the ratio of concentrated solar 
technology plants (CSP) to photovoltaic plants (PV/CPV) but both achieved about 
1 GW of generating capacity. The configuration with high CSP loading was used to 
develop a Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost estimate for the site infrastructure. 

The key finding from this process was that the existing site on the farm Klip Kraal is suitable 
for the initial roll-out of Phase 1 for 1 000 MW but is constrained due to the relatively narrow 
width of the farm. This forces the layouts of some CSP facilities to be less than optimal. 
Incorporation of additional land to the west and/or east of Klip Kraal into the Solar Park will 
enable much better layouts of the plants. A bigger Solar Park will also allow for a larger 
generation capacity of around 2 GW at maximum utilisation. This ultimate capacity will be 
verified during the Feasibility phase. 

Outside Park Factors 

The integration of the Solar Park into the existing infrastructure in the Upington area is key to 
successful implementation of the project. 
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Transmission and Interface with the National Grid 

Eskom Transmission will be responsible for the consolidation, transforming and evacuation 
of the power generated on the Solar Park. To achieve this they will install and operate a Solar 
Park substation that receives power from the various solar technology plants within the park 
at 132 kV and despatches it to the national grid at 400 kV via a number of new lines. 

Eskom’s initial evaluation of the requirements and the solution proposed to handle Phase 1 of 
1 000 MW installed on Klip Kraal farm could potentially accommodate up to 1.5GW via the 
Solar Park substation. It is their intention that their 100 MW Central Receiver plant that will 
be located on the farm Olyvenhouts Drift immediately to the west of Klip Kraal will also be 
evacuated via the Solar Park substation. 

Eskom will further develop their plan to support the initial 1 000 MW of solar generation 
during the Feasibility phase. They will also propose a plan to handle the identified maximum 
generation capacity of the Upington Solar Park and a high level concept of how to handle the 
5 GW that may be generated within the Solar Corridor. 

Local and Regional Factors 

Local and regional factors cover many aspects from available facilities and services through 
interfaces with local and regional authorities to assessment of the impact of Solar Park on the 
social and economic environment in the Upington area. The impact of the project must be 
assessed for the short to medium term and for the long term. Both the benefits and the risks 
must be determined so that the local and regional governments can successfully plan for the 
implementation of the Solar Park. 

Work will be done during the Feasibility Study to define, quantify and address the issues and 
impacts of the Solar Park project on the //Khara Hais municipality and the Northern Cape 
region. 

Schedule 

The overall schedule for the initial phase of 1 GW on the Upington Solar Park extends from 
early 2011 with the kick-off of the Feasibility Study through to 2016 when the last of the 
solar plants required to achieve 1 000 MW of generating capacity is planned to be installed. 

The key to a successful roll-out of the Upington Solar Park project is the parallel 
implementation of the 400 kV transmission network by Eskom for evacuation of the power 
from the Solar Park. The Solar Park project will have to liaise closely with the Eskom project 
team to ensure that the two projects are aligned. 

Solar Park High Level Risk Review 

A high level risk review was done on the Solar Park project with the objective of identifying 
any risks that may significantly impact the project. No attempt was made at this stage to 
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quantify and rank the risks or to assign mitigation plans to them. This will be a key activity 
during the Feasibility Study. 

Considerations for the Feasibility Phase 

The Feasibility Study must confirm the basic principles of the Solar Park that were defined 
during the CCI Pre-feasibility Study and develop them further to confirm the viability of the 
Solar Park and to support the preparation of a full submission to cabinet for approval of the 
first phase of the Upington Solar Park.  
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GLOSSARY 
AC Alternating current 
ACF Annual capacity factor (actual energy production in MWh/a as a fraction of nameplate 

energy production) 
CCGT  Combined Cycle Gas Turbine 
CCI Clinton Climate Initiative, a program of the William J. Clinton Foundation 
CER  Certified Emission Reduction 
CDM  Clean Development Mechanism 
CPV  Concentrating photovoltaic (PV) 
CSP Concentrating Solar Power 
CST  Concentrating Solar Thermal 
DC Direct current 
DCF  Discounted cash flow 
DEA Department of Environmental Affairs 
DHI Diffuse Horizontal Irradiation 
DNI Direct Normal Irradiation (or Insolation) - total amount of solar radiation falling on a 

horizontal surface perpendicular to the solar radiation in kilowatt hours per square metre 
(kWh/m²) 

DoE Department of Energy 
DPE Department of Public Enterprises 
DTI Department of Trade & Industry 
EA Environmental Authorisation 
EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 
EoI Expression of Interest 
GHI The total quantity of solar energy falling on a horizontal area from all directions (includes 

both Direct Normal Irradiance and Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance) 
GIS Geographic Information System 
GNI Global Normal Irradiation – important for 2-axis tracking PV 
GW Gigawatt 
GWh  Gigawatt hours 
GWh/a Gigawatt hours per annum of electricity production (109 Watt hours) 
ha  hectares (land area) 
HRSG  Heat Recovery Steam Generator 
IRR  Internal Rate of Return 
kWh  kilowatt hours 
kV  kilovolt 
LFR Linear Fresnell Reflector – a CSP technology 
LTI  Latitude Tilt Irradiation – important for fixed tilt PV 
MW  Megawatts (capacity) 
MW (e)  Megawatts (electric) 
MWh/a  Megawatt hours per annum 
NERSA National Energy Regulator of South Africa 
NPV  Net Present Value 
O&M  Operating and maintenance (cost) 
PV  Photovoltaic 
REFIT Renewable Energy Feed-In Tariff 
ROM Rough Order of Magnitude 
SEGS  Solar Energy Generating Systems 
SPA Solar Park Authority 
TS Thermal Storage 
ROM Rough Order of Magnitude (used in respect of capital cost estimate accuracy) 
WACC  Weighted Average Cost of Capital 
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1. Solar Park Overview 

1.1 Context and Background 

“A Solar Park is a concentrated zone of solar development that includes thousands of 
megawatts (“MW”) of generation capacity. One or more parcels of land in close proximity 
are designated and pre-permitted as a Solar Park. Individual solar plants developed by 
multiple power producers are constructed on the land in a clustered fashion and on a 
predictable timeline, sharing common transmission and infrastructure. CCI believes that a 
Solar Park could decrease the cost of solar power significantly due to economies of scale and 
the use of locally-manufactured components. 

Scale advantages can be achieved in site preparation, permitting, construction, transmission, 
water and other infrastructure investments. Manufacturers of components already made in 
South Africa, such as steel and glass, could efficiently increase capacity to supply the long-
term needs of a Solar Park, resulting in volume discounts over time. Manufacturers of 
components that are not currently made in South Africa, such as CSP-specific receivers, may 
find it attractive to build capacity to manufacture locally with large-scale demand and a 
supportive environment.” (Clinton Climate Initiative 2010) 

South Africa has the need to move away from the generation of power largely from coal and 
solar power is an obvious energy source to utilise, is readily available, has security of supply 
and is totally renewable. In addition to the benefits noted by CCI above the concept of 
clustering the solar generators into solar parks will assist with the evacuation of the generated 
power and its integration into the South African grid. 

1.2 CCI Pre-feasibility Study 

The Clinton Climate Initiative (CCI), a program of the William J Clinton Foundation, 
completed a Pre-feasibility Study to assess the potential to create one or more large scale 
Solar Parks in South Africa. The findings of the study were positive as noted in the CCI 
report – “We have concluded that solar power can be deployed in South Africa in large 
quantities over the next decade at costs that become competitive with coal-fired power, 
providing the country with clean, secure, and affordable energy to help meet its growing 
demand. The creation of one or more Solar Parks in the country can also generate significant 
economic development and new employment.” (CCI 2010) 

1.3 Fluor Terms of Reference 

The terms of reference for the Indicative Master Plan study are attached in Appendix A. A 
summary is provided here. 
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1.4 Development Model Design Criteria 

1.4.1 Phased Approach 

The target of 5 GW of solar generated power from the Northern Cape solar corridor must be 
approached in phases. The initial phase is planned to be the installation of 1 000 MW of solar 
generating capacity on the Upington Solar Park by 2016. The plan for the development of the 
balance of the 5 GW has still to be drafted but it is likely to include additional solar parks on 
some of the other optimum locations identified within the solar corridor together with an 
expansion of the Upington Solar Park to around 2 GW by 2020. 

Results and data from the early installations on the Upington Solar Park will help to direct the 
further roll-out of solar generation capacity. Once the integrity and performance of the 
various technologies have been proven in a South African context in terms of both the solar 
resource and the requirements for integration into the existing Southern African transmission 
grid a larger scale roll-out can be developed. 

The initial roll-out plan for Phase 1 as envisaged by CCI and the DoE is shown in Table 1. 
This assumed a January 2011 start for the implementation of the Solar Park concept and took 
into account some preliminary feedback on the capability of the transmission network to 
evacuate power from the Upington site. 

Table 1- Upington Solar Park Initial Roll-out Plan 

June 2012 June 2013 June 2014 June 2015 June 2016

PV/CPV 50 MW 50 MW 50 MW 50 MW 0 MW

CSP, Trough 100 MW 100 MW 100 MW

CSP, Tower 200 MW 300 MW

Annual Capacity 50 MW 50 MW 150 MW 350 MW 400 MW

Total Park Capacity 50 MW 100 MW 250 MW 600 MW 1000 MW

Average storage - - - 2 hours 4 hours  

Further discussions were held with Eskom during the Indicative Master Plan study phase 
focussing on two areas; firstly, initial or early evacuation of power from PV and/or CPV 
plants and secondly, the upgrade necessary to enable the transmission network to evacuate 
the balance of the 1 000 MW by 2016.  

1.4.1.1 Use of the 132 kV Local Distribution System 

The suitability of the existing 132 kV distribution system to evacuate power from solar plants 
installed on the site immediately following the establishment of the park was evaluated. The 
study, which was done at a high level to support the Indicative Master Plan, showed that up 
to 150 MW of power could be evacuated via the existing 132 kV line that crosses the 
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Table 2- Upington Solar Park Revised Roll-out Plan 

PV or CPV
CSP

Trough
CSP

Tower

MW MW MW MW MW MW h

2011 2 - - - - -

2012 3 50 - - 50 50 -

2013 4 50 - - 50 100 -

2014 20 50 - - 50 150 -

2015 30 - - - - 150 -

2016 40 50 300 ² 500 ¹ 850 1000 4

Notes: 

Year

Solar TechnologySolar Park 
Power

Demand 

Annual
Additional 
Capacity 
Installed

1.  Assumed to be 5 x 100 MW plants

2.  Assumed to be 3 x 100 MW plants

Average 
Storage 
Capacity

Total Solar 
Park Supply 

Capacity

 

Eskom have indicated that their transmission project schedule could possibly be shortened if 
the project is identified as a Strategically Important Development (SID) and the various steps 
within the process can be accelerated. Table 3 reflects a scenario where the initial phase of 
the Eskom transmission upgrade can be achieved in five years which would allow the 
evacuation of 350 MW of power in 2015 and the balance of 500 MW in 2016. 

The further development of the Eskom grid upgrade project to support Phase 1 of the 
Upington Solar Park will be done during the Feasibility Study timeframe. It must be closely 
linked to the Solar Park Feasibility study as the EIA applications for the Solar Park, the Solar 
Park Main Substation and the 400 kV lines should be submitted together to the DEA. 
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southern end of Klip Kraal farm. The addition of a transformer to the existing substation in 
Upington would allow for an additional 20 MW to be handled giving a total of 170 MW. 

Information obtained during the course of the Indicative Master Plan study indicates that 
there are several solar projects in the Upington area that intend to utilise the 132 kV 
distribution line to evacuate their generated power. Some of these projects are likely to be 
bidding for REFIT which means that, if successful, they will be accessing the line at the same 
time or earlier than the initial plants on the Solar Park. The projects include the Eskom 
Central Receiver project on Olyvenhouts Drift farm immediately to the west of Klip Kraal 
and the Abengoa projects on McTaggart’s Camp which is immediately west of the Eskom 
farm. Both of these projects are targeting 100 MW of solar power delivered to the grid. 

In addition, there have been some concerns raised about the integrity and reliability of the 
line as it is an old installation and may need some work before it is suitable to support the 
Solar Park. The line is owned by Eskom Cape Province and discussions must be held with the 
relevant department during the Feasibility Study to finalise the issue. 

1.4.1.2 Upgrade of the Transmission Network 

The Upington region does not have an established transmission network as the total electrical 
demand in the region is low and there are currently no power producers in the area. Eskom 
are responsible for developing the transmission network to support the Upington Solar Park 
and they executed a high level study to consider the evacuation of 1 100 MW from the 
Upington site. This will cater for Phase 1 of the Solar Park and for the 100 MW generated by 
the Eskom Central Receiver plant. Details of the Eskom study are given in Section 7 of this 
report. 

The key aspect of the Eskom study affecting the phasing of the installation of different solar 
plants on the Solar Park was the expected time required to complete the transmission grid 
upgrade. Eskom has indicated that the process of Environmental Authorisation (EA), 
servitude acquisition and construction for 400 kV lines typically takes up to 6 years so the 
transmission network to evacuate power from the Upington Solar Park would be available 
from 2016 assuming a start in early 2011.  

Table 2 shows the impact of this on the proposed roll-out plan for Phase 1 of the Solar Park. 
The table does not take into account the practicality of executing all the CSP projects 
simultaneously for completion in 2016 which would, in all likelihood, extend the plan into 
2017 at least. It also ignores any potential use of the 132 kV distribution line by competing 
solar projects within this timeframe. 
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Table 3 - Upington Solar Park Revised Roll-out Plan – Eskom Accelerated 

PV or CPV
CSP

Trough
CSP

Tower

MW MW MW MW MW MW h

2011 2 - - - - -

2012 3 50 - - 50 50 -

2013 4 50 - - 50 100 -

2014 20 50 - - 50 150 -

2015 30 50 100 200 ¹ 350 500 2

2016 40 - 200 ¹ 300 ² 500 1000 4

Notes: 1.  Assumed to be 2 x 100 MW plants

2.  Assumed to be 3 x 100 MW plants

Average 
Storage 
Capacity

Total Solar 
Park Supply 

CapacityYear

Solar TechnologySolar Park 
Power

Demand 

Annual
Additional 
Capacity 
Installed

 

1.4.2 Generating Capacity 

The Indicative Master Plan study was based on utility scale solar plants utilising various solar 
technologies. The technologies and the associated plant sizes considered during this study 
phase were limited to the following: 

 Photovoltaic (PV) 25 – 50 MW 

 Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV) 25 – 50 MW 

 Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) – Parabolic Trough 100 – 150 MW 

 Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) – Central Receiver 100 MW 

Several scenarios were considered for the possible development of the Klip Kraal farm site. 
The base scenario included the following mix of solar technologies and plant sizes and this 
was used to develop the initial plant layouts that were used for the 3D fly-by model and as 
input to the ROM cost estimate. 

 Photovoltaic (PV) 50 MW 

 Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV) 25 MW 

 CSP – Parabolic Trough with thermal storage 150 MW 

 CSP – Parabolic Trough without thermal storage 150 MW 

 CSP – Central Receiver 100 MW 

Two additional scenarios were considered to evaluate the maximum possible solar generation 
capacity of the selected site. The difference between the two scenarios was the ratio of 
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PV/CPV to CSP installed in the Solar Park; the first scenario considered the impact of a 
50:50 ratio of PV/CPV:CSP and the second the preferred ratio of 20:80 for PV/CPV:CSP.  

1.4.3 Design Factors 

As the solar technology designs were only addressed at the overall plant layout level during 
the study, typical design factors for the various technologies were used to determine the 
footprints for the associated plants. 

Detailed design factors will be used during the Feasibility Phase to accurately assess the 
potential generation capacity of the various sites within the Solar Park and these will be 
documented. 

It was noted during the study that typical area per MW values that are applicable to a specific 
technology should only be used to estimate the area needed for a single plant. Once multiple 
plants are to be considered these rules of thumb are no longer applicable. For example, 
assuming that the particular technology rule of thumb is 2 hectares (ha) (5 acres) per MW 
then the area for a 100 MW plant can be estimated to require 200 ha but the factor cannot be 
used to determine that the power generation capacity from 4 500 ha is 2 250 MW. This is 
because the servitudes, roads, spacing criteria, unusable areas all impact on the actual land 
available for solar facilities on the combined site. 

1.4.4 Assumptions and Clarifications 

The key assumption made during the Indicative Master Plan study was that the solar 
technologies that would be used for evaluation of the suitability of the chosen site would be 
limited to those listed in Section 1.4.2 Generating Capacity above. These are Photovoltaic 
(PV), Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV), CSP – Parabolic Trough with and without thermal 
storage and CSP - Central Receiver. Although there are several additional technologies 
available and in development those listed cover the range of terrain requirements typical of 
solar technologies and represent the most proven technologies currently available for utility 
scale facilities.. 

1.4.5 Architectural Themes and Green Design 

The Indicative Master Plan study did not address the architectural themes or green design 
aspects of the Solar Park beyond identifying that they will be important issues as the site 
development proceeds. The design criteria will need to be defined early in the Feasibility 
phase to ensure that the study includes the impact of the requirements on the facility design 
and cost estimating. 

The opportunity to develop a practical and cost-effective South Africanised architectural 
scheme for the Upington Solar Park that becomes a landmark on the global solar landscape is 
unique. 
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2. Solar Technology Overview 

A brief summary of the key characteristics of the various solar technologies that could 
typically be used for utility scale power generation is given in this section. For a more 
detailed description and appraisal of the technologies refer to Section 3 of the CCI Solar Park 
Pre-feasibility Study. 

2.1 Photovoltaic (PV) 

Photovoltaic (PV) generation technology is commercially proven and large multi-megawatt 
generation plants have been operating since the 1990s. Costs associated with the technology 
are high but are rapidly decreasing and the technology is well-known and reliable. The largest 
plants are based on fixed-tilt solar panels inclined at latitude angle. More recent 
developments use PV collectors that track the Sun on single or multiple axes to allow 
collection of a greater amount of energy and concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) systems that 
focus the collected solar energy into a smaller or concentrated area, requiring precise dual 
axis tracking. 

PV panels generate direct current (DC) that is converted to alternating current (AC) to be 
used by the electricity grid. Regardless of the PV configuration, inverter hardware is required 
to change the direct current PV output to useable AC power for the grid. 

2.1.1 Fixed Flat Panel PV 

The simplest configuration for a PV system is a fixed position flat panel module which is 
usually inclined at the site’s latitude angle. A fixed flat panel system has no moving parts and 
offers the solution with the least ongoing cost of the PV options. It will have a lower output 
per module than PV systems that track the sun. 

2.1.2 Tracking Flat Panel PV 

A tracking array can move on one or two axes in order to follow the sun and expose the PV 
module surface to the greatest amount of solar radiation possible. Compared to a fixed 
system, a tracking system will provide a greater electrical output per module (approximately 
25 to 30% more power than a fixed-tilt system). It will also have both a higher capital and 
operating/maintenance cost due to the more complex mounting system. While the greatest 
possible output is desired, this must be evaluated over the life of the project against these 
higher ongoing costs considering the efficiency of the PV modules.  The higher the PV 
module efficiency, the more beneficial tracking becomes over the life of the project. 

2.1.3 Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV) 

In order to reduce the net cost of the expensive PV cells, mirrors or lenses can be used to 
focus energy onto a smaller area of PV material. Due to the high solar concentration, this 
system generates waste heat that must be dissipated. Typically CPV cells are manufactured of 
materials that are not as susceptible to temperature related losses as PV so CPV is an 
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attractive technology in high ambient temperature environments. In addition, in locations 
with DNI levels exceeding 6 kWh/m²/day, they tend to make better economic sense when 
considering total power generation over the life of the project due to higher module 
efficiencies. 

2.1.4 Comparison of PV options 

A comparison of the various PV options will be done during the Feasibility Phase to 
determine the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) for each technology and the potential 
impact on the viability of the Solar Park. 

Figure 1 summarises the price-efficiency performance of various PV and CPV technologies 
(2008 data) and shows their market penetration. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Current performance and price of different PV module technologies for 2008 data 
(International Energy Agency 2010b) 
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2.2 Solar Thermal Systems 

Concentrating solar power (CSP) plants produce electricity by converting the infrared part of 
solar radiation into high temperature heat using various mirror/reflector and receiver 
configurations. The heat is then channelled through a conventional generator. The plants 
consist of two main areas: one that collects solar energy and converts it to heat, commonly 
known as the ‘solar field’ and another that converts heat energy to electricity, known as the 
‘power block’. CSP plants use the high-temperature heat from their concentrating solar 
collectors to drive conventional engines or turbines. 

The following four CSP technologies have either reached commercialisation stage or are near 
it: 

 Parabolic Trough 

 Power towers 

 Parabolic Dishes (Dish-Sterling) 

 Compound Linear Fresnel Reflectors (CLFR) 

2.2.1 Parabolic Trough Collector 

Parabolic trough-shaped mirror reflectors are used to concentrate sunlight on to thermally 
efficient receiver-tubes placed in the trough’s focal line. The troughs are usually designed to 
track the Sun along one axis, predominantly north– south. A thermal transfer fluid, such as 
synthetic thermal oil, is circulated in these tubes. The fluid is heated to approximately 400°C 
by the sun’s concentrated rays and then pumped through a series of heat exchangers to 
produce superheated steam. The steam is converted to electrical energy in a conventional 
steam turbine generator, which can either be part of a conventional steam cycle or integrated 
into a combined steam and gas turbine cycle. 
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Figure 2 – Schematic of CSP – Parabolic Trough technology 

 

 

Figure 3 - CSP parabolic trough SEGS plants, Kramer Junction, California 

2.2.2 Central Receiver System (Power Tower) 

A circular array of heliostats (large two-axis mirrors with tracking) concentrates sunlight onto 
a central receiver mounted at the top of a tower. A heat-transfer medium in this central 
receiver absorbs the highly concentrated radiation reflected by the heliostats and converts it 
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into thermal energy, which is used to generate superheated steam for the turbine. To date, the 
heat transfer media demonstrated include water/steam, molten salts and air. If pressurised gas 
or air is used at very high temperatures of about 1 000°C or more as the heat transfer 
medium, it can even be used to directly replace natural gas in a gas turbine, making use of the 
excellent cycle (60% and more) of modern gas and steam combined cycle equipment. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Schematic of CSP Central Receiver Technology 

 

Figure 5- Solar One and Abengoa Central Receiver plants 

2.2.3 Parabolic Dish - Sterling Engine Technology 

A paraboloid dish-shaped reflector (commonly called a parabolic dish) concentrates sunlight 
on to a receiver located at the focal point of the dish. The concentrated beam radiation is 
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absorbed into a receiver to heat a fluid or gas (air) to approximately 750°C. This fluid or gas 
is then used to generate electricity in a small piston or Stirling engine or a micro turbine, 
attached to the receiver. The parabolic dish is designed to track the sun along both axes, 
predominantly north–south and east-west. 

 

 

Figure 6 - Schematic of CSP - Parabolic Dish – Stirling Engine technology 

 

Figure 7 - Parabolic dish with Stirling engine 

2.2.4 Linear Fresnel Reflector (LFR) 

An array of nearly-flat reflectors concentrates solar radiation onto elevated inverted linear 
receivers. Water flows through the receivers and is converted into steam. This system is line 
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concentrating, similar to a parabolic trough, with the advantages of low costs for structural 
support and reflectors, fixed fluid joints, a receiver separated from the reflector system and 
long focal lengths that allow the use of flat mirrors. The technology is seen as a potentially 
lower-cost alternative to trough technology for the production of solar process heat.  

 

Figure 8 - Schematic of CSP Linear Fresnel Reflector technology 

 

Figure 9 - CLFR i 
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2.3 Role of Energy Storage 

Solar generating plants collect the energy from the sun for conversion to electricity. To allow 
generation at times when the sun is not shining, the captured solar energy must be stored for 
later use or an alternative source of heat must be available for use. Typically, in the case of 
solar thermal plants, energy is stored as heat (see Figure 10) while with PV this requires the 
use of batteries. There is also research into energy storage in the form of hydrogen or 
compressed air. Alternative energy sources such as gas can be used at night or when the sun 
is obscured by cloud. 

Current practice with solar thermal plants is to use both heat storage and an alternative energy 
source, such as natural gas. However, as there are no available alternative energy sources in 
the Northern Cape region the option to economically operate solar plants in a hybrid 
configuration does not exist. 

  

 
Figure 10 - Thermal storage system in a parabolic trough CSP plant (IEA 2010a) 
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Figure 11 - Role of thermal storage for Intermediate and Delayed Intermediate load CSP plants  

(IEA 2010a) 
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Figure 12 - Role of thermal storage for Base and Peak load CSP plants (IEA 2010a) 

2.3.1 Solar Thermal Heat Storage 

Two broad approaches are taken to energy storage - storage as sensible heat and storage as 
latent heat. Storage as sensible heat in molten salts or heat transfer fluids is the most common 
method with the new parabolic trough and central receiver plants. Other approaches are to 
store heat as sensible heat in water, ceramic, concrete and graphite and as latent heat in 
organic materials. Considerable research and development continues with no clear advantage 
identified for any particular method. Without energy storage, the capacity factor of a solar 
generating plant is typically limited to between 16 % and 20 %. 

2.4 Solar Generating Plant Performance 

Traditionally, the capacity of electrical generating plant is expressed as MW and describes 
the generating plant size. Energy production is related to capacity by the capacity factor by 
the formula: 
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Energy produced over a period (MWh) = Capacity (MW) x capacity factor x time (hours). 
 

Note that in the case of PV, the capacity of a generator is based on its 'peak' value, which is 
capacity, reported at reference conditions, which could be 20 % or more above the actual 
capacity of the plant at operating conditions. 

For this reason, it is suggested that technology comparisons should be based on annual 
energy generation (GWh/a) and not simply on capacity which is the more common basis for 
comparing fossil fuel and most other technologies. 

Note also that the use of storage or auxiliary fuel allows a higher capacity factor for the solar 
generation plant. For example (Cameron and Crompton 2008): 

 PV generation plant producing 80 GWh/a without energy storage would have 45 to 60 
MW of installed capacity, depending upon the efficiency of energy conversion for an 
ACF between 16% and 20%; and  

 Solar thermal without storage would be about 45 MW (16% capacity factor). With 
storage, the capacity factor is higher and in the case of Andasol is 42%. This would 
reduce the installed capacity to 22 MW, for 80 GWh/a of electricity. 

2.5 Costs of CSP Generated Electricity 

The current cost of renewable derived electricity tends to be higher than of electricity from 
conventional sources. The determination of the levelised cost of electricity (LCE) from the 
various solar technologies and an assessment of when this may meet grid parity pricing will 
be an important part of the Feasibility Study for the Upington Solar Park. 

There is a significant body of published data covering the LCE for the more established 
technologies e.g. parabolic trough but this needs to be “South Africanised” to take into 
account the local cost factors and the solar environment here. An example of the data that is 
available is given in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 - Projected evolution of the levelised electricity cost from CSP plants (USD/MWh) under two 
different DNI levels in kWh/m²/y (IEA 2010a) 
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2.6 Impact of Transient Solar Power Generation on the National Grid 

PV systems have the drawback of no inherent energy storage capability, resulting in limited 
operating flexibility and variable power output. There is uncertainty about the effects of rapid 
transients caused by intermittent cloudiness particularly for large utility scale PV plants. 
Early data from Tucson Electric Power’s 5.1 MW Springerville PV plant in Arizona, USA 
show extreme ramp rates and substantial variation in plant output caused by cloud shadows, 
as shown in Figure 14. Similar results have been observed at the 14 MW Nellis Air Force 
Base facility in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. 

 
Figure 14 - Output on June 3, 2004 for Tucson Electric Power’s Springerville PV Plant. Data is 

based on one minute increments 

Upington’s climatic data indicates that, typically, there is precipitation on 54 days a year (see 
Figure 19). Additional information must be obtained about the average expected days with 
cloud cover and the impact of this cloud cover on the delivered power from plants without 
storage must be assessed. The effect on the stability of the national grid of the wide variances 
in generated power from utility scale PV/CPV plants must be determined by Eskom.  
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Table 4 - Comparison of Thermal Concentrating Solar Technologies 

Technology Parabolic Trough Central Receiver Parabolic Dish Linear Fresnel Reflector

Applications

Grid-connected plants Grid-connected plants Stand-alone applications or 
small off-grid power systems

Grid-connected plants

Medium to high temperature 
process heat

High temperature process 
heat

Clustered to larger grid 
connected dish parks

Steam generation to  be used 
in conventional thermal 
power plants

Technology Scale

Largest solar unit size built to 
date: 80 MWe

Largest solar unit size built to 
date: 20 MWe

Largest solar unit size built to 
date: 100 kWe

Largest single unit solar 
capacity to date is 5 MW in 
USA

Technology 
Capacity

Total capacity built: over 500 
MW and more than 10 GW 
under construction or 
proposed

Total capacity built: over 70 
MW with at least 100 MW 
under development

Proposals for 100 MW in 
Australia and 500 MW in USA

177 MW installation under 
development in USA

Advantages

• Commercially available • Good mid-term prospects 
for high conversion 
efficiencies, with solar 
collection; 

• Very high conversion 
efficiencies

• Readily available

• Over 10 billion kWh 
operational experience

• Storage at high 
temperatures

• Peak solar to net electric 
conversion of about 30%

• Flat mirrors can be 
purchased and bent on site 
lowering manufacturing costs

• Hybrid concept proven • Hybrid operation possible • Hybrid operation possible • Hybrid operation possible

• Operating temperature 
potential up to 500°C (400°C 
commercially proven)

• Operating temperature 
potential up to 1000°C 
(565°C proven at 10MW 
scale)

• Easily manufactured and 
mass-produced from 
available parts

• Very high space efficiency 
around solar room

• Commercially proven 
annual performance of 14% 
solar to net electrical output

• Better options to use non-
flat sites

• No water requirements for 
cooling the cycle

• Commercially proven 
investment and operating 
costs

• Better suited for dry cooling 
concepts than troughs and 
Fresnel

• Operational experience of 
first demonstration projects

• Modularity • Modularity

• Best land use

• Lowest materials demand

• Storage capability

Disadvantages

• The use of oil based heat 
transfer media restricts 
operating temperatures to 
400°C, resulting in moderate 
steam qualities

• Projected annual 
performance values, 
investment and operating 
costs still need to be proved 
in commercial operation

• Reliability needs to be 
improved

• Currently unproven on 
Utility scale

• Land availability, water 
demand

• Projected cost goals of 
mass production still need to 
be achieved
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Table 5 - Comparison of Main CSP Technologies (IEA 2010a) 
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3. Solar Park Authority - Landlord approach 

3.1 Model for Operating the Solar Park 

The Solar Park can be regarded as an Industrial Development Zone reserved for a single 
industry, namely solar power generation. There are several similarities to an IDZ model 
included in the suggested model for the Solar Park. 

The Solar Park will be managed by the Solar Park Authority (SPA) who will act as a 
“landlord” to the investors that install their solar plants on the various sites within the Solar 
Park. The SPA will provide prepared sites that are supplied with the necessary utilities and 
services to support the investor’s generating plant. The SPA will manage a solar data 
collecting station on the Solar Park that will be supported by the Department of Science and 
Technology and Stellenbosch University. Provision will also be made for technology 
developers to install demonstration units on a section of the Park to enable them to collect 
operating data for their equipment.  

The SPA will manage the phased roll-out programme for the installation of the various solar 
plants to ensure that it is synchronised with the Eskom plan for the installation of the Solar 
Park substation and the upgrade of the transmission network so that all power generated can 
be effectively utilised. 

S.A. SOLAR PARK 
AUTHORITY
LANDLORD

(The Legal Entity)
Administration & Governance

Facilities 
Management

(F. Co)

Independent Power
Producers (IPP)
(The Investors)

Network Operator
(Net. Co)
ESKOM

Project Management Activities to 
establish the park

Acquisition of the land, zoning and 
permitting requirement

Operation & Maintenance of the 
Facilities

Establishes & Enforces Park’s policies & 
Procedures

Provision of Services

Allocation of parcels of land for IPP’s

Provides HSE oversight for all 
construction activities

Interface with National, Regional & Local 
Authorities

Enters into a Tenant Agreement with the 
Landlord

Builds, owns and operates the solar 
facility

Enters into a P.P.A with the National 
Grid Operator

Responsible for all activities within the 
allocated site

Operation & Maintenance of park 
internal reticulation network

Operation & Maintenance and Operation 
of the main export sub-Station

Communications & Liaison with the 
National Grid Operator

Collection & Analysis of Park weather & 
Operating Data

Provision of bulk (Domestic) electricity 
supply to Landlord

Collection of Network charges

Recovers costs through 
lease and variable 

services costs

Recovers costs through 
Network pricing mechanisms

(TBA)

Pays the Park for 
facilities usage

& operating costs

Recovers the 
investments via the 

P.P.A.  

Figure 15 - Solar Park landlord model 
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The discussion paper that was prepared as input to the debate around the structure, roles and 
responsibilities of the SPA is included in Appendix B for record. 

3.2 Services Provided by the Landlord 

The following utilities and services are envisaged to be provided by the Landlord to Investors 
establishing a plant on the Solar Park: 

 Electrical Systems 

 Solar Park substation 

 Satellite substations (where required) 

 Distribution lines from plant switchyards to park substation (132 kV) 

 Site power requirements 

 Construction power requirements 

 Site-wide facilities 

 Solar Park office complex and Visitors’ Centre 

 General workshops 

 Access roads 

 Potable water 

 Pre-treated raw water 

 Liquid and Solid Waste collection and treatment 

3.3 Further Development of Model 

The model described above was developed to help to address a number of issues that the Site 
Infrastructure team were working with at the time. Further development will be done by 
others. 
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4. Site Location, Selection and Assessment 

4.1 Site Location 

Key factors to be considered when siting a solar generation project and a Solar Park are: 

 Solar resource 

 Access to the transmission network for power evacuation 

 Availability of suitable land 

 Water availability and accessibility 

 Local transportation infrastructure 

 Limited environmental impact 

The CCI Pre-feasibility study identified several potential sites for multi-gigawatt Solar Parks 
within the Northern Cape. These are indicated on Figure 16 (CCI 2010) and it can be seen 
that they demarcate a zone of optimal solar potential that tracks the Orange River through the 
region. This zone has been referred to as the Northern Cape “Solar Corridor” and is the target 
region for establishment of 5 GW of solar power generation by 2020.   

The site defined for further consideration during this study was located on two farms in the 
//Khara Hais municipal area that are some 10 kilometres west of Upington. These farms are 
Klip Kraal 451 and Droogehout 442 and are municipal land that is currently utilised for 
limited livestock grazing.  

 

Figure 16  - The Northern Cape "Solar Corridor"  (CCI 2010) 
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Figure 17 demarcates the farms considered for further assessment as a potential site for the 
initial Solar Park. 
 

 
Figure 17 - Farms selected as potential sites for the Upington Solar Park 

4.2 Solar Resource  

Selection of the site for a solar facility must obviously consider the available solar radiation 
as the key criterion for the site location. The Northern Cape region as a whole has a high 
level of incident solar radiation and the preliminary screening of potential sites by CCI during 
the Pre-feasibility Study took this into account. For details of the process followed refer to the 
Site Selection section of the CCI Pre-feasibility report. 
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Figure 18 - Annual solar radiation in South Africa 

4.2.1 Direct Normal Irradiation (DNI) Data 

When sizing a solar facility, the site specific DNI data must be considered.  Regardless of the 
choice of solar technology, the expected electrical output of a facility is tied directly to the 
DNI and other considerations such as thermal storage.  Certain technologies, such as CPV, 
are not practical if the DNI levels are below a certain threshold.  Above this threshold, they 
become an attractive technology choice over conventional PV due to higher efficiencies and 
less degradation due to ambient temperature extremes. 

There is a range of DNI data available for the selected site (farm 451 Klip Kraal) for the 
Upington Solar Park. The DNI data varies from the public domain satellite data for the region 
through to data sets supplied by Eskom for the adjacent farm Olyvenhouts Drift. The Eskom 
data provides detailed information for a period from November 2006 through to April 2010. 
Refer to Appendix C – Summary of Available DNI Data. 

Eskom released the solar data that it has obtained for four Northern Cape sites for use by 
potential investors in the Northern Cape region. Data sets were provided as Microsoft Excel 
files and details are provided in Appendix C. The Eskom data sets were provided at the 
Investors’ Conference in Upington and are available on the Eskom website, 
www.eskom.co.za . The data sets have not been analysed in any detail for this report. The 
information will be extremely valuable for any potential investor/designer of a solar plant 
within the Upington area. 
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The Eskom data will be included in the prospectus for potential investors that will be 
developed during the Feasibility Study phase. 

The DNI resource was not used as a factor when assessing the designated farms for use as a 
Solar Park as it is assumed to be consistent across both farms and was not a determining 
factor at the level of assessment performed during this study. 

4.3 Site Climate 

4.3.1 General Information 

Upington is located in the Northern Cape Province of South Africa and is situated on the 
Orange River at an altitude of some 840 m (2 755 feet) above sea level. The climate of 
Upington is, in general, ideal for solar power generation with a low number of days with 
precipitation and cloud which contributes to its high level of annual solar radiation. 
Summarised climate data is presented in  Table 6, Table 7 and Figure 18. 

The peak summer temperatures will have an impact on the performance of some 
technologies. Power yield of some PV systems is reduced at high ambient temperatures and 
the thermal efficiency of dry cooled condensing steam turbines is reduced. 

Wind data is important for solar facilities as high wind speeds can cause damage to the panels 
or mirrors unless they are parked in their most stable position. Wind speeds of higher than 
90 km/h are problematic and will cause the solar collectors/panels/mirrors to be parked. 
However, gentle and consistent winds are beneficial for PV and CPV panels as they assist in 
keeping them cooler which increases their performance. Wind data for Upington is presented 
in the form of a windrose for the period 2001-2005 in Figure 20. 

4.3.2 Potential Flooding 

Although the local climate is relatively dry the Upington region is affected by floods on an 
occasional basis due to very high rainfall in the catchment area of the Orange River and its 
tributaries. The southern or river end of the site may be affected by the Orange River flooding 
and the 100 year flood line must be identified on the site. 

The recent floods in late 2010/early 2011 must be considered when preparing design data for 
the development of the Klip Kraal site. 
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Table 6 - Climate data for Upington 

Climate Data 

Upington 
Position: 28° 24' S     21° 16' E   
Elevation:  836 m       
Period:  1961-1990       
This climatological information is the normal values and, according to World Meteorological Organization (WMO) prescripts, 
based on monthly averages for the 30-year period 1961 – 1990 

Temperature (°C) Precipitation 

Month 
Highest 

Recorded 

Average 
Daily 

Maximum 

Average 
Daily 

Minimum 

Lowest 
Recorded 

Average 
Monthly 

(mm) 

Average 
Number of 
days with  
≥ 1mm 

Highest 24 
hour 

Rainfall 
(mm) 

January 42 36 20 10 24 4 33 

February 42 34 20 9 35 6 59 

March 41 32 18 5 37 6 46 

April 38 28 13 2 26 5 52 

May 34 24 8 -2 10 2 26 

June 29 21 5 -5 4 2 13 

July 29 21 4 -6 2 1 7 

August 33 23 6 -7 4 1 40 

September 39 27 9 -2 4 2 19 

October 40 30 13 2 9 3 22 

November 41 33 16 5 17 3 51 

December 43 35 19 6 17 4 42 

Year 43 29 13 -7 189 37 59 

    South African Weather Service, 2003 
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Table 7 - Average monthly temperatures and humidity for the Upington area (2001 - 2005) 

Month 

Average  

Temperature 

°C 

Maximum 

Temperature 

°C 

Minimum 

Temperature 

°C 

Humidity 

% 

January 28.2 41.3  14.0 31.4 

February 28.4 39.9  16.0 36.0 

March 25.8 38.7  11.5 41.8 

April 21.2 34.4  6.9 50.4 

May 16.8 31.2  1.7 46.2 

June 12.6 26.6  -2.8 48.0 

July 12.4 27.3  -2.2 41.2 

August 14.1 32.0  -2.1 39.0 

September 18.6 36.4  2.4 33.0 

October 23.0 38.3  6.0 30.1 

November 25.5 39.1  10.7 32.3 

December 27.4 40.2  14.0 26.7 

Average 21.2 35.4  6.4 38.0 

   (Bohlweki 2007) 

 

 

 

Figure 19 - Precipitation data for Upington (www.weatheronline.co.nz 2010) 
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Figure 20 – Windrose showing the average wind speed and wind direction for the years 2001-2005 
(Bohlweki 2007) 

4.4 Site Criteria 

The following are the topography guidelines used for the initial assessment of the two 
proposed sites for the Upington Solar Park. 

4.4.1 Concentrating Solar Power 

Site flatness is most critical for CSP technologies such as parabolic trough and central 
receiver facilities. The acceptable range for overall site flatness is between 0 % and 2 % 
slope.   Central receivers are somewhat more forgiving since the heliostat field consists of 
heliostats mounted individually on piers with independent dual axis tracking.  Parabolic 
trough, however, utilizes banks of continuous parabolic mirrors mounted on a common 
supporting frame for distances of up to 300 metres.   
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4.4.2 Photovoltaic 

PV installations require grade flatness ranging from 0 % to approximately 5 %, as although 
the PV modules are mounted on common support frames, the supports are fairly short, 
supporting approximately 16 PV modules.  Variation in slope can therefore be tolerated by 
fixed tilt PV especially if the slope increases North to South (Southern hemisphere).  For 
tracking PV, the slope requirements are more stringent. 

4.4.3 Concentrating Photovoltaic 

CPV installations are the most forgiving, as these large modules are mounted on individual 
piers similar to heliostat fields.  It is typically not necessary to grade the site or to clear low-
lying vegetation.   Topography must be considered when evaluating shading of adjacent 
modules but slopes in excess of 5 % can be tolerated. 

4.5 Topography and Geotechnical Information 

4.5.1 Topography 

The topography of the site selected for the initial phase of the Upington Solar Park was first 
investigated on a desktop level through the use of publically available Geographic 
Information System (GIS) data. This data set provided information on the physical elevation 
of the site which was used to determine the slope of the terrain across the site. The slope 
information was then used to identify areas of the site that would be suitable for each of the 
solar technologies. 

4.5.2 Geotechnical Information 

A desktop geotechnical study was performed which indicated that loose Kalahari sand dunes 
were present on both sites. Occasional rock outcrops indicate the possibility of shallow rock 
underlying the sand, which would need to be confirmed by a more detailed geotechnical 
analysis involving soil borings.  Typical solar facility foundations range from driven steel 
piers to drilled concrete piers and spread foundations.  Certain geotechnical conditions such 
as shallow rock that interferes with the installation of driven or drilled piers may dictate 
alternate types of foundations such as spread foundations.  

Refer to Appendix I for the full desktop geotechnical study report. 

4.6 Transport Network – Roads and Rail  

Upington is well served by its existing transport network which includes the N10 national 
highway, the N14, the railway line from De Aar via Upington to Keetmanshoop in Namibia 
and the Upington International Airport. There are also several smaller regional roads and a 
railway line that follows the Orange River from Upington to Keimoes and is used to transport 
agricultural goods (largely fruit) into Upington from the growing areas along the river. 
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The Solar Park site on Klip Kraal Farm extends from the N14 in the south to beyond the N10 
in the north. The Upington-Namibia railway crosses the northern sector of Klip Kraal and the 
local railway line crosses the south eastern end of the farm. 

4.6.1 Roads 

There are several major roads and a secondary road servicing the area: 

 National Road N14, linking Upington and Keimoes, is aligned in a roughly north-south 
direction passing along the south-eastern boundary of Farm 451 - Klip Kraal.  

 National Road N10, which links Upington to Ariamsvlei in Namibia, routes in an east-
west direction passing through the northern part of Farm 451 Klip Kraal.  

 Road 359 which links Upington to Louisvale and Kanoneiland is aligned along the 
eastern/southern bank of the Orange River i.e. on the opposite side of the river to Klip 
Kraal. 

4.6.2 Railway Lines 

Two railway lines pass through the study area (SSI-Bohlweki 2010): 

 The Upington-Keetmanshoop (Namibia) line is aligned through the northern portion of 
the farm Olyvenhouts Drift. There are 2-3 trains per day on this line (data obtained 
from Transnet Freight Rail); and 

 The Upington-Keimoes line is aligned through the southern portion of the farm 
Olyvenhouts Drift. This rail line is hardly used. Data from Transnet Freight Rail 
indicate that there is one train every ten days on this line. 

4.7 Overhead Electrical Lines and Servitudes 

An existing overhead 132 kV distribution line crosses the lower southern section of the Klip 
Kraal site. This line may need to be relocated to the south eastern boundary of the farm to 
allow maximum utilisation of the site. Eskom have identified that the line is available for use 
to evacuate up to 150 MW of solar power from 2012. Currently it is intended to utilise this 
line to supply construction power to the Solar Park during initial development and to 
evacuate power from the first solar plants that are installed on the park. These early plants are 
likely to be PV or CPV technology facilities which are quick to construct and get operational. 
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5. Solar Park Master Development Plan 

5.1 Overall Approach 

The approach used for assessment and then the development of the designated site for the 
Upington Solar Park was as follows: 

 Complete a desktop evaluation of the suitability of the selected site for different solar 
technologies by preparing a site slope map and breaking the site into zones suitable for 
each of the technologies. 

 Make a site reconnaissance to physically check that the preliminary zone map relates to 
the actual conditions found on the ground. 

 Adjust the zone map as necessary and then use it to proceed further with site 
development 

This technique worked well when the GIS data used as the basis for the initial preparation of 
the site slope map was at a high enough definition level to be able to map the vertical 
variations accurately. The problem with Farm 442 was that the slope map based on the GIS 
data did not have high enough horizontal resolution to be able to pick up the dunes and data 
that provides a finer vertical interval must be used. 

5.1.1 Farm 442 Droogehout 

The brief to Fluor was to investigate Farm 442 Droogehout for the initial installations on the 
Upington Solar Park. The site was to be checked for its suitability for the various solar 
technologies with a desire to be able to install as much as 80 % of the generating capacity in 
the form of CSP. This scenario obviously requires the major part of a site to be relatively flat 
with gentle slopes of less than 2.5 %. 

The overall elevation gradient for Farm 442 Droogehout is shown in Figure 21 and Figure 23 
is a slope map showing localized changes in grade by percent.  Based on these two maps and 
assuming that the goal is to minimize grading of the site, the site is divided up into two zones; 
one more suitable for a solar trough or central receiver, requiring a slope change of no more 
than 1 to 3% and the other being more suitable for PV and CPV which can tolerate from 3 to 
5% slope changes.  The squares adjacent to the slope map represent the sizes of various 
facilities; 5.2 km² (2 square miles) is needed for a 150 MW solar trough without thermal 
storage or a central receiver plant, 6.5 km² (2.5 square miles) for a 150 MW solar trough with 
thermal storage and 1.3 km² (0.5 square mile) for a 50 MW PV or CPV plant.  The sites 
would be oriented on the plot as shown with the facility boundaries oriented North/South.  It 
appears that the overall site falls from South to North, which is beneficial for efficiency of the 
solar plants. 

A site reconnaissance was completed to check out both Farm 442 and Farm 451 from the 
ground. Prior to the visit, Google Earth Pro images were reviewed to try to pick up details 
and it was noted that most of Farm 442 was covered in red Kalahari sand dunes as shown in 
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Figure 22. The site visit confirmed this and that the dunes typically ranged in height from 
3-6 metres from trough to crest. The dune crest spacing varies between 30 to 100 metres. It 
was clear that, although the dunes are currently stabilised by vegetation, if they were cleared 
the sand is loose and it could begin to migrate. As a result, it was decided that the land 
preparation and foundation requirements on most of Farm 442 would be costly and difficult. 
Refer to the site visit report in Appendix H – Site Reconnaissance Report. 

The focus for the initial implementation of the Solar Park was moved to Farm 451 Klip 
Kraal. 

 

Figure 21 - Topographic View of Farm 442 Showing Site Elevations 

 
Figure 22  - Google Earth Pro Image of the Northern Corner of Farm 442 Droogehout  

Showing Sand Dunes 
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Figure 23 - Slope map of Farm 442 showing zones suitable for particular technologies and the areas 

required by typical plants 
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5.1.2 Farm 451 Klip Kraal 

Farm 451 Klip Kraal is a total of 5 550 ha in area with the bulk of the area in the southern 
portion (4 600 ha) and then with two smaller parts of 530 ha and 420 ha respectively. The 
two smaller parts are separated from the main farm by the railway to Namibia and the N10 
road as can be seen in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24 - Dimensions and areas of Farm 451 Klip Kraal 

A slope map was developed for Farm 451 using the ASTER 30 m grid data and this is shown 
in Figure 25. Using this, together with the site reconnaissance of the farm, a technology 
zoning map was prepared as Figure 26. Note that the two small northern parts of the farm are 
shown as suitable for PV/CPV. They could also be used for CSP technologies if the distance 
from the river and the associated cost of delivering water to these parts of the site is 
acceptable. 
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Figure 25 - Slope Map of Farm 451 Klip Kraal 

 

Figure 26 - Preliminary technology zoning for Solar Park layout 
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5.2 Site Reconnaissance 

The site reconnaissance covered both Farm 442 Droogehout and Farm 451 Klip Kraal. The 
report is attached in Appendix H.  

 

Figure 27 - Photographs from site reconnaissance 

5.3 Design Considerations 

The overall site layout required the consideration of topography, site geometry as well as 
assumed targets of the DoE with regard to percentage of technologies with thermal storage 
capability versus those without.   It is assumed that roughly eighty percent of the installed 
capacity would require thermal storage.   The most proven technology installed to date is 
parabolic trough.  This technology can be installed with or without storage.  On a theoretical 
basis, the most efficient technology for thermal storage is central receiver.  Large scale 
central receivers of 100MW capacity have never been built, therefore this technology has not 
been proven to the degree that parabolic trough has.   Because all CSP technologies require 
water for makeup of the steam cycle and for washing of the reflectors, it would make sense to 
locate them as close as possible to a water source such as the Orange River. 

Photovoltaics are the least expensive technology on an installed cost per KW basis and the 
most rapidly deployed.   Because there are currently no economically viable storage options 
for utility scale photovoltaics, they are assumed to be smaller component of the overall solar 
park technology makeup.  Photovoltaics are also more likely to produce transient power 
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fluctuations and as their scale increases, may require special harmonic analysis to ensure that 
the power produced by the many inverters is compatible with the requirements of the power 
grid.  Photovoltaics are also temperature sensitive.  As the ambient temperature and PV 
module temperature increases, the module efficiency decreases substantially.  The overall 
facility must therefore be sized to account for thermal efficiency losses, which in a place such 
as Upington, can drive the installed cost up as much as five to ten percent. 

Concentrating Photovoltaics, which also have no economically viable storage options for 
utility scale plants, are a worthwhile consideration for the Solar Park, since they are not 
subject to thermal efficiency degradation to the level seen with PV.  While their installed cost 
can be higher on a cost per kW basis, their overall performance and efficiency can be higher 
over the life of the facility, especially with high site DNI levels.  These facilities can also be 
deployed with the least amount of site preparation of any available technology.  Again, since 
CPV has no available storage option, it was assumed to make up a small percentage of the 
overall Solar Park capacity and was located in regions of the site where slope was in excess 
of 5%.  PV and CPV have the advantage over CSP of not requiring as much water for 
operations, since there is no steam cycle associated with either technology.  Water usage is 
limited to periodic washing of the modules, which is a function of the amount of dust that 
collects over time and tolerance for loss in performance due to soiled modules. 

5.4 Solar Park Technology Layouts 

5.4.1 Typical Plant Layouts 

As noted in Section 1.4.2 Generating Capacity the base scenario considered during the 
Indicative Master Plan study was for five typical solar plants covering a mix of technologies. 
These were: 

 Photovoltaic (PV) 50 MW 

 Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV) 25 MW 

 CSP – Parabolic Trough with thermal storage 150 MW 

 CSP – Parabolic Trough without thermal storage 150 MW 

 CSP – Central Receiver 100 MW 

This layout, which achieves 475 MW, is shown in Figure 28 and it is obvious that it could be 
optimised and additional generating capacity could be installed. 

The base scenario layout was used to develop the 3D Fly-by model for presentation at the 
Upington Investors’ Conference together with the indicative sketches of the layout 
philosophy of servitudes, roads on the site (see Figure 30), the office complex and visitors’ 
centre (see Figure 31). A snap shot view from the model is shown in Figure 29. 

This information was also used for the cost estimate. 
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Figure 28 – Base scenario layout for five typical solar plants 

 

Figure 29 - Snap shot view of Solar Park site from 3D fly-by model using the base scenario 
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Figure 30 - Preliminary layout philosophy of the Solar Park showing servitudes and roads 
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Figure 31 - Indicative layout of Solar Park office complex and visitors' centre 

5.4.2 Maximising Solar Generation Capacity on Farm 451 - Klip Kraal 

The target generation capacity of Phase 1 of the Upington Solar Park is 1 000 MW and two 
additional scenarios were developed to see if this capacity was achievable on Farm 451 Klip 
Kraal. 

  

Table 8 - Maximising solar generation capacity scenarios 

Scenario 
CSP:PV/CPV 

ratio 

Total Capacity 

MW 
Figure 

High CSP 80:20 1005 Figure 32 

Balanced CSP:PV/CPV 50:50 1015 Figure 33 
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Figure 32 - Maximising installation density at CSP:PV/CPV of 80:20 

 

 

Figure 33 - Maximising installation density at CSP:PV/CPV of 50:50 
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5.4.3 Potential Expansion of Solar Park Area 

As noted in the previous section there are considerable benefits to be achieved by expanding 
the physical area of the Solar Park in a way that will expand the east-west dimension. This 
will “square up” the Solar Park and enable a more optimum site layout to be achieved. 
Centralised services and utilities can be better located to minimise run lengths of lines and 
pipelines to the solar plants and the layout of technologies such as CSP Parabolic Trough can 
be optimised. 

Several opportunities to achieve this expansion by including properties that border on Klip 
Kraal were considered during the study but due to time constraints only one option was 
investigated further. The locations of the identified opportunities are shown in Figure 34 and 
details are as follows: 

 Municipal land (Farm Hondejag)on the north eastern boundary of Klip Kraal farm 

A site visit was made to this area and the land is very similar to Klip Kraal and would 
be suitable for use by a range of solar technologies. The boundaries of the available 
land must be finalized with the //Khara Hais Municipality during the Feasibility Study. 

 The Eskom farm, Olyvenhouts Drift, immediately west of the Solar Park  

This will be discussed with Eskom during the Feasibility Phase and a decision on its 
inclusion in the Solar Park must be made in early 2011 to support the Feasibility Study. 
A summary of the pros and cons to inclusion of the Eskom farm into the Solar Park is 
given in Table 9. 

Table 9 - Summary of Positive and Negative Aspects of Combining Eskom Farm Olyvenhouts Drift into 
the Upington Solar Park 

Issue Results Remarks 

Factors For Combining Eskom Farm Olyvenhouts Drift into Upington Solar Park 

Olyvenhouts Drift farm is immediately 
adjacent to Farm 451 on the west boundary 
and covers an area of ±7500 ha 

Farm 451 is long and narrow with the 
3 km width of the site acting as a 
constraint. Layouts of CSP parabolic 
trough plants can be optimised with 
the extra space available 

We have not investigated the 
Eskom farm in any detail and are 
unsure of the actual area suitable 
for CSP technologies 

The Solar Park concept is based on 
economies of scale and adding the Eskom 
farm increases the benefits 

Larger area available results in more 
installed generation capacity which 
share common costs  

 Site will be better dimensioned to 
enable optimum technology 
layouts 

Increased number of plants sharing common 
services such as security, utilities (water 
supply & effluent treatment), export 
substation, plant maintenance, overall site 
management etc. 

Lower cost per investor than for 
smaller site 
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Issue Results Remarks 

Opportunity for Eskom project to become an 
anchor tenant 

- Eskom project will reduce costs as 
no longer carry costs of common 
services alone 
- Eskom involved in Solar Park so 
have a vested interest in achieving 
deadlines for Transmission 
infrastructure 
- Access to Eskom EIA and may be 
able to amend it to include Farm 451 
thus shortening cycle considerably 
- Easy access to knowledge gained 
by Eskom team over the last 3 years 

  

Factors Against Combining Eskom Farm Olyvenhouts Drift into Upington Solar Park 

Additional interfaces during initial phases of 
project 

Early resolution of issues resulting 
from combination of sites would 
resolve this 

  

Complexity of amalgamating municipal land 
(Farm 451 - Klip Kraal) with privately owned 
land (Olyvenhouts Drift) into the Solar Park 

Require clarification of legal issues 
and process required to be followed 
to achieve this 

This may be a "fatal flaw" for the 
concept 

Concerns by Eskom that they lose control of 
their project 

- Eskom project will only "lose" the 
infrastructure hook-up portion which 
will be handled by Solar Park and 
Eskom Transmission group 
- On plot scope will be unchanged 

Need early and effective 
alignment with Eskom project 
team 

 

 If the Eskom farm is included in the Solar Park it may also be possible to include a 
portion of McTaggarts Camp 453 which is the farm that Abengoa Solar are locating 
their project on. 

As can be seen from Figure 34 this will require acquisition of several other tranches of 
land which lie between McTaggarts Camp and Olyvenhouts Drift. 

The McTaggarts Camp opportunity may only be realized by making it a Solar Park “satellite” 
i.e. keeping it separate from the actual physical area of the Solar Park but linking it in through 
services and utilities. It is the Abengoa project’s intention to utilize the existing 132 kV 
distribution line that runs through Klip Kraal, Olyvenhouts Drift and McTaggarts Camp to 
evacuate power from the site. Eskom are likely to link this project into the main Solar Park 
substation once this is available. 

The Feasibility Study will consider the opportunities available to the Upington Solar Park to 
increase the footprint of the park and to optimize its dimensions to enable more optimal 
layouts on the site. Decisions on what land will be included in the Solar Park must be taken in 
early 2011 to provide a firm basis of design for the Solar Park site development during the 
Feasibility Study. 
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Note that the Eskom feasibility study for the Solar Park substation and 400 kV transmission 
lines will have to consider the optimum location of the substation given that it may ultimately 
have to cater for evacuation of much more power than that generated on Farm 451 Klip 
Kraal. 

 

 

Figure 34 – Additional land that may be available to incorporate into the Upington Solar Park 
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5.5 Infrastructure Development 

5.5.1 Buildings, Fencing, Access Control, Visitors Centre 

Preliminary indicative layouts were prepared to support the development of the 3d Fly-by 
model and the ROM cost estimate.  

Preliminary engineering of these facilities will be done during the Feasibility study once the 
site boundaries and solar park configuration has been firmed up. 

5.5.2 Raw Water Supply 

The current facilities that have been defined for the Solar Park include a raw water supply 
system that consists of: 

 Water extraction and pumping equipment on the Orange River 

 A pipeline to supply river water to the on-park water treatment plant 

 Storage capacity for river water on site 

 A water treatment plant that screens, filters and flocculates the river water to produce 
raw water for delivery to the various solar plants on the Solar park 

 Storage capacity for raw water 

It is assumed that the users of the raw water will upgrade it as necessary on their sites for use 
as boiler feed water or to wash mirrors etc. 

//Khara Hais municipality has indicated that they would be interested in providing the water 
treatment plant as part of an infrastructure upgrade in Upington and then supplying raw water 
to the Solar Park. This opportunity to reduce the on-park infrastructure will be investigated 
during the Feasibility Study. Sufficient storage will still have to be provided at the Solar Park 
to ensure that any interruptions in supply from the municipal water works will not affect 
normal operation of the site facilities. 

5.5.3 Site Power Supply 

5.5.3.1 Site Development/Construction Power 

Electrical power will be required for the development of the site during construction. This 
could be supplied by mobile generators but due to the scale of the developments it would be 
more effective to utilize a supply from the 132 kV line that crosses the southern end of the 
farm. Portable generation is still likely to be needed for the more remote locations. 
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5.5.3.2 Operating Power for the Solar Park 

Once the Solar Park is established it will require power for day to day operations. This will be 
for the security systems, utility plants, office complex, maintenance workshops etc. While the 
power needs may be provided from solar generated power normally, a back-up supply will be 
needed from the Eskom distribution system particularly during the early years. 

5.5.4 Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 

The Upington Solar Park will require an efficient and reliable Information and 
Communications technology (ICT) backbone as most of the Investors on the site are likely to 
be managing their plants remotely. The requirements will be defined and addressed during 
the Feasibility phase. 

5.5.5 Black and Grey Water Treatment and Disposal 

The Upington Solar Park is planned to be a zero liquid effluent facility and the park 
infrastructure will include the necessary plant and equipment to achieve this. 

Typical effluents envisaged at this stage include blowdown from steam systems, boiler and 
polished water treatment plant regeneration streams, cooling tower blowdown and sewage. 

5.6 Access and Security 

The Klip Kraal site will be accessed from the north via the N10 and from the south via the 
N14. It is envisaged that heavy vehicle and load access will be from the south and that this 
will be the Construction access route. 
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6. Outside Park Factors 

6.1 Road Access, Intersection with National Roads 

Liaison with the necessary authorities will enable details and/or designs to be developed 
during the Feasibility Study to support the capital cost estimate for the Upington Solar park 
infrastructure.  

6.2 Servitudes, Raw water, ICT, transmission lines 

Liaison with the necessary authorities and potential suppliers will enable details and/or 
designs to be developed during the Feasibility Study to support the capital cost estimate for 
the Upington Solar park infrastructure.  

6.3 Municipal Servicing 

Liaison with the necessary authorities will enable details and/or designs to be developed 
during the Feasibility Study to support the capital cost estimate for the Upington Solar park 
infrastructure.  
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7. Transmission and Interface with the National Grid 

The evacuation of power generated on the Solar Park will be achieved in two stages: 

 Power will be transferred from the individual solar plants to the main Solar Park 
substation via an internal 132 kV system that will include the satellite substations and 
overhead distribution lines. 

This system will fall under the Solar Park Authority 

 The power will be transformed to 400 kV in the main Solar Park substation for delivery 
to the national grid via new 400 kV lines 

This system will be owned and operated by Eskom Transmission (the future 
Independent System and Market Operator – ISMO) 

7.1 Solar Park Internal Distribution Network 

The distribution network within the Solar Park will be developed to support the final site 
configurations that are developed during the Feasibility Study. 

Single line diagrams were prepared for the 1 000 MW scenario with a CSP:PV/CPV ratio of 
80:20 as the base scenario for the Indicative Master Plan capital cost estimate. A ROM 
estimate was prepared for this configuration and details are provided in Appendix E – Details 
of Cost Estimate. 

7.2 Solar Park Main Substation and Control Centre 

The Solar Park Main Substation and Control Centre will be designed, constructed, owned and 
operated by Eskom Transmission (the future Independent System and Market Operator – 
ISMO). 

Installation of the substation and the associated 400 kV transmission lines will be done in a 
phased manner as identified in the Eskom presentation to the Investors’ Conference in 
Upington (Dames 2010). 

The location of the main substation was assumed to be in the south eastern corner of the site 
with power line servitudes exiting the Solar Park towards the south. This location will 
definitely be changed and there is a good chance that the substation will not be physically 
located on Farm 451 Klip Kraal at all. The preferred location of the substation will be 
decided during the Feasibility Study but final siting will only be confirmed once the 
Environmental Authorisation is achieved. 

Operation of the substation will be done by Eskom Transmission (ISMO) personnel which 
will ensure that all power generated in the Solar Park can be seamlessly integrated into the 
national network. 
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7.3 Connection to the National Grid 

Connection to the national grid will be done through a network upgrade project that will link 
the Upington Solar Park substation to the grid. Eskom have proposed an upgrade to enable 
the evacuation of 1 100 MW of power from the Upington area which will handle Phase 1 of 
the Upington Solar Park (1 000 MW) and the Eskom Central Receiver project (100 MW). 
Eskom have noted that the proposed solution will be able to accommodate up to 1.5 GW 
from the substation. 
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8. Local and Regional Factors 

Local and regional factors include aspects such as: 

 Accommodation and transport logistics 

 Regional labour practises, bargaining councils, formal labour structures, project level 
labour agreements. 

 Centralised labour bureaus, hiring policies 

 Interfaces with local and regional authorities 

 Communication protocols 

 Survey of general infrastructure, hospitals, schools, training centres. etc.,  to support an 
influx of skilled and semi skilled personnel 

 Available skills levels in the region and the impact of the seasonal harvesting activities 
( we do not want to destabilise the current employment situation) 

 HIV/Aids policy alignment with regional and local initiatives 

 Manufacturing and services delivery support in the region - opportunity for 
sustainability investments 

 Recreational & sporting facilities 

All these factors must be considered in some detail during the Feasibility Study phase. 
Information on the requirements that the Solar Park project will have must be developed so 
that the local and regional authorities can ensure that their systems and services will be able 
to support the project adequately and that the local economy benefits to the greatest extent 
possible. Good communication and coordination will be essential to make sure that all parties 
are fully informed so that they can plan well.  

The following aspects will be addressed during the Feasibility Study and developed to a level 
sufficient to support the further development of the project: 

 Infrastructure 

o Available public domain facilities - medical, educational, vocational etc. 

o Local services providers, contractors and fabrication facilities 

o Interfaces with local and regional authorities 

o Communication protocols 

o Logistics: road, rail and air links 

 Influx of Labour 

o Labour and Industrial Relation Policies - local hire, wage agreements, 

o Labour Bureaus 
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o Accommodation and Transport 

o Training and Development 

o HIV/AIDs policies 

o Recreational and Sporting Facilities 

 Sustainability Policies 

o Social and Financial Investments 
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9. Capital Cost 

9.1 Basis of Estimate 

The estimate was based on the Solar Park site layout scenario for the total development of 
Klip Kraal to achieve 1 000 MW of generating capacity with a CSP: PV/CPV ratio of 80:20. 

The onsite transmission network to evacuate the generated solar power form the park was 
originally considered to be within the scope of the Solar Park infrastructure but this is now 
the responsibility of Eskom who will develop the necessary Solar Park substation and 400 kV 
lines to integrate the Upington Solar Park into the South African grid. The internal 132 kV 
distribution system to hook the various plants within the park to the main substation remains 
within the Solar Park infrastructure and has been priced. 

Details of the basis of the Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) are included in Appendix E. 

9.2 ROM Cost Estimate 

The Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) capital cost estimate for infrastructure required on 
Farm 451 Klip Kraal to support the Phase 1 development of the Upington Solar Park is 
R 2,86 billion (Oct 2010 base date).  

It must be noted that the estimate design basis and approach was conservative due to the 
limited definition of the onsite configuration and the lack of engineering done to date. Any 
evaluation of the information presented must review the estimate basis in detail to put the 
estimate in context. 

The target estimate accuracy for the Upington Solar Park infrastructure at the end of the 
Feasibility Study is ± 15% which will have to be based on significant engineering work for 
the Solar Park infrastructure. 

9.3 Estimate Risk Analysis 

No risk analysis was done on the ROM cost estimate produced for the Indicative Master Plan 
study as the estimate was for indicative purposes only. It does not reflect the total expected 
costs for the development of Phase 1 of the Upington Solar Park as items such as bulk 
earthworks to prepare the solar plant sites were excluded due to a lack of definition at this 
stage of the project. It also does not consider any pre-investment that may be sensible to 
support the requirements for installing the solar generation capacity beyond the 1 000 MW of 
Phase 1. 

However, a risk analysis must be done on the estimate produced during the Feasibility Study 
to support the completion of the anticipated capital requirements of the Solar Park for 
submission to Cabinet for approval. 
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10. Schedule 

10.1 Park Development Framework Plan 

A high level milestone schedule (Figure 35) reflects the key activities and dates that have 
been identified at this point in the programme. The roll-out of Phase 1 of the Upington Solar 
Park is regarded as a programme rather than a project because it involves management of 
multiple projects on a large scale site over an extended time frame.  

 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Feasibility Study

Investors' Expression of Interest (EoI)

Cabinet Approval ?

Bridging Activities

Establish SPA

SPA Pty. Ltd. Registered ?

Investors' Request for Proposal (RFP)

Environmental Authorisation ?

Upington Solar Park Infrastructure
? ?

Investors - PV/CPV

Generate initial 150 MW from PV/CPV ?

Investors - CSP

Eskom power evacuation 
  - Park substation and 400 kV transmission lines

Generate 1 000 MW from USP ?

2015 2016
Project Activity

2011 2012 2013 2014

Infrastructure to support init ial 150 MW completed

Infrastructure to support Phase 1 ( 1 GW ) completed

 

Figure 35 - High Level Schedule for Phase 1 of Upington Solar Park 

10.2 Execution Strategy 

To be developed in detail during the initial month of the Feasibility Study. 

10.3 Pioneering and Site Establishment Activities 

To be developed during Feasibility Study phase 

10.4 Long Term Development 

To be developed during Feasibility Study phase 
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10.5 Schedule Risk Analysis 

No risk analysis was done on the preliminary milestone schedule produced for the Indicative 
Master Plan study as the schedule is at a high level and lacks the detail needed to support a 
risk review. 

However, a risk analysis must be done on the schedule produced during the Feasibility Study 
and appropriate risk mitigation actions must be identified and included in the Execution Plan 
for the EPC phase. 
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11. Solar Park Overall Risk Review 

Fluor’s risk review process was utilised to identify potential project risks at a high level, 
document them, identify the responsible party and consider possible mitigation steps. Many 
of the risks are generic at this point in the project and specific actions are difficult to frame 
but there are several key issues that have been identified and these are highlighted. 

The draft Solar Park Risk Register is attached in Appendix F for information. 

11.1 Summary of Key Identified Project Risks 

These are listed below together with a possible strategy to address the risk. They are in no 
particular order: 

 Inability to attract investors to Solar Park 

Feasibility study must identify and propose a compelling case for investors which will 
form the basis of the Investor Prospectus. 

 Competition risk due to other solar parks in the region and globally 

Need to identify where competition will come from and prepare Investor Prospectus 
accordingly 

 Impact on the national grid stability of the different solar technologies 

Timely impact study by the network operator (ISMO) to support the Solar Park 
schedule 

 Reputation Risk if the Upington Solar Park does not happen 

Feasibility study must ensure that the project can proceed effectively if it is viable. If 
outcome requires delayed implementation or that concept is not viable then this must be 
communicated carefully and transparently. 

 Insufficient land on Farm 451 to support the 1GW phase 1 development 

Identify available adjacent land 

 Overall 5GW by 2020 is at risk due to Eskom's evacuation capacity and other factors 

Establish and agree to a practical 5GW roll-out plan for the Solar Corridor 
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12. Considerations for the Feasibility Phase 

12.1 Feasibility Phase Scope of Work for Site Infrastructure 

The Terms of Reference for the Feasibility Phase are much broader than would be typical for 
a single power project as they have to cover the total scope of the Solar Park programme. A 
scoping and alignment phase will be required at the start of the Feasibility Study to finalise 
the Terms of Reference with the agreement of all the many stakeholders in the programme. 

12.2 Detailed Design and Engineering Phase 

There was no consideration of the detailed design and engineering phase during the 
Indicative Master Plan study period. Framing this phase will be an important activity during 
the Feasibility Study to prepare an execution plan for the balance of the project such that the 
next phase can be launched quickly and successfully following on Cabinet approval in 
mid-2011. 

12.3 Contracting Strategies 

The contracting strategies for the project will have several focus areas: 

 Contracts to support the Feasibility Study phase such as the Environmental Specialist 
and the Geotechnical Specialist which will generally be for technical services. 

These contracts will need to be put in place as quickly as possible so as to allow the 
specialists as much time as possible to complete or advance their work before the end 
of the Feasibility Study. The strategy must be agreed and implemented in January 2011 
if the target date of submission to Cabinet on 31 July is to be achieved. 

 Contracts related to the execution of the project to prepare the infrastructure of the 
Solar Park 

Most of these will be executed during phases after the Feasibility Study is completed 
but the strategy and any documentation needed to support rapid initiation after approval 
must be completed. 

 Contracts related to the Solar Park Authority such as the Landlord-Investor agreement 
that will be required for each plant/investor in the Solar Park 

Information needed for inclusion in the Investor Prospectus and the Investor RFP will 
be developed during the Feasibility Study phase. 
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12.4 Investors Involvement 

12.4.1 Key Issues Raised at Investors Conference 

All issues raised at the conference were captured in the Conference Report. A commitment 
was made at the conference that all questions would be addressed and feedback would be 
provided. The Scope of the Feasibility Study must include for doing this. 

12.4.2 Input to Investors’ Expression of Interest (EoI) document 

Issuing of an Investors’ Expression of Interest document could be used as a follow-up to the 
Investors’ Conference to gather more specific, targeted information from the market. This 
would serve two purposes; firstly to keep the Upington Solar Park very much on the radar 
screen of the Solar industry and, secondly, to assist with starting to short list the preferred 
investors. 

12.4.3 Input to Request for Proposal (RFP) for Investors 

If the intention is to issue a RFP shortly after Cabinet approval is granted then a lot of 
preparatory work must be done during the Feasibility Study phase to ensure that this can 
happen. Again the necessary activities must be included in the scope of work for the 
Feasibility phase. 

A key element of the RFP will be the gathering of accurate cost data for the various solar 
technologies and the solar vendors within the technology. This will allow for more accurate 
Levelised Electricity Cost (LEC) calculations to be done to support the overall assessment of 
which technologies and which technology equipment suppliers should be utilised to 
maximise the benefit to the Solar Park. 

12.5 Stakeholders and Community Involvement 

Involvement in the project by both stakeholders and the general community will be a key to 
the successful execution of the project overall and also for several critical tasks such as the 
Environment Study.  

The project has an extraordinarily complex web of stakeholders at this stage as there are 
many legal and financial issues to be resolved in parallel with the technical issues faced 
during the development of the Solar Park infrastructure. Many of the stakeholders will 
complete their input during the Feasibility phase and the deliverables of their work will be 
used to launch the next phase. Some will have to remain fully engaged throughout the life of 
the project. Good communication will be the only way to successfully manage the multitude 
of interfaces that are part of this project. 

Good communication, although on a different level, will also be key to successful 
engagement with the community both in the Upington region and in South Africa generally. 
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This project has caught the interest of a very wide range of people who will all want regular 
feedback. 
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Appendix A Fluor Technical Service Agreement (TSA) for Indicative Master 
Plan - Terms of Reference 

 

The terms of reference of the Fluor Technical Service Agreement (TSA) were included as 
Exhibit A of the TSA as follows: 

EXHIBIT A 

Scope of Services 

 

South Africa Solar Park Indicative Master Plan Study 
 

The South African Department of Energy (DOE) is investigating the technical and 
economic feasibility of establishing one or more industrial parks dedicated to the 
deployment of solar technology, including PV, CPV and CSP.  The initial evaluation 
of the potential site will include review of public data, as well as data supplied by 
DOE, indentifying any critical issues, establishing technical feasibility, and providing 
initial cost estimates for the Solar Park, including external infrastructure connections 
and central infrastructure nodes. 
 
The work is essential to the continued efforts of DOE to develop energy policies, 
establish procedures and define the investment required to build a Solar Park. The 
Solar Park Indicative Master Plan would include the following tasks: 
 

1. Site Assessment 

 Review existing GIS data for site including topography, typical soil conditions, 
potential flood control, drainage, etc. to best describe the site geotechnical conditions. 

 Review available public solar radiation data and data supplied by DOE, and provide 
typical hourly solar radiation data. 

 Undertake site reconnaissance to assess and evaluate site conditions, locations for 
common infrastructure and interconnection points for water, transmission, 
communication, roads etc. 

 Evaluate the suitability of the land for various solar photovoltaic (PV), concentrated 
photovoltaic (CPV) and concentrated solar power (CSP) technologies and make 
recommendations on potential site deployment for each technology.  The estimate of 
the total usable land excluding land required for any flood control drainage, unsuitable 
soil, etc., shall be provided. The typical footprint for the different solar technologies 
shall be used to analyze the potential number and size of projects with solar thermal 
plant as the primary technology.  
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 Evaluate the availability of local housing to accommodate construction work force and 
provide preliminary cost of temporary housing. 

2.   DOE Solar Park Technology Deployment 

 The initial schedule for technology deployment is a Solar Park of 5000MW estimated 
to be deployed in tranches of between 500 and 750 MW per year (beginning 2012) 
until full development of the Park. 

 Provide initial site footprints providing for optimal utilization of the available land. 

 The initial deployment contemplates large-scale solar thermal projects of 100 MW-
plus, and PV and CPV up to 50 MW. 

 Provide guidelines for changing the allocation of land based upon actual technology 
deployment. 

3. Infrastructure Development Plan 

 Develop an initial site plan and layout drawing, including optimal locations for panels 
and solar collectors; switchyard, pooling substations and transmission line take off 
and easement; water access and major pipeline routings; transport infrastructure 
including site access and roads; all major equipment; tanks; buildings; equipment 
access and delivery including construction lay down areas. The initial site plan shall 
define the major internal infrastructure nodes in enough detail for site overview and 
serve as the starting point for a detailed site study. 

 Assess existing capacity of infrastructure of the above; identify what additional 
capacity is required; and how build-out can be scheduled to allow for timely 
development of the site. 

 Prepare initial capital cost estimates, schedule and budget for the Plan, including at 
least the following criteria: 

 Topography and soil conditions 

 solar resource 

 Length and cost to connect to nearest water source and primary internal 
pipeline 

 Drainage and flood control 

 Water discharge options 

 Length of transmission lines to Park and internal transmission lines to Park 
substations 

 Internal transmission substations 
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 Fossil fuel availability options for solar thermal emergency heating 

 Surrounding land uses 

 Roads 

o site access including costs for any road improvements 

o primary internal roads 

 Presence/absence of environmentally sensitive lands 

 Presence/absence of known cultural resources 

 Availability of local housing and cost to meet needs construction work force 

 

4. Review and make recommendations for the follow-on scope of work for Detailed Engineering 
Services for the Solar Park. 
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Appendix B Landlord Model Discussion Paper 

Fluor developed a discussion paper addressing the possible structure, roles and 
responsibilities of the Solar Park Authority as Landlord of the Upington Solar Park which is 
attached for information. It was prepared to give some insight into the workings of the Park 
as it pertains to the facilities provided by the Landlord and was intended to promote 
discussion and debate. This is very much a work in progress and it continues to evolve. It was 
and is not intended to go into the legal and financial structures of the Park, but touches on 
them to help clarify our own thinking. 

The current version of the discussion paper is attached for reference. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY: SA SOLAR PARK AUTHORITY 
 
PARK STRUCTURE AND OPERATING MODEL 
 
Preamble: 

 

Under the direction of the Department of Energy [DoE] a Solar Park Authority [SPA] will be set up to own & 

operate Solar Parks [Park] in South Africa, with the anchor project located in Upington, Northern Cape 

Province. The SPA will provide Landlord functions for developing, operating and managing the Park Facility. 

Independent Power Producers [IPP’s] will be invited to invest in the Park and sell their power to the National 

Grid through Power Purchase Agreements [PPA]. 

 

The primary intent of establishing Parks is to facilitate a substantial contribution of large scale renewable 

Solar power to the National Grid, with the ultimate aim of at least 5GW of solar energy. This will be achieved 

by providing fully serviced, specialized solar park facilities. This will offer attractive investment opportunities 

for major Solar Companies to enter the South African energy market through the mechanisms of investing 

in the Park, through a controlled and regulated process. 

 

This document sets out a suggested Landlord model for the Park as a basis for developing the Park Master 

Development Plan. Financial structuring mechanism are not within the remit of the Park Master 

Development plan but are touched on in this document as a means for differentiating park operating 

functions and providing suggestions as to how the Park could recover its investment and operating costs. 

 

A fundamental principle of the approach outlined in this document is that Eskom is a key partner in the 

design and operation of the power evacuating side of the Park, and in terms of the Landlord operating 

model is designated as the Network Operator. 
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Key Features of a Solar Park. 

The Solar Park concept is a means of providing an attractive investment opportunity for Independent Solar  

Power Producers to enter the SA Energy market in line with the National Policy on Renewable Energy. 

Solar Parks follow the Industrial Development Zone model of providing a serviced facility where all the 

generic zoning, legal and regulatory issues are taken care of by the Park Authority. The basic infrastructure 

will be constructed ahead of time and designed to house a number of independent power producing 

tenants. The Park approach removes a substantial degree of development risk from the Investors. In turn 

the Investors gain by being able to develop their projects within a prepared and serviced facility tailored 

specifically to the needs of the solar industry. 

 

The establishment of the Solar Park has at its core the following features: 

 The Park provides a development zone tailored specifically to the needs of Solar Investors and acts 

as the Landlord for these facilities. 

 All pre-planning and permitting activities associated with the establishment and operation of the 

solar facility are managed by the Park Authority. 

 Facilities are constructed to meet the Investors roll out program. 

 The Park guarantees the provision of services to the Investor 

 The Park provides a serviced, secure access controlled facility, including infrastructure buildings 

and emergency response services. 

 The Park provides connectivity to the National Grid and negotiates for suitably sized power 

evacuation transmission networks on behalf of the Park’s tenants. 

Solar Parks will be established and operated as ‘concentrated zones of solar development’, with the first 

Park located in Upington designed for a nominal capacity of 1GW scalable to 2GW if adjacent lands are 

included. 

The characteristics of this approach are: 

 It provides an attractive investment mechanism to  support the deployment of large scale renewable 

solar energy in South Africa in terms of the SA White Paper on Renewable Energy.  

 The Solar Park model allows for a managed deployment of large scale renewable solar energy in 

terms of the National energy policies.  

 A concentrated zone of solar power provides the economies of scale comparable to at least  a base 

load fossil fuel power station 
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 Due to the large scale and long term horizon of the Park initiative, it provides a vehicle for attracting 

both upstream (manufacturing) and downstream (power production and servicing) Solar Investors 

into the SA market place. 

 The Park will not become a power producer or energy trader in its own right, but will house an array 

of IPP solar technologies within the Park confines. 

 The Park principle establishes a level playing field that allows open market Investors to compete for 

participation in the Solar Park as Independent Power Producers [IPP’s], but motivates investment 

competition to drive efficiencies and lower the cost of renewable energy over time. 

 The Park provides serviced & secure facilities in which an Investor can construct their plant, with a 

guarantee of park service delivery to support the Investors start-up program. 

  The Park Authority bears the cost & risk of establishing the infrastructure. The Investor bears the 

commercial risk of establishing and operating the IPP facility within the confines of the Park. 

 The development of the Park reduces the entry cost of solar technology, by maximizing the 

economies of scale that a concentrated Solar Park provides through synergies derived from the 

usage of common services and the bulk export of power. 

 By virtue of the pre-investment in the infrastructure, it accelerates the time to first power by the IPP. 

 As a significant ‘power block’ the Park can negotiate with the National Grid Operator for a dedicated 

evacuating transmission network. Underwritten by the national strategic intent, the Park can support 

a fast track approach to upgrading the National Network to receive the power. The Park negotiates 

on behalf of all potential Investors, as opposed to each Investor having to negotiate on an individual 

basis. 

 The Solar Park together with the Network Operating Entity assumes the risk associated with 

ensuring that all the power produced can be evacuated, and sizes the facilities to the maximum 

potential output capacity of the Park. This allows the Investor to scale up their facility within the 

limits of the Park capacity. 

 The Park provides input side cost certainty to the Investors for Park tenancy and usage charges. 

 The Park offers the evacuation of power on a the basis of multiple independent producers, but one 

exporter, thus assisting in the supply/demand side management and load balancing at the National 

Grid level. 

 The Park investment criteria will ensure a controlled entry of IPP’s into the Park that meet the  

criteria in terms of technology & financial stability, sustainability policies, critical mass (suggested 

deployment of 50 MW and up), operational experience and proven technology. Proven and scalable 
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technology will be the primary determinants for participation in the early stages. In the later stages  

the deployment of developmental solar technology can be considered when a degree of operational 

maturity and stability has been achieved.  

 The Park will be established on sustainable commercial grounds that yield an adequate return to 

the State for the investment costs and risks, but provides an attractive business opportunity for 

Investors to participate in the Park. 

 The Park Project will ensure that the establishment and operation of the  Park/s contributes to the 

community in which they are located - by job creation, injection of local spending, skills upgrading, 

and jobs creation. Implicitly the IPP investment model must be designed to support the broad ideals 

of economic empowerment and transformation, particularly in the areas in which the park is located. 

This can be driven via the financial muscle that a development zone can bring to bear. 

 The Park will contribute to a reduction in greenhouse gases, and must be carbon neutral and 

‘green’ in its operation. It must display responsible stewardship and adopt a zero effluent discharge 

philosophy. 

 The Park will adhere to environmental plans that minimizes the impact on the community both 

during construction and operation. The facilities will have a finite life and a responsible means for 

end of life recycling and disposal must be in place from the outset. 

 The Park Authority will act as a promoter, champion and educator for large scale solar technology 

deployment in South Africa. 

 

 

 

The Solar Park Authority  [SPA] Operating Model 

 

South Africa has established Industrial Development Zones [IDZ] in a number of locations, most visibly in 

Coega and Richards Bay, and these are broadly used as models to define the duties of the SPA, with one 

important and significant differentiator 

– the SPA does not house a multiplicity of diverse industries, but is a solar energy collective operating as 

a network services provider. The Park provides a serviced facility  to house and connect a number of 

IPP’s facilities to the Transmission Grid. From the Grid Operators perspective the Park functions as one 

power producing entity although made up of a number of IPP’s each with their own PPA in place. The 

Park does not participate in energy trading, which is a function coordinated directly between  the 
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National Grid Operator (Buyer) and the IPP Investors (Producer). In this manner the risks with regard to 

energy trading and management  are  excluded from the SPA operations, and there is no need for the 

Park to become a licensed operator. 

 

This transactional arrangement, together with the guiding principles, must inform the physical structure and 

operating models for the construction & management of the Park. 

 

The overarching Renewable Investment Model is beyond the scope of this discussion paper, and 

presumably will be designed in a way that drives desirable outcomes, such as attracting Investors, driving 

efficiencies, rewarding responsible stewardship, maximising land usage, promoting sustainable investment, 

and probably a host of other factors. The model must promote and champion the entry of renewable solar 

technology into the SA market, and must ensure that solar costs become compatible with competing 

energy sources over time.  

 

Recognizing that the overarching Investment Models may modify some of the operating concepts, we have 

made the following base assumptions to drive the Master Development Plan  

 The  Landlord model is tailored to the Upington Solar Park. Regional factors may differ for other 

locations, depending on the availability of resources and technology footprints, but the basic 

principles should remain the same across all Parks. 

 The Park will not engage in energy trading or management. 

 The Park will recover its investment and facilities management operating costs through tenancy 

agreements for the provision and use of the facilities. 

 The Park will provide all facilities for the operation of a solar park. 

 The legal structure and standing of the Park , within the State structures, is outside the scope of this 

discussion 

 

Assuming this approach it is appropriate to think of the Solar Park Authority as a LANDLORD housing 

two main entities: 

 The Facilities Management Company which establishes, manages and maintains the Parks 

general facilities, and provides services to the tenants,  

and 
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 The Network Operator, which manages the network connections to the National Grid and is the 

licensed operator. In discussions with Eskom it is apparent that given the size and complexity of the 

export sub-station, Eskom will become the appropriate operating entity for the power evacuation 

management side of the Park. The extent to which this entity resides within or without the Park 

structures needs to be determined in the next phase. The feasibility study needs to determine 

appropriate battery limits between the IPP/Operator and the Operator/Landlord. 

( An additional factor is whether Eskom becomes an anchor tenant within the Park in accordance 

with their stated objective of erecting a CSP facility on land adjacent to the Park, and thus could 

become both a producer and operator within the Park.) 

 

LANDLORD. 

The Landlord is the Park facilities owner falling under the umbrella of the SA Solar Parks Authority. The 

Landlord is the legal custodian of the Site, and houses the general administrative, human resources and 

financial structures of the Park. [The structuring of the Landlord Company is not within the ambit of this 

document, but for ease of operation it is suggested that it be constituted and funded to be able to contract 

in its own right.] 

The IPP’s will contract with the Landlord for tenancy rights within the Park, and will separately negotiate 

PPA with the National Grid Operators 

A proposed Landlord structure for the park is shown in Fig 1. highlighting the role of the Facilities 

Management Company, the Network Company and the Investor/s. 

 

The Facilities Management Company [FMCo] 

Provides, manages, operates and maintains the Park facility.  

Key responsibilities include; 

 The acquisition of the land, and all the zoning, generic environmental and permitting conditions for 

establishing a Solar park. 

 The establishment and maintenance of the Park’s insurance policies and ongoing operating 

licenses. 

 The provision of a secured, fenced, and access controlled Park facility. 

 Site badging, induction and first level HSE training could be provided by the Park. 

 The FCo will be responsible for the project delivery activities associated with constructing the Park 

infrastructure. 
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o The FCo will house the Owner’s Engineer / Programme Manager to establish the Park 

facility, and oversee the Investors construction activities in accordance with the contracting 

agreements in place. 

 The provision of the Parks central office complex, visitors centre, canteen, emergency response 

and access control  facilities,. 

 Negotiation and liaison with national, regional and local authorities for all activities associated with 

the construction and operation of the Park. 

 The allocation of demarcated allotments for the construction of the IPP facilities in accordance with 

the Parks solar footprint. In support of this approach the Landlord will make available preliminary 

geotech data for the Investor to base their design on, but the ultimate risk for validating the geotech 

data will reside with the Investor. 

 The provision of temporary construction services at the allotment battery limit. 

 In order to mitigate construction risks from dust generation or blasting activities, the Park may 

undertake ground preparation and terracing activities within the allotments. This extent of this  

needs to be considered in the next phase, when more comprehensive geotech information will 

become available. 

 The SPA will own the land and the common facilities but not the Investor’s improvements thereon. 

(Leases should be tied to the IPP’s performance, with the SPA able to reclaim the land should the 

Investor not deliver on their commitments.) 

 The provision of servitudes and access roads within the common area of the Park and to the 

Investors battery limits 

 The provision of permanent services to the Investors battery limit, including: 

o Domestic power 

o Potable Water 

o Communications networks using high bandwidth fibre optic networks 

 The provision of semi treated raw water to the Thermal Solar users. The FCo would also be 

responsible for managing & maintaining the Gariep (Orange) River Pump Station  falling outside the 

Park boundary, and any other external service connections. 

 The provision of waste removal and disposal services including treatment of black & gray water. 

[Alternatively the Investors may provide their own on-site treatment & disposal facilities.] 
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 The provision of first responder’s emergency services, such as security, field ambulance, first aid 

station and fire trucks. With the close proximity to excellent facilities in Upington, these services 

could be provided at a fairly basic level. 

 The maintenance and landscaping of the commonage areas, brush clearing, housekeeping, fire 

breaks and security cordon. 

 The establishment and maintenance of the weather station. The weather station could be provided 

by a research institute with the institute becoming a tenant within the Park 

 Interface with national, local and regional authorities in terms of construction related activities, such 

as the influx of labour, accommodation, logistics, permitting, and enforcing uniform labour policies. 

 Establishment of uniform Park Regulations, HSE, HR and IR policies, training and inductions 

procedure. 

 Overall Site Management with Legal accountability for the operations of the Park. 

 Financial and administrative accountability for the overall Park operations 

 

 

The Network Operating Company [NetCo]  

Manages the internal and export network connections, and integrates the IPP’s operations with the 

National Grid. 

Given the need to integrate the park into the National Grid operations, and the high voltages involved 

Eskom is really the only operator suitable and experienced to manage of the power evacuation side of the 

Park. 

Key responsibilities include: 

 Ensuring compliance with the Grid Code. 

 The provision and maintenance of the park power evacuation network from the Investors battery 

limits, currently assumed to be at the Low Voltage side of IPP sub-stations 

 The provision and maintenance of the 11 kV – 132 kV underground and/or overhead networks 

between investors battery limits and the main export sub station. 

 The operation of the export power station complex including all aspects associated with integrating 

and synchronizing the export of power  

 The installation of metering systems 

 The analysis of the weather & solar data with a view to developing predicative models for solar 

power output. This activity could be performed by an Institute as part of a research program. 
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 The collection, analysis and management of operational data to add to the understanding  of solar 

park operations and how they perform when integrated with the National Grid operations. 

 Provision of bulk domestic electricity supply to the Landlord and IPP tenants. 

 

 

Under the Solar Park Authority, (and viewed from a funding perspective), the Network Company’s 

responsibilities terminate at the export side of the main sub-station and the company is not responsible for 

upgrading the National Transmission network to the 400kV lines necessary to evacuate the first ~1000 MW 

of power. Upgrades to the distribution and transmission network will be separately funded as part of the 

overall network upgrade initiatives. 

 

The Financial Model 

Adhering to the principle that the Solar Park will provide an acceptable financial return to the State, 

mechanisms needs to be established for the recovery of the Park’s establishment  and operating costs. 

It is proposed that the LANDLORD recovers its cost through the levying of charges for land occupation and 

facilities usage, and this drives the metering strategies that need to be put in place. 

 

For the Facilities Management Company - the simple approach is for the total cost of establishing the 

Park to be recovered as a fixed usage charge, possibly modified by bulking/efficiency factors, coupled with 

variable metered services usage charges. The base cost of establishing the facility should be recovered 

over a reasonable life span with inflation and depreciation costs built in. (An inherent risk is that Investor roll 

out is slow and that the State bears a proportionally higher cost over a longer period of time. Some clever 

financial modeling will be required to get the balance right.) 

 

In most respects this replicates a typical landlord facilities pricing structure with the model behaving in a 

transparent & predictable manner as seen by the Investor. As there is a long term development horizon,  

the tariffs should not penalize the early investors and not unduly advantage the late entrants. A view  

must be taken as to when the charges actually kick in, sensibly tied to the IPP guarantee for delivery of first 

power, with penalties applied for late start-up, on the basis that the Park will suffer from a lower than 

expected cash flow with a late start-up. 
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This approach is relatively agnostic to the technology footprint adopted - other than how it impacts the 

services that have to be delivered at the battery limit.. For example  Solar Thermal plants will place more 

demand on the Park infrastructure and this is catered for  through the raw water supply charges and higher 

effluent disposal charges. Solar thermal, using highly inflammable heat transfer media, poses a  higher fire 

risk and could place more demand on fire response & spillage control services which needs to be 

recovered within the pricing mechanisms. 

The land lease charge model has no inherent mechanisms to drive technology selection and should be 

kept relatively simple, but does have some bearing on Investors decision making, for example, a land 

usage charge based on square meters for land allotment does tend to penalize inefficient use of land, and 

in this respect it drives Investors to install the highest output on the smallest parcel of land. 

 

The Network Operating Company [NetCo]-  provides the base facilities necessary to gather and export 

the power produced by the IPP’s. The Network Company will become the licensed operator ensuring the 

evacuation of the power to the National Grid. For many self-evident reasons the most sensible and possibly 

the only entity able to perform this operation is Eskom. 

The NetCo team will require certificated and skilled personnel licensed to do high voltage switching, 

operation and maintenance. Teams will be required to maintain and service the high voltage facilities and 

ensure that there is high level of system availability and stability.  

The investment cost in the power reticulation and export systems is inherently very high, and the              

consequence of network failure potentially lethal and costly.  

It is obvious that the Investors will be looking to the Operating Company to guarantee a high level of 

network system availability, and manage the evacuation of power to the National Grid on their behalf. 

The network facilities will be expensive to set up, operate and maintain and should be funded out of 

network operations.  

The NetCo will not operate the IPP’s facilities and will not attempt to manage load balancing within the park 

structures, but in its role as the Network Operator it will be a key link between the IPP’s and the National 

Grid  

 

Given the cost of operating this facility the Network Company must have some mechanisms in place to 

recover its investment and operating costs. This could be achieved by: 

 A connection and network charge, which includes the capital costs of the transmission connection 

within the park 
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 A charge for system operation and maintenance 

 A charge for energy losses incurred inside the Park network 

How this is structured is not within the ambit of this report and should be the responsibility of the National 

Regulators to determine how this achieved in line with regulatory policies. 

 

The Investors. 

Clearly the Solar Park cannot exist without the entry of significant build, own & operate IPP Investors. 

Assuming the qualification criteria  to invest in the Park are met and the PPA’s are in place, the Investors 

will negotiate with the SPA for the allotment of land, the required services at the battery limit, and agree a 

binding construction program and first power schedule with the Park Authority. 

The Investor will enter into contract with the Landlord for the right to invest in the Park, and the Landlord in  

turn will be guarantee services delivery by the required start-up date. 

The Investor will be responsible for: 

 Entering into the Power Purchase Agreement with the National Grid Buyer 

 All the investment risks associated with the construction and operation of the Independent Power 

Plant. 

 The legal accountability for the allotted land under their control, under the overall umbrella of the 

Landlord. 

 The provision of all infrastructure and services reticulation inside the Investors battery limits  

 The determination of the services required at the battery limit. (Pricing mechanisms need to 

accommodate demand service levels that significantly deviate from agreed levels, potentially 

stressing the park infrastructure.) 

 The provision of all facilities to deliver power at the agreed termination point in accordance with the 

terms of the PPA and the Grid Code. 

 Insurance for all property and personnel within the IPP designated area 

 Fencing and securing the allocated land parcel. Alternatively the Park may choose to provide 

temporary construction fences to demarcate allotments. 

 Details geotech to validate Landlord provided data. 

 Adhering to the Park rules for HSE, IR and Induction policies. 

 Adhering to Park rules for construction access and entry control of personnel.  

 All design build activities, coordinated with the Park management, to ensure that these operations 

do not impact on operating units, for example by the generation of dust or blasting activities 
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 Housekeeping aspects within the Investors battery limits 

 Allowing the Park Authority entry to the site at all times for purpose of exercising the Parks 

overarching responsibilities, quality control and for independent progress measurement  

 Systems completion, legal compliance and sign –off. 

 Proof testing and livening up in terms of performance tests on completion with the NetCo being the 

ultimate authority as to whether the IPP can be switched into the network.  

 The ongoing maintenance and operation of the IPP facility 

 Emergency response procedures 

 Developing an end of life demolition and disposal plan for aged facilities. 

 

 

NEXT STEPS: 

The above model is believed to only scratch the surface in terms of the complexities of designing an 

appropriate Landlord operating model, and needs further development to make it robust. 

It is suggested that the following steps be considered to refine and develop the model: 

 A full feasibility study to examine all aspects of the Parks construction, operation and interface to all 

entities that will touch on, or be touched on, by the Park’s establishment. 

 Engagement with Eskom as to the feasibility of consolidating the Eskom proposed CSP plant with 

the DoE Solar park. The impact and possible consolidation of other solar operations in the region 

should also be considered.  

 Securing the land and servitudes necessary for the Parks establishment. 

 Perform siting studies for other potential sites that could support the aspirational target of 5GW of 

installed solar capacity  within a Solar Corridor of parks.  

 A detailed surface analysis and field geotech investigation of the proposed site. 

 Development of design criteria and code requirements for investment in the park. 

 Social and Environment Impact Studies and Public participation process. 

 Securing water extraction rights from the Gariep (Orange) river. 

 A study of, and visit to, successful operating Solar Parks with a view to establishing current world 

best practices 

 Engagement with all the relevant Authorities to ensure alignment on the workings of the Solar Park 

model as it impacts the structuring of the Landlord model. 

 Engagement with key Investors as to whether such a model meets their needs and expectations 
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 Alignment of the Landlord model with the overarching National Investment models and Renewable 

Energy Policies to ensure it meets both the needs of the State and the Investors. 

 Alignment of the model with the workings of the National Grid Operator  

 Engagement with the Regulatory Authorities to ensure that the Solar Park Landlord model falls 

within the regulatory frameworks mechanisms and does not impose additional unnecessary burdens 

on the State, Investor or Consumer. 

 Stress testing the model assumptions to ensure that is flexible and responsive to the needs of all 

Stakeholders and does not unduly drive counter productive investment decisions 

 The development of contractual framework policies for the operation of the Park, which can be used 

to inform Investment decisions 

 More work on refining the details of the models, and performing sensitivity and risk analysis to 

determine how it will behave under different investment scenarios 

 

 

Attachments: 

Fig 1 the Landlord Model 
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Appendix C Summary of Available DNI Data 

 

 

 Eskom Solar Data (can be obtained from the Eskom website http://www.eskom.co.za) 

o Eskom Solar Measurement readme.pdf 

o Solar Data - site 1 full set hourly Upington.pdf – first page only as a typical 
example 

o Solar Data - site 1 full set hourly Upington.xls is provided on report CD 

 CCI_South Africa Average Hourly DNI by Month.pdf 

 SWERA Data 

o Swera Monthly Renewable Energy Data.pdf 

o CSR Site Specific Africa Data.pdf 

o African Regional Grids.pdf 

o Solar Energy Intensity Chart of Africa.pdf 
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Release of Eskom Solar and Met Data 

Eskom Sustainability and Innovation Department has been measuring solar irradiance since late 
2006.  Eskom has installed measuring equipment at various sites in the Northern Cape, as 
detailed in the table below for release. The following conditions are applicable to this data release; 
Data is made available by permission of Eskom. The data is issued free of charge in the interests 
of developing the solar industry in South Africa and must not be sold or used for commercial gain. 
Use of data in publications, either digital or hardcopy, must be cited and Eskom acknowledged. 

Disclaimer of Liability 

Neither Eskom nor the contributors of data to Eskom shall be held liable for any improper or 
incorrect use or application of the data provided, and assume no responsibility for the use or 
application of the data or information derived from interpretation of the data. In no event shall 
Eskom or its collaborators be liable for any direct, indirect, or incidental damages arising from the 
use or application of these data. This disclaimer of liability applies to any damages or injury, 
including but not limited to those caused by any failure of performance, error, omission, defect, 
delay in operation or transmission, computer virus, alteration, use, application, analysis, or 
interpretation of data. 

Disclaimer of Accuracy of Data 

No warranty, expressed or implied, is made regarding the accuracy, adequacy, completeness, 
reliability, or usefulness of any data provided. These data are provided on an "as is" basis. All 
warranties of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to fitness for a particular use, 
freedom from computer viruses, and non-infringement of proprietary rights, are disclaimed. 

The following information has been logged:  
 

1. DNI and/or Global solar data 
2. Wind speed (9 m) and direction 
3. Air temperature 
4. Relative humidity 
5. Barometric pressure 

 
(Please Note: any missing data points are as a result of downtime on the equipment) 
 

Site Year Measurement 
1. Olyfenhoutsdrif, near Upington 2006-11 until 2010 DNI 
2. Aggeneis 2009/03 until 2010 04 DNI 
3. Tellerie 2008/11 until 2009/08 GHI 
4. PaulPuts near Pofadder 2009/07 until 2009/12 DNI 
 
Coordinates of Measurement sites in Northern Cape: 
  
Aggeneis: 
Location: 29° 17.721'S 18° 48.319'E 
 
Tellerie: 
Location: 27° 22.505'S 21° 17.799'E 
 
Paulputs: 
Location: 28° 52.812'S 19° 33.900'E 



Eskom Solar Measurement readme.doc 

 

 
Upington: 
Location: 28° 28.095'S 21° 4.291'E 
 
Data Format 
A: Timestamp 
B: Record no. 
C: WS_ms_S_WVT  : wind speed 
D: WindDir_D1_WVT  : wind direction 
E: AirTC_Avg RH_Avg : REL HUMIDITY 
F:  BP_mbar_Avg  : B PRESSURE  
G: Irrad_Avg   : DNI or global 



Eskom Solar Data Set Solar Data - site 1 full set hourly Upington.xls

TOA5 UTN100a 1214 CR800.Std.01.12

TIMESTAMP RECORD WS_ms_S_WVT WindDir_D1_WVT WS_ms_Max WS_ms_Std AirTC_Avg RH_Avg BP_mbar_Avg Irrad_Avg

TS RN m/s Deg m/s m/s Deg C % mbar W/m²

WVc WVc Max Std Avg Avg Avg Avg
2009/08/27 15:00 0 3.855 139.9 6.86 1.002 23.63 11.65 921 719.6
2009/08/27 16:00 1 4.192 143.3 7.546 1.084 23.69 10.59 921 941
2009/08/27 17:00 2 4.626 140.8 7.84 1.074 23.84 9.59 921 860
2009/08/27 18:00 3 4.854 120.4 8.04 1.057 23.18 8.54 920 647.3
2009/08/27 19:00 4 3.35 116.6 4.9 0.368 19.61 10.4 921 77.15
2009/08/27 20:00 5 3.322 107 4.606 0.53 15.96 12.68 921 0.087
2009/08/27 21:00 6 2.084 120.8 3.038 0.558 15.31 13.12 921 0.156
2009/08/27 22:00 7 1.055 122.7 2.254 0.464 11.61 16.48 922 0.099
2009/08/27 23:00 8 2.32 71.62 3.724 0.445 9.37 19.6 922 0.144
2009/08/28 00:00 9 3.403 69.54 4.018 0.301 9.39 21.55 922 0.23
2009/08/28 01:00 10 3.506 45.59 4.41 0.392 8.99 22 921 0.177
2009/08/28 02:00 11 2.902 44.21 4.018 0.323 8.68 22.97 921 0.006
2009/08/28 03:00 12 1.958 56.63 3.528 0.771 8.42 25.33 921 0.102
2009/08/28 04:00 13 2.393 42.93 3.724 0.693 7.437 28.46 921 0.015
2009/08/28 05:00 14 2.777 26.78 3.724 0.493 7.287 30.37 921 0.069
2009/08/28 06:00 15 2.885 46.59 4.312 0.575 8.29 30.21 921 0.103
2009/08/28 07:00 16 3.931 42.88 5.096 0.413 8.21 30.52 921 3.413
2009/08/28 08:00 17 3.226 45.09 5.292 0.869 9.86 28.04 921 160.6
2009/08/28 09:00 18 2.894 53.35 6.076 0.695 13.89 22.3 922 1.908
2009/08/28 10:00 19 5.116 32.86 7.252 0.85 18 15.98 922 1.596
2009/08/28 11:00 20 7.229 21.63 11.37 1.802 23.24 12.1 922 1.812
2009/08/28 12:00 21 7.954 9.01 12.05 1.338 25.4 11.71 921 1.477
2009/08/28 13:00 22 7.546 12.52 11.86 1.339 26.97 11.85 920 1.15
2009/08/28 14:00 23 6.583 5.528 14.31 1.374 28.35 11.99 919 0.569
2009/08/28 15:00 24 6.604 350.1 11.47 1.421 29.2 12.2 918 0.19
2009/08/28 16:00 25 6.111 338.3 12.35 1.505 29.35 12.26 918 0.004
2009/08/28 17:00 26 4.844 342.3 9.11 1.145 28.69 12.84 917 0
2009/08/28 18:00 27 3.211 340.2 5.88 0.804 27.43 14 917 0
2009/08/28 19:00 28 3.385 5.043 4.214 0.327 24.41 16.98 917 0
2009/08/28 20:00 29 3.42 35.8 4.116 0.224 21.93 19.41 917 0
2009/08/28 21:00 30 3.606 29.98 4.41 0.239 20.4 21.24 917 0
2009/08/28 22:00 31 4.293 23.88 6.468 0.541 20.36 21.61 917 0.135
2009/08/28 23:00 32 5.438 16.99 8.13 0.673 22.19 19.34 917 0.055

Table1

1 of 151



DNI DATA for CCI Modeling

Average Daily DNI: 8.17            (kwh/m2/d)

Annual DNI: 2 981          (kwh/m
2
/y)

Average DNI per Hour (W/m2)

01:00 02:00 03:00 04:00 05:00 06:00 07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 00:00

January ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            29.16        391.71    659.06    810.97    853.16    880.58    900.42    892.55    860.29      803.26    789.71    730.77    647.65    490.84    148.19    ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

February ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            ‐            88.04      495.93    636.54    735.43    810.50    860.04    874.68    868.64      806.64    715.36    605.39    514.93    325.86    11.14      ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

March ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            ‐            46.23      378.32    610.65    740.74    819.68    865.42    880.42    818.87      768.26    701.84    648.06    511.00    214.68    0.32         ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

April ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            ‐            7.10         269.23    552.57    698.27    772.93    802.93    796.03    760.37      732.27    699.80    597.80    354.93    40.50      ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

May ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            ‐            ‐          306.32    530.81    655.68    758.16    824.90    845.32    825.81      757.84    678.52    557.42    321.71    ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

June ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            ‐            ‐          150.57    460.70    685.43    774.30    819.73    815.23    768.57      736.20    685.80    540.47    320.00    ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

July ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            ‐            ‐          197.35    513.58    675.29    743.19    805.87    828.74    815.58      779.26    714.23    603.65    361.58    0.03         ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

August ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            ‐            0.13         174.29    560.10    713.74    806.74    857.13    864.23    855.68      823.71    755.35    611.06    287.65    8.10         ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

September ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            ‐            130.70    487.10    660.73    728.17    781.83    820.80    822.67    777.23      743.10    718.20    633.73    416.57    88.60      ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

October ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            0.81           258.77    624.87    772.74    828.23    848.10    853.48    852.29    833.06      792.90    739.19    633.65    458.45    95.74      ‐          ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

November  ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            110.17      503.93    699.93    820.10    867.73    869.50    872.27    869.47    847.47      814.37    768.13    692.07    583.90    370.47    17.77      ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           

December ‐               ‐            ‐            ‐           ‐            92.77        457.61    679.71    814.13    897.00    948.84    975.19    987.65    959.55      881.10    802.10    733.10    634.84    440.16    102.19    ‐          ‐          ‐            ‐           
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Category
Category
Res Index

Group
Short Title

Group
Long Title

Group
Order

Layer
Layer

Long Title
Layer

Short Title
Layer

Resolution
Layer

Res Index
Annual
Units

Annual
Mean

Wind
Speed Units

Wind
Speed

Monthly
Units

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1 1 DNI CSP: Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) 1 dni_nrel_mod DNI NREL Moderate Resolution DNI NREL Mod Medium 5 kWh/m sq 7.41 NA NA kWh/m sq 8.86 7.71 7.33 6.49 6.9 6.14 6.43 7.27 7.36 6.96 8.5 8.91
1 1 GHI HFP: Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) 2 ghi_nrel_mod GHI NREL Moderate Resolution GHI NREL Mod Medium 5 kWh/m sq 5.99 NA NA kWh/m sq 8.17 7.26 6.34 5 4.14 3.57 3.78 4.72 5.85 6.88 7.88 8.27
1 1 TILT TFP: Latitude Tilt Irradiance (TILT) 3 tilt_nrel_mod TILT NREL Moderate Resolution TILT NREL Mod Medium 5 kWh/m sq 6.78 NA NA kWh/m sq 7.42 7.24 7.18 6.49 6.16 5.63 5.82 6.51 7.02 7.2 7.38 7.32
1 1 Wind Wind Speed at 50m Above Ground 4 wind_nasa_low Wind NASA Low Resolution Wind NASA Low Low 5 W/m sq -9999 m/s 5.49 m/s 5.22 5.16 5.13 5.42 5.39 5.5 5.67 5.93 5.75 5.72 5.63 5.39
2 2 Temp Temperature 5 clim_temp_nasa_low Air Temp at 10m Above Ground Air Temperature Low 1 degree C 19.32 NA NA ° C 26.04 25.36 23.31 19.68 15.41 11.17 10.81 13.61 17.44 20.97 23.46 24.55
2 2 Temp Temperature 5 clim_tskin_nasa_low Earth Skin Temp Earth Skin Temp Low 2 degree C 22.21 NA NA ° C 31.02 29.25 26.26 21.71 16.53 11.69 11.47 15.19 20.33 25.14 28.44 29.47
2 2 DD Degree Days 6 clim_cdd10_nasa_low Cooling Degree Days Above 10 °C Cooling ° Days Low 1 degree days 3492 NA NA ° days 488 430 415 300 187 65 63 137 232 336 396 443
2 2 DD Degree Days 6 clim_hdd18_nasa_low Heating Degree Days Below 18 °C Heating ° Days Low 2 degree days 679 NA NA ° days 0 0 2 19 75 188 206 124 51 11 3 0
2 2 Pres Atmospheric Pressure 7 clim_ps_nasa_low Atmospheric Press Atmospheric Press Low 1 kPa 90.66 NA NA kPa 90.26 90.33 90.48 90.68 90.9 91.12 91.16 90.99 90.75 90.57 90.41 90.31
2 2 Hum Relative Humidity 8 clim_rh10m_nasa_low Relative Humidity Relative Humidity Low 1 % 37.72 NA NA % 34.94 40.76 44 41.25 40.63 43.95 42.58 34.3 30.89 31.93 31.32 36.05



Enter Cell Id -> 1402285
Return Cell Longitude Latitude

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual
Direct 1402285 21.083 -28.586 8859 7710 7325 6488 6899 6143 6430 7274 7364 6959 8502 8912 7405
Global 1402285 21.083 -28.58 8173 7264 6341 4997 4138 3569 3776 4720 5854 6876 7876 8272 5988
Latitude Tilt 1402285 21.083 -28.586 7424 7237 7176 6489 6155 5632 5817 6509 7020 7196 7376 7320 6779
Diffuse 1402285 21.083 -28.586 1869 1897 1598 1299 763 800 754 802 1283 2019 1833 1878 1399
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1399280 1397290 1396294 13943011398286 13952981399281 1397291 139629513982871399282 139430213972921399283 1398288 1396296
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13843581394344 1390350
1388353 1385357

1393346 13913491395343 13863561389352 1383360138735513923481394345 1390351 1384359
1388354 13853581393347 1391350

1391346

1385355

1395344 1389353 138635713923491394346 138735613903521396343 138436013883551393348

40°E

40°E

42°E

42°E

44°E

44°E

46°E

46°E

48°E

48°E

50°E

50°E

30°S 30°S

28°S 28°S

26°S 26°S

24°S 24°S
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1417273
1417274

1417275
14172761418265 1418266 14172771418267 1418268 1417278

1418270 14172791418271 14172801418272
1418273

1418274
1418275

14182761419265 1419266 14182771419267 1419268 14182781419269 1419270 14182791419271 14182801419272
1419273

1419274
1419275

14192761420265 1420266 14192771420267

1417272

1420268 1419278

1420269
14192791420270 1420271 14192801420272

1420273
1420274

1420275
14202761421265 1421266 14202771421267 1421268 1420278

1421269

14202791421270 1421271 14202801421272
1421273

1421274
1421275

14212761422265 1422266 14212771422267 14212781422268 1422269 1421279

1422270

1422271

1416280

14212801422272
1422273

1422274
1422275

14222761423264 1423265 14222771423266 1423267 14222781423268 1423269 1422279
1423270 1423271 14222801423272

1423273
1423274

1423275
14232761424264 1424265 14232771424266 1424267 14232781424268

14232791424270 1424271 14232801424272 14232811424273
1424274

1424275
1425263 14242761425264 1425265 14242771425266 1425267 14242781425268

1425269 14242791425270 1425271 14242801425272 14242811425273
1425274

1425275
1426263 14252761426264 1426265 14252771426266 1426267 14252781426269 14252791426270 1426271 14252801426272 14252811426273

1426274
1426275

1422281

1427262 14262761427263 1427264 1427265 14262771427266 1427267 14262781427268 1427269 14262791427270 1427271 14262801427272 14262811427273
1427274

14272751428262 14272761428263 1428264 1428265 14272771428266

1428267

14272781428268 1428269 14272791428270 14272801428271 1428272 14272811428273
1428274

1428275
1429262 14282761429263 1429264 1429265 14282771429266

1429267

14282781429268 1429269 14282791429270 14282801429271 1429272 14282811429273
1429274

14292751430261 1430262 14292761430263 1430264 1430265 1429277
1430266

1430267 1429278

1417271

1430268 1430269 14292791430270 14292801430271 1430272 14292811430273
1430274

14302751431261 1431262 14302761431263 1431264 1431265 1430277

1431266

1431267 14302781431268

1429282

14302791431269 1431270 14302801431271 1431272 14302811431273 14302821431274
14312751432260 1432261 14312761432262 1432263 1432264 1432265 14312771432266 1432267 14312781432268 14312791432269 1432270 14312801432271 1432272 14312811432273 14312821432274
14322751433259 1433260 1433261 14322761433262 1433263 1433264 14322771433266 14322781433267 1433268 14322791433269 1433270 14322801433271 1433272 14322811433273 14322821433274 14332751434259 1434260 1434261 14332761434262 1434263 1434264 1433277

1434265 1434266 14332781434267 1434268 14332791434269 1434270 14332801434271 1434272 14332811434273 14332821434274 14342751435258 1435259 1435260 1435261 14342761435262 1435263 14342771435265 1435266 14342781435267 1435268 14342791435269 1435270 14342801435271 1435272 14342811435273 14342821435274
14352751436258 1436259 1436260 1436261 14352761436262 1436264 14352771436265 1436266 14352781436267 1436268 14352791436269 1436270 14352801436271 1436272 14352811436273 14352821436274 14362751437258 1437259 1437260 1437261 14362761437262

1437263
1437264 14362771437265 1437266 14362781437267 1437268 14362791437269 1437270 14362801437271 14362811437272 1437273 14362821437274

143628314372751438257 1438258 1438259 1438260 1438261 14372761438263 1438264 14372771438265 1438266 14372781438267 1438268 14372791438269 1438270 14372801438271 14372811438272 1438273 14372821438274 143728314382751439257 1439258 1439259 1439260 14382761439261 1439263 1439264 14382771439265 1439266 14382781439267 1439268 14382791439269

1416279

1439270 14382801439271 14382811439272 1439273 14382821439274 14382831439275
1440257 1440258 1440259 1440260 14392761440261 1440263 14392771440264 1440265 1440266 14392781440267

1417270

1421281

1428282

1435283

1440268 1439279
1440269

1417269 1416278

1434283

1440270 1439280

1417268

1440271

1417267

1439281

1416277

1440272

1417266

1440273

1417265

1439282

1416276

1440274 14392831440275

1416275

1441257 1441258 1441259 1441260

Namibia

Angola

1418269

1424269

1426268

1433265

1435264

1436263

1438262

1439262

1440262

1427282

1420281

1433283

1426282

1419281

1432283

1425282

1418281

1438284

1431283

1424282

1440276

141728

1441261

143728

1441262

1416274

143028

1441263 14402771441264

142328

14392841441265

1416273

143628

141628

1441266 1440278

142928

1441267

14222

1416272 141528

8°E

8°E

10°E

10°E

12°E

12°E

14°E

14°E

16°E

16°E

18°E

18°E

24°S 24°S

22°S 22°S

20°S 20°S

18°S 18°S
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1433208

1433207

1433206
1434209

1433205
1434208

1433204
1434207

1433203 14352101434206
1435209

1434205
1435208

1434204
1435207

1434203 14362101435206
14362091434202 1435205

1436208
1435204

1436207
1435203 14372101436206

1435202 14372091436205
14372081435201 1436204

1437207
1436203 14382101437206

1436202 14382091437205
14382081436201 1437204

1438207
1437203 1439210

14382061437202 14392091438205
14392081437201 1438204

1439207
1438203 14402101439206

1438202 14402091439205
1438201 14402081439204

1440207
1439203 14412101440206

1439202 14412091440205
1439201 14412081440204

1441207
1440203

1441206
1440202 14422091441205

1440201 14422081441204
1442207

1441203
1442206

1441202
1442205

1441201
1442204

14432071442203
1443206

1442202
1443205

1443204

10°W

10°W

8°W

8°W

6°W

6°W

4°W

4°W

2°W

2°W

0°

0°

18°S 18°S

16°S 16°S

14°S 14°S
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Cell
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Country



1434273 14332821434274 14342751435258 1435259 1435260 1435261 14342761435262 1435263 14342771435265 1435266 14342781435267 1435268 14342791435269 1435270 14342801435271 1435272 14342811435273 14342821435274
14352751436258 1436259 1436260 1436261 14352761436262 1436264 14352771436265 1436266 14352781436267 1436268 14352791436269 1436270 14352801436271 1436272 14352811436273 14352821436274 14362751437258 1437259 1437260 1437261 14362761437262

1437263
1437264 14362771437265 1437266 14362781437267 1437268 14362791437269 1437270 14362801437271 14362811437272 1437273 14362821437274 143628314372751438257 1438258 1438259 1438260 1438261 14372761438263 1438264 14372771438265 1438266 14372781438267 1438268 14372791438269 1438270 14372801438271 14372811438272 1438273

1433281

14372821438274 143728314382751439257 1439258 1439259 1439260 14382761439261 1439263 1439264 14382771439265 1439266 14382781439267 1439268 14382791439269 1439270 14382801439271 14382811439272 1439273 14382821439274 14382831439275
1440257 1440258 1440259 1440260 14392761440261 1440263 14392771440264 1440265 1440266 14392781440267 1440268

1439279

1434272

1440269 1440270 14392801440271 14392811440272 1440273 14392821440274 143928314402751441257 1441258 1441259 14402761441260 1441261 1441263 14402771441264 1441265

1441266
1440278

1441267

1441268 14402791441269 1441270 14402801441271 14402811441272 1441273 14402821441274 144028314412751442258 1442259 14412761442260 1442261 1442262 1442263 14412771442264 1442265 1442266 14412781442267 1442268 14412791442269 14412801442270 1442271 14412811442272 1442273 14412821442274 144128314422751443258 14422761443259 1443260 1443261 1443262 1443263 14422771443264 1443265 1443266 14422781443267 1443268 14422791443269 14422801443270 1443271

1435283

14422811443272 1443273 14422821443274 144228314432751444257 1444258 14432761444259 1444260 1444261
1444262

1444263 14432771444264 1444265 14432781444266 1444267 14432791444268 1444269 14432801444270 1444271 14432811444272 1444273 14432821444274 144328314442751445257 1445258 14442761445259 14432841445260 1445261 1445263 14442771445264 1445265 14442781445266 1445267 14442791445268 1445269 14442801445270 1445271 14442811445272 1445273 14442821445274 144428314452751446257 1446258 1445276 14442841446259 1446260 1446261 1446262 14452771446264 1446265 1445278

1442284

1446266 1446267 14452791446268 1446269 14452801446270 1446271 14452811446272 1446273 14452821446274 14452831446275 144528414462761447258 1447259 1447260 1447261 1447262 1446277

1447263

1447264 1447265 14462781447266 1447267 14462791447268 1447269 14462801447270 1447271 14462811447272 14462821447273 1447274 14462831447275 144628414472761448258 1448259 1448260 1448261 1448262 14472771448263 1448265 14472781448266 1448267 14472791448268 1448269 14472801448270 1448271 14472811448272 14472821448273 1448274 14472831448275 144728414482761449259 1449260 1449261 1449262 14482771449263 1449265 14482781449266 1449267 14482791449268 1449269 14482801449270 1449271 14482811449272 14482821449273 1449274 14482831449275 144828414492761450259 1450260 1450261 1450262 14492771450263 1450264 1450265 14492781450266 1450267 14492791450268 1450269 14492801450270 1450271 1449281

1434271

1450272 14492821450273 1450274 14492831450275 144928414502761451259 1451260 1451261 14502771451262 1451263 1451264 1451265 14502781451266
1449285

1451267 14502791451268 1451269 14502801451270 1451271 14502811451272 14502821451273 1451274 14502831451275 145028414512761452260 1452261 1452262 1451277 14502851452263 1452264 14512781452266 1452267 14512791452268 1452269 14512801452270 14512811452271 1452272
14512821452273 1452274 14512831452275 145128414522761453260 1453261 1452277 14512851453262 1453263 1453264 14522781453266 1453267 14522791453268 1453269 14522801453270 14522811453271 1453272
14522821453273 1453274 14522831453275 145228414532761454260 1454261 145228514532771454262 1454263 1454264 14532781454265 1454267 14532791454268 1454269 14532801454270 14532811454271 1454272
14532821454273

1433280

1454274 14532831454275 145328414542761455260 1455261 145328514542771455262 1455263 1455264 14542781455265 1455266 14542791455268 1455269 14542801455270 14542811455271 1455272
14542821455273 1455274 14542831455275 145428414552761456261 145428514552771456262 1456263 1456264 14552781456265 1456266 1455279

1456267

1456268
1456269 14552801456270 14552811456271 1456272 14552821456273 1456274 14552831456275 14552841456276 14552851457261 14562771457262 1457263 1457264 14562781457265 1457266 1457267 14562791457268 14562801457270 14562811457271 1457272 14562821457273 14562831457274 1457275

14562841457276 145628514572771458262 1458263 1458264 1457278 14562861458265 1458266 14572791458267 1458268 14572801458269
1458270

14572811458271 1458272 14572821458273 14572831458274 1458275
1457284

1434270

1458276

1448285

1441284

1434283

1455286

1457285

1434269

1458277

1433279

1459263

1434268

1459264 1458278 14572861459265

1434267 1433278

1459266 1458279

1434266

1459267 1459268

1434265 1433277

1458280

1434264

1459269

14342631434262

1458281

14332761434261

1459271

14342601434259

1459272

Angola

Namibia

1435264

1436263

1438262

1439262

1440262

1441262

1445262

1446263

1448264

1449264

1452265

1453265

1454266

1455267

1457269

1454286

1447285

1440284

1433283

1453286

1446285

1439284

1452286

1445285

1459270

1438284

1451286

1444285

1458282

1433275

143728

1459273

145028

1458283

144328

1433274

1459274
145728

14322831432282

145628

143628

1459275

144928

1458284

1433273

14422

1432281

1459276

14552

8°E

8°E

10°E

10°E

12°E

12°E

14°E

14°E

16°E

16°E

18°E

18°E

18°S 18°S

16°S 16°S

14°S 14°S

12°S 12°S
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1380289

1380290

1380291
1381288 1380292

1381289
1380293

1381290
1380294

1381291
13802951382288 1381292

1382289
1381293

1382290
1381294

1382291
13812951383288 1382292

1383289 1381296
1382293

1383290 13812971382294
1383291

13812981382295
1383292

138129913822961384289 1383293
1384290 13822971383294

1384291
13822981383295

1384292
13822991383296

1385289
1384293

1385290 1383297 1382300

1384288

1384294
1385291

1383298 13823011384295
1385292

138329913842961386289
1385293

1386290 13833001384297
1385294

1386291 1384298 13833011385295
1386292

13842991385296 13833021387289 1386293
1384300

1385297
1387290 13833031386294

1387291 1385298 13843011386295
1387292

1385299 13843021386296
1387293

138530013862971388290 13843031387294
1388291 13853011386298 13843041387295

1388289

1388292 1386299 13853021387296 13843051388293
1386300

1387297 13853031389290 1388294
1389291 13863011387298 13853041388295

1389292 1387299 13863021388296 1385305
1389293

13873001388297 13863031390290 1389294 1385306
13873011390291 1388298 13863041389295

13853071390292 1388299

1387302

1389296 1386305
1390293

1388300 138730313892971391290 13863061390294
138830113892981391291 13873041390295 1386307

1391292 13883021389299 13873051390296
13863081391293

1389300
13883031390297 13873061391294

1389301
1392290

1390298
1388304

1392291 1391295 1387307
1392292 13893021390299 13883051391296

13873081392293 1390300 13893031391297 1388306
1392294 138730913903011391298 13893041393291 1392295 1388307

1390302 13873101393292 1391299 13893051392296
13883081393293 1391300 13903031392297

1389306

1393294 13883091391301 139030413922981394291 13893071393295
138831013913021394292 1392299 13903051393296 1389308

1394293
1392300

1391303 138831113903061393297
13893091394294

1392301

13913041393298
1390307

1395291 1394295
1389310139230213932991395292 1391305

1394296 1390308
1395293 13923031393300 138931113913061394297

13903091395294 1393301 13923041394298 138931213913071396291 1395295 13903101393302 139230513942991396292 1395296
1391308

1389313
1396293 139031113933031394300

1381287

1385288

1389289

1392306

1393290

1395297 13913091396294

1394290

1390289

1386288

1394301 13903121395298 13923071397291 1396295 1391310

South Africa

Lesotho

1382287

1393304

1395290

1391289

1387288

1383287

1394302 139330513952991397292 1392308 13903131396296

1396290

1392289

1388288

1384287

1391311139430313953001397293 1393306

24°E

24°E

26°E

26°E

28°E

28°E

30°E

30°E

32°E

32°E

34°E

34°E

36°S 36°S

34°S 34°S
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30°S 30°S
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1381277
1381278

1381279
1381280

1381281
1382276 1381282

1382277
13812831382278

13812841382279
13822801383274

1383275 1382281 13812861383276 1382282
1383277 1381287

13822831383278
138228413832791384273

13832801384274 1382285
1384275 1383281 13822861384276 1383282

1384277 1382287
13832831384278

138328413842791385273
1384280 13832851385274

1385275 1384281 13832861385276 1384282
1385277 1383287

13842831385278 13832881386272 1384284
1385279

1386273 1385280 13842851386274
13852811386275 1384286

1386276 1385282
13842871386277

1385283

1386278

138428813852841387272 1386279
1387273 1386280 13852851387274

13862811387275 1385286

1387276

1386282
1385287

1387277

13862831387278 1385288
13862841388272 1387279

1388273 1387280
13862851388274

13872811388275 1386286
1388276

1387282 13862871388277 1387283
1388278 1386288

13872841389272 1388279
1389273 138728513882801389274

13882811389275 1387286
1388282 13872871389277 1388283

1389278 1387288
13882841390272 1389279

13872891390273 138828513892801390274
1389281 13882861390275

1390276

1389282 13882871390277 1389283
13882881390278

138928413902791391272 13882891391273 138928513902801391274
1390281 1389286

1391276 1390282 1389287
1391277 1390283

13892881391278
139028413912791392272 13892891392273 13902851391280

1392274
1391281 13902861392275

13912821392276 1390287
1392277 1391283

13902881392278
139128413922791393272 1390289

13912851393273 1392280
1393274 1392281 13912861393275

13922821393276 1391287
1393277 1392283 13912881393278 13922841393279 13912891394272

13922851394273 1393280
1394274 1391290139228613932811394275

13932821394276 1392287
1394277 1393283 13922881394278 1393284

1394279 13922891395272 13932851395273 1394280
13922901395274 139328613942811395275

1394282

1395276

1393287
1395277 1394283 13932881395278 13942841396271 139328913952791396272

1382288

13942851396273 1395280 13932901396274 139428613952811396275
1395282 1394287

1396276 1396277 1395283 13942881396278 13952841397271 139428913962791397272 139528513962801397273 13942901397274 139528613962811397275

1396282 13952871397276
1397277 1396283 1395288

1397278 13962841398271 139528913972791398272 139628513972801398273 13952901398274 13962861397281

1398275

13952911397282 13962871398276
13972831398277 1396288

1386289

1398278 1397284 13962891399271 13982791399272 139728513982801399273 1396290
13972861399274 1398281

1399275

1396291139728713982821399276
13982831399277 1397288

13992781400270

1390290

1398284

1394291

13972891400271 13992791400272 1398285

1381288

1385289

1389290

1393291

1399280 13972901400273 13982861400274 1399281 13972911400275 139828713992821400276

South Africa

1389276

1391275

1384289

1388290

1392291

1396292

139529

139129

138729

1399283

138328

1400277 1398288 1397292
1400278 1399284

13942

1401270

13902

1398289

13862
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20°W

20°W

10°W

10°W

0°

0°

10°E

10°E

20°E

20°E
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Appendix D Eskom Presentation given by Mr Brian Dames, CEO at the 
Investors’ Conference in Upington on 28 October 2010 on 
transmission upgrades to support the Upington Solar Park 
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Eskom’s contribution to 
the solar park initiative

28-29 October 2010

Presentation to Investors Conference
Upington, South Africa



Profile of Eskom

2011/02/04 2

• One of World’s largest utilities

• Employs 39 000 employees

• Sales: 218 591 GWh

• Over 4.46 million customers

• Generates 95% of South Africa’s 
electricity and  (45% Africa) 

• Generation – 26 power stations, 
total installed capacity of 44 175 MW

• 379,651 kilometres of power lines of 
all voltages
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The global challenge: To sustain growth and 
prosperity

South Africa 1994 South Africa 1994 -- 2008 growth2008 growth

Real GDP Power capacity
(~5 000 MW)

64%

14%

This requires vast investments in power generation 
capacity; affordable and universal access to 

electricity; move to a cleaner future

How do we 
keep the 

lights on and 
move to a 
cleaner 
future?
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Eskom vision for SADC – 2030
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Overview

• Eskom’s strategic priority to transition to a cleaner energy mix for South 
Africa based primarily on nuclear and solar energy

• Partnering for sustainable electricity supply over the next 7 years and the 
future

• Support and welcome the development of the solar park and are 
committed to working together with stakeholders on the park concept and 
other renewable energy projects

• Ten year research programme – in excess of R100 million spent, current 
projects in wind, solar, underground coal gasification, ocean technologies 
and demand reduction programmes such as CFL roll-outs and solar 
geyser programmes

• Studies underway on renewable integration into national transmission 
grid

• Transmission lines will be phased-in to transport 1100 MW from the Solar 
Park by 2016, starting with 150 MW in 2012
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Eskom will reduce its carbon footprint

Eskom will target the following:

• Become the lead partner in the roll-out of South Africa’s 

nuclear generation programme.

• In partnership, become the solar market leader in the region.

• In partnership, take a light role in wind power generation to 

ensure that IPPs play a significant role in this sector.

• Actively drive demand side management 

• Making coal-based generation cleaner
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Access to the 
Transmission Grid

Pre-feasibility Study for Integrating  
Solar Generation in the Upington 

Area

Insert image here
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Currently the transmission network is lightly loaded 
and is not adequate to support the solar park. This 
poses a challenge in terms of network stability.

• The development of  a 5GW 
solar park in the Upington 
area is being proposed

• The initial phase focuses on 
developing 1000 MW

• Generation will ramp up from 
to 1100 MW in 2016.

• Eskom is developing a 
100MW CSP plant, with a 
commercial operation date 
2015.

• Hence the transmission study 
focuses on developing a 
solution to evacuate 1.1GW

• Eskom is currently rolling out 
plans for 400kV transmission 
infrastructure in the area
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General approach to transmission study

• Factors considered in 
transmission planning
 Current and future load

 Current and future generation

 Location and size

• Compliance with South 
Africa Grid Code
 Technical criteria

 Planning process

 Investment criteria

 Connection application 
process

Technical investigations

• Five options were 
investigated

• Evaluation considered 
following:

 strategic alignment

 South African Grid Code 
compliance
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Network Integration Solution, Phasing & Timelines

Phased network strengthening

In four stages

Period 2012 – 2017

• Stage 1: Can evacuate 150 MW with minimal distribution strengthening [2012]
• Stage 2: Can evacuate 170 MW with distribution strengthening plus new transformer at Kronos [2014]
• Stage 3: Can evacuate up to 900 MW with Transmission strengthening. This requires additional transformers at solar 

park substation and 2 new 400 kV lines [2016]
• Stage 4: Can evacuate up to 1500MW. In addition to Stage 3 this  now requires 2 additional transformers plus 2 

additional 400kV lines. [2017]

Yr-2012  Yr-2014  Yr-2016  Yr-2017  

Stage 

Network limit         150                170                 999 1500  

MW
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Network Integration Solution, Phasing & Timelines
contd.
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• Stage 3: This requires 3x400/132kV transformers and 2 x 400 kV lines (Solar Park -
Aries and Solar Park – Nieuwehoop) [2016]

• Stage 4: In addition to Stage 3 this  now requires 4th and 5th 400/132kV transformers 
plus 2 additional 400kV lines. (2nd Solar Park - Aries 400kV and Solar Park- Ferrum 
400kV) [2017]
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• It is feasible to connect renewable energy generators in the 
Upington area. 

• This solution is dependent on the establishment of the 400 kV 
infrastructure as indicated.

• To evacuate 1100MW of solar power requires an investment 
in transmission infrastructure. Further work needs to  be 
done during the detailed feasibility study phase.

• Eskom will consider the final IRP2010 plan in developing the 
long term transmission grid.

• The possible spatial location of proposed new generators is 
especially important

• In the longer term, should there be a need to evacuate 
substantially more than 1100MW of power it may be 
necessary to develop 765kV or HVDC transmission

In summary
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Eskom’s
Concentrated Solar 
Plant
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Concentrating Solar Power Central Receiver

• Application

Grid connected 

• Power Range

Plant sizes of 100MW

• Footprint

100MW would require app 4km2

• Status 

EIA complete

Technology review underway
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Environmental Impact Assessment 

• The screening study of a large number of regions 
concluded that there was the potential to establish a new 
power plant in Upington and Groblershoop areas

• In 2006 Application was made to obtain an environmental 
authorisation for proposed project

• EIA and its public participation process was undertaken 
between 2006 and 2007

• An environmental authorisation (then know as a Record of 
Decision – RoD) was issued to Eskom on 14 September 
2007

• This authorisation is valid for a period of five years
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Three alternative sites evaluated in EIA, with 
Environmental Authorisation given for site 1
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Major issues raised during EIA

• The potentially significant environmental impacts associated 
with the proposed project as discussed in the EIA include:

• Potential impacts on surface and groundwater resources 
as a result of the proposed project

• Potential visual impacts associated with the proposed 
project and associated impacts on tourism potential

• Potential noise impacts

• Potential impacts on flora, fauna and ecology including 
Avifauna

• Potential positive social impacts

• No fatal flaws were identified since the impacts can be 
mitigated to acceptable levels.



Value of the project to Solar Park

• Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI)
data collected by Eskom and 
detailed specialist studies done 
during EIA will be made 
available to project

• May be synergies around 
infrastructure

• We support the development of 
the solar park and we are 
committed to working together 
with stakeholders on the park 
concept as well as on other 
renewable energy projects and 
processes of national 
importance

South Africa’s Solar Irradiation 
levels is amongst the best in the world

South Africa experiences some of the 
highest levels of solar radiation in the 

world. 
The average daily solar radiation in South 

Africa varies between 
4.5 and 6.5 kWh/m2 (16 and 23 

MJ/m2), with excellent 
areas such as Upington 

- 8.17 kWh/m2/day.
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Conclusion

• Eskom will transition to a cleaner energy mix for South Africa 
based primarily on nuclear and solar energy

• Fully support and welcome the development of the solar park 
which will contribute to national capacity

• Current projects in wind, solar, underground coal gasification, 
ocean technologies and demand reduction programmes such 
as CFL roll-outs and solar geyser programmes

• To evacuate 1100MW of solar power requires an investment in 
transmission infrastructure

• Transmission lines will be phased-in to transport 1100 MW 
from the Solar Park by 2016, starting with 150 MW in 2012

• Substantial additional investment will be required for further 
expansion to 5000MW and we are committed to working with 
government in this regard



Thank you
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Appendix E Details of ROM Cost Estimate 
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Basis of Estimate as Prepared by TAP for Electrical Work in Connection with 
Upington Solar Park 1 GW Phase Rough Order of Magnitude Estimate 

 

General Assumptions & Qualifications 

 

 The high voltage electrical network inside the solar park consists of the following: 

(a) 4 x 50 MW PV plants – each plant feeding to its own 132 kV collection 
substation (33/132 kV) 

(b) 1 x  200 MW - CSP Tower Plant – this plant will have a 33/132 kV collection 
substation 

(c) 1 x 300MW - CSP Tower Plant - this plant will have a 33/132 kV collection 
substation 

(d) 3 x 100 MW - CSP Trough Plant - this plant will have a 33/132 kV collection 
substation 

(e) 1 x Main 400 / 132 kV infeed substation – this portion of the plant will only 
include the 132 kV works.  Eskom to provide the 400 kV portion. 

(f) All 132 kV overhead lines inside the Solar Park, connection the collection 
substations to the main 132/400 kV export substation.  (Relocation of the 
existing 132 kV Eskom line is included.) 

 

 Collection substations  

 

The following has been included for the substations: 

(a) PRELIMINARIES (Site P&G'S) 
(b) BULK EARTHWORKS - building & yard platforms 
(c) FACILITIES & Control building 
(d) EARTHMAT - Substation Earthing & equipment 
(e) CONCRETE WORK     (Fill and Compaction Incl. for Transformers, 

Excavations, Concrete, Brickwork, Miscellaneous (All Remainder Items per 
the drawings, reinforcing, HD bolts, shuttering, etc), Support Foundations, 
Equipment Support Foundations, Concrete, Miscellaneous items, Cable 
Trenches (TRF & control room & yard equipment), Excavations, Concrete, 
Curbing, Concrete Test Certificates, Neutralise Site, Yard Stoning, electric 
fence. 

(f) STEELWORK - Equipment Supports/steel structures, Gantries - columns & 
beams, Miscellaneous items on steelwork. 

(g) PRIMARY PLANT - high voltage equipment such as Power Transformers, 
Current Transformers, Voltage Transformers, Isolators, Post insulators, 
Circuit Breaker, NECR/T / Aux TRF Unit, Surge Arrestors, 33kV Switchgear 
panels, 11 kV Switchgear & panels, 132 kV & 33kV & 11 kV Busbars and 
Connections, Conductor Stringing & busbars, Clamps - 132 kV & 33 kV & 11 
kV, Portable Earthing, Labelling. 

(h) Protection & control & Metering & Scada – Equipment such as - Junction 
Boxes (JB’s), Panel / JB Earthing, Labelling, Panels & Control & Protection 
schemes, 33 kV Control Panels, 132  kV Control Panels, Metering, 
Telecomms, Battery Charger and Batteries, 110 Volt DC & batteries, AC 
panels & accessories, final testing & commissioning of plant. 
 
 



 
(i) CONTROL CABLING – Equipment & labour such as - Lay Cables, Multicore 

cabling, Low Voltage Power Cabling, cables and glands, Make-Off Cables, 
Testing. 

(j) POWER CABLING – material & labour for Laying of Cables, 11kV cables & 
Connections, Make-Off Cables (Terminations), Cable Jointing, Testing. 

(k) 11 kV FEEDER CABLES (TRFS) – Material & labour for Testing, Excavations 
for cable installation. 

(l) LIGHTNING PROTECTION & LIGHTING - including Earthworks 
(Excavations), Equipment, Floodlights, Supply Cable. 

(m) FENCING – Equipment, material & labour for concrete palisade & gates, 
Excavations, Concrete/Backfilling, Erection, Earth Bonding, Safety and 
Prohibition Signs 

  

 132 kV Overhead lines 

 

 The 132 kV overhead lines include Twin Tern, single monopole 132 kV lines to 
connect the abovementioned collection substations to the main 132/400kV export 
substation.   

 

 PRELIMINARY AND GENERAL ITEMS FOR TOTAL PROJECT (Twin Tern, 
single monopole 132 kV lines) – included. 

 

 SUPPLY, DELIVERY AND OFF-LOADING ON SITE OF ALL MATERIALS AND 
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR THE 132 kV TRANSMISSION LINES such as  

 
(a) Structures: All 132 kV Twin Tern lines 
(b) In-line Terminal Towers : Type L / In-line Terminal 90º Line Deviation angle 
 strain structure - Type L 90 - 30º Line Deviation angle strain structure Type L 
 30 - In-line Suspension Structures Type L I  
(c)  All Hardware such as structures & accessories, Stays, Phase Conductor, 
 Galvanised Steel Earth Conductor, Composite Steel / Fibre Optic (OPGW), 
 Earth Conductor, Phase Conductor Joints and Terminations, Composite Steel 
 / Optical fibre conductor, Optical Fibre Cable Installation, Crash Barriers , 
 Earthing materials.  

  INSTALLATION, ERECTION, COMMISSIONING AND HANDING-OVER IN 

        A COMPLETE WORKING CONDITION OF ALL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT  

        FOR THE 132 kV TRANSMISSION LINES 

 

(a) SETTING OUT OF WORKS   
(b) EXCAVATION OF POLE HOLES  - Excavation for foundations for Monopole 

Type Structures, Excavation of Stay Holes, Excavations for Foundations for 
Lattice Type Structures, Trench excavations for earthing and L.V. cables, 
Excavations by hand to locate other services, Foundations for Intermediate Mono 
- pole Structures Type MI Suspension, Foundations for Monopole Type angle 
structures for line angle up to 30º, Type M30 Foundations for Monopole Type 
Angle Structures for line angles between 30º and 60º, Type M60 Foundations for 
Monopole Type angle Structures for line angles between 60º and 90º, Type M90 



& Terminal  Assembly, erection and dressing of Monopole Line In-line Terminal 
Structures, Earth Conductor Erection, Earth Conductor without Fibre Optic Cable, 
Fibre Optic Terminations, Optic Fibre Cabling, Tree Felling, Change Overs, 
Earthing, Traffic Barriers & Labels.         

 

 General 

 

 All labour, material and equipment costs have been included.  However, no 
provision has been made for CPA and Rate of exchange. 

 The estimated costs do not include for removal of contaminated soil and 
transported thereof to a designated area.   

 The handling, removal, disposal and remediation of asbestos, lead paint, 
galvanizing materials, contaminated soils or disposing of process fluids are 
excluded. 

 The Construction schedule and productivity assume normal weather conditions 
for the site location. No allowance has been made for dramatic weather events. 

 All materials have been quoted as delivered to site. 

 Construction permitting will be provided promptly by the DOE.   

 Fire-watch and hole-watch is excluded.   

 Documents and information provided by the DOE is considered “Relied Upon 
Information”, except for cable routing and trench layout drawings which cannot be 
relied upon. Confirmation of cable routing will be determined by means of 
exploratory digging. Changes to the routing as a result of exploratory digging 
have not been allowed for in the estimate. 

 No escalation beyond the estimate date has been allowed for. 

 Assume unrestricted access to all work areas. 



Prepared by : J SUETT

BUILDING/ARCHITECTURAL COSTS Checked by : J MENSAH

: SOLAR PARK Approved by : S BYRNE
WO Nº : 00A4PG000001

: RSA BASE DATE : OCT 2010
REVISION : 0

: UPINGTON SOLAR PARK 1GW PHASE 1 BUILDING/ARCHITECTURAL REV. DATE :

ITEM AND DESCRIPTION COSTS (All Costs in ZAR)

COST TOTAL

TAG WBS ELEMENT DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT AREA SUPPLIER PER TOTAL RATE LABOUR CONTRACT MATERIAL LABOUR SUB-CONTRACT MATERIAL TOTAL RATE/m2 EXCL
m2 UNIT P&G's

SECURITY COMMAND CENTRE 1          No 35          ESTIMATE -                6,500            -                   -                         227,500                  -                        227,500                   6,500                                  

WORKSHOP excl No -         ESTIMATE -                9,500            -                   -                         -                          -                        0                              9,500                                  

STORE excl No -         ESTIMATE -                4,500            -                   -                         -                          -                        0                              4,500                                  

FIRE STATION excl No -         ESTIMATE -                8,500            -                   -                         -                          -                        0                              8,500                                  

OFFICE 1          No 2,850     ESTIMATE -                7,000            -                   -                         19,950,000             -                        19,950,000              7,000                                  

LABORATORY excl No -         ESTIMATE -                6,500            -                   -                         -                          -                        0                              6,500                                  

CHANGE ROOMS excl No -         ESTIMATE -                8,000            -                   -                         -                          -                        0                              8,000                                  

EMERGENCY RESPONSE/FIRST AID STATION 1          No 60          ESTIMATE -                7,500            -                   -                         450,000                  -                        450,000                   7,500                                  

VISITORS CENTRE 1          No 250        ESTIMATE -                7,000            -                   -                         1,750,000               -                        1,750,000                7,000                                  

CANTEEN 1          No 80          ESTIMATE -                7,500            -                   -                         600,000                  -                        600,000                   7,500                                  

ACCESS CONTROL 1          No 25          ESTIMATE -                6,500            -                   -                         162,500                  -                        162,500                   6,500                                  

WEATHER STATION 1          No 20          ESTIMATE -                6,500            -                   -                         130,000                  -                        130,000                   6,500                                  

CAR PORTS 30        No 30          ESTIMATE -                6,500            -                   -                         195,000                  -                        195,000                   6,500                                  

SUB-STATION 1          No 125        ESTIMATE -                7,500            -                   -                         937,500                  -                        937,500                   7,500                                  

SUB-STATION 1          No 125        ESTIMATE -                7,500            -                   -                         937,500                  -                        937,500                   7,500                                  

ALLOWANCE FOR FITTINGS AND FIXTURES ESTIMATE 3,000,000                ALLOWANCE

ALLOWANCE FOR SECURITY BOOMS ESTIMATE 500,000                   ALLOWANCE

ESTIMATED TOTAL (ZAR) 39      3,600    -          -                     25,340,000         -                    28,840,000          8,011                            

COST PER UNIT

PROJECT

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

MANHOURS
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PROVISIONAL BILL OF QUANTITIES ONLY

SOLAR PARK

RSA

UPINGTON SOLAR PARK 1GW PHASE 1

1.2500

BILL PAY REF DESCRIPTION UNIT QTY RATE
 AMOUNT ZAR 
EXCL P&G's 

1 PROVISIONAL BILL OF QUANTITIES H1

1 (All quantities measured net as built.  ie: No 
allowance for bulk and wastage)

1 SANS 1200A. PRELIMINARY AND GENERAL H1

1 (Applicable to the whole of the
1  Works) 

1 SANS 1200A.8.3 FIXED CHARGE ITEMS H3

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.1 Contractual requirements. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2 Establishment of Facilities on the Site H4                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2 Facilities for Contractor H4                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.1a Furnished offices. (In No.) SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2a Storage sheds. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2b Workshops. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2c Laboratories. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.1b Telephone. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.1c Nameboards.  (In No. ). SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2d Living accommodation. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2e Ablution and latrine facilities. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2f Tools and equipment. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2g Water supplies, electric power, communications, 
dealing with water, and access. 

SUM                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2j Plant. SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.3 Other fixed charge obligations. SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.4 Removal of site establishment. SUM                       -   

Specific fixed charge requirements: H4

JECT

ATION

RIPTIO

Solar_Park_OOM_Earthworks_Civils_Roads_Rev_0_13_10_10.xls 1 of 16



PROVISIONAL BILL OF QUANTITIES ONLY

BILL PAY REF DESCRIPTION UNIT QTY RATE
 AMOUNT ZAR 
EXCL P&G's 

1 Personnel PPE No                       -   

1 Entrance medical examination & certification No                       -   

1 Exit medical examination & certification No                       -   

1 Training and certification requirements SUM                       -   

1 Quality Management Programme SUM                       -   

1 Accepted Programme SUM                       -   

1 Environmental Management Plan SUM                       -   

1 Safety Management Plan SUM                       -   

1 Contract Method Statement SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3 VALUE RELATED ITEMS H3

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.1 Contractual requirements. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2 Establishment of Facilities on the Site H4                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2 Facilities for Contractor H4                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.1a Furnished offices. (In No.) SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2a Storage sheds. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2b Workshops. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2c Laboratories. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.1b Telephone. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.1c Nameboards.  (In No. ). SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2d Living accommodation. SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2e Ablution and latrine facilities. SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2f Tools and equipment. SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2g Water supplies, electric power, communications, 
dealing with water, and access. 

SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.2.2j Plant. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.3 Other value related obligations. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.3.4 Removal of site establishment. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.4 TIME RELATED ITEMS Month                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.4.1 Contractual requirements. SUM                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2 Operation and Maintenance of Facilities on Site, for 
Duration of Construction, (unless otherwise stated) 

H4                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.2 Facilities for Contractor H4                       -   

Solar_Park_OOM_Earthworks_Civils_Roads_Rev_0_13_10_10.xls 2 of 16



PROVISIONAL BILL OF QUANTITIES ONLY

BILL PAY REF DESCRIPTION UNIT QTY RATE
 AMOUNT ZAR 
EXCL P&G's 

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.1a Furnished offices. (In No.2) Month                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.2a Storage sheds. Month                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.2b Workshops. Month                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.2c Laboratories. Month                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.1b Telephone. Month                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.1c Nameboards.  (In No. ). Month                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.1d Survey assistants and materials. Month                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.2d Living accommodation. Month                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.2e Ablution and latrine facilities. Month                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.2f Tools and equipment. Month                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.2g Water supplies, electric power, communications, 
dealing with water, and access. 

Month                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.2.2j Plant. Month                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.3 Supervision for duration of construction. Month                       -   

                      -   
1 SANS 1200A.8.4.4 Company and head office overhead costs for 

duration of construction. 
Month                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.4.5 Other time related obligations. Month                       -   

Contract supervision, administration and labour at H4

1 Project, construction and contract Management Month                       -   

1 Safety Management Month                       -   

1 Industrial relations Management Month                       -   
                      -   

1 Quality control and assurance Management Month                       -   
                      -   

1 Programming Month                       -   
                      -   

1 Expediting, logistics and Materials management Month                       -   
                      -   

1 Company and head office overhead fixed costs Month                       -   
                      -   

1 O.H.T.E Month                       -   
                      -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.5 PROVISIONAL SUMS FOR: H3                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.5a work to be executed by the Contractor and valued 
in terms of the "valuation of variations" clause in 
the conditions of contract. 

SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.5b.1 work to be executed by the Employer or a 
Nominated Sub-Contractor. 

SUM                       -   
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1 SANS 1200A.8.5b.2 Overheads, charges and profit on (a) above. SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.5b.3 Specified activities associated with or independent 
of (a) or (b) above. 

SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.6 PRIME COST ITEMS H3

1 SANS 1200A.8.6a Prime cost of goods of materials to be supplied to 
the site of the Works in terms of the contract. 

SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.6b Overheads, charges and profit on (a) above. SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.6c Transport and labour to handle and instal (a) above. SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.8 TEMPORARY WORKS H3

1 SANS 1200A.8.8.1 Main access road to works. SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.8.2 Dealing with or accommodation of traffic. No                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.8.5 Cost of survey in terms of the Land Survey Act. H4

1 SANS 1200A.8.8.5a Trigonometrical survey and plot boundary pegs - 
locate and record. 

SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.8.5b Trigonometrical survey of plot boundary pegs - 
protect and re-establish. 

SUM                       -   

1 SANS 1200A.8.8.6 Special water control in terms of Project SUM                       -   

2 SANS 1200C. SITE CLEARANCE H1

2 SANS 1200C.8.2.1 Clear and grub (freehaul distance is 2km) m2                       -   

2 Plant Fencing m2 1.50                       -   
2 Plant Parking Area m2 1.50                       -   
2 Plant Parking Area access Road m2 1.50                       -   
2 Construction Site Parking Area m2 1.50                       -   
2 Construction Site Area access Road m2 1.50                       -   
2 Construction Site Laydown Area m2 1.50                       -   
2 m2                       -   
2 General Plant Area m2 1.50                       -   
2 m2                       -   
2 m2                       -   
2                       -   
2 SANS 1200C.8.2.2 Remove and grub large trees and tree stumps of 

girth 
H3                       -   

                      -   
2 SANS 1200C.8.2.2a over 1m and up to and including 2m. No                       -   

                      -   
2 SANS 1200C.8.2.2b over 2m and up to and including 3m. No                       -   

                      -   
2 SANS 1200C.8.2.2c over 3m and up to and including 4m. No                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D. EARTHWORKS - SITE PREPARATION H1                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.1 Site Preparation H3                       -   

                      -   
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3 SANS 1200D.8.3.1.2 Remove topsoil to nominal depth 300mm and 
stockpile within 2km freehaul distance and 
maintain for re use

m3                       -   

3 Plant Parking Area m3 35.00                       -   
3 Plant Parking Area access Road m3 35.00                       -   
3 Construction Site Parking Area m3 35.00                       -   
3 Construction Site Area access Road m3 35.00                       -   
3 Construction Site Laydown Area m3 35.00                       -   
3 m3                       -   
3 General Plant Area m3 35.00                       -   
3 m3                       -   
3 m3                       -   
3 m3                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.2a Bulk excav, use for backfill or embankment or dispose 

as ordered within 2km in all materials 
H4                       -   

3                       -   
3 m3                       -   
3 m3                       -   
3 m3                       -   
3 m3                       -   
3 m3                       -   
3 m3                       -   
3 General Plant m3 35.00                       -   
3                       -   
3 Excavation H3                       -   
3                       -   
3 Bulk Excavate to reduce levels and m3 55.00                       -   
3                       -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.2a Remove unsuitable material. m3 55.00                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.2b Extra over for: H4                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.2b.1 Intermediate excavation. m3 25.00                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.2b.2 Hard rock excavation. m3 300.00                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.2b.3 Boulder excavation Class A m3                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.2b.4 Boulder excavation Class B m3                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.4 Importing of Materials H3                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.4a Backfill imported selected material m3 75.00                       -   

                      -   
3 Supply and placing of 25 to 40mm imported crushed 

stone to transformer bases
m3 75.00                       -   

                      -   
3 SANS 1200D.8.3.5 Excavate for working space 1m from face of 

excavation  ne 4.5m in depth  and set aside for use 
for backfill 

m3 35.00                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS 1200DA. EARTHWORKS H1                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS 1200DA.8.3.1 Excavation H3                       -   

                      -   
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4 Excavate in calcrete material  and set aside for use 
for backfill 

m3 75.00                       -   

                      -   
4 Excavate in previously dumped scrap material up to 

maximum depth ne 4,70m deep and dispose (e.m)
m3 65.00                       -   

                      -   
4 Compact top 150mm of in situ material to 90% Mod 

AASHTO  
m3 75.00                       -   

                      -   
4 Fill from excavated material compacted to 95% Mod 

AASHTO 150mm thick
m3 75.00                       -   

                      -   
4 Provisional allowance for De Watering (rate only) day                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS 1200DA.8.3.1c Extra over for: H4                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS Intermediate excavation. m3 35.00                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS Hard rock. m3 300.00                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS 1200DA.8.3.2 Restricted Excavation H4                       -   

                      -   
4 Excavate for trenches, footings and foundations in 

calcrete material and use for backfill or to 
m3 95.00                       -   

                      -   
4 Excavate unsuitable material from trench bottom 

and dispose. 
m3 50.00                       -   

                      -   
4 Excavate in Granular fill material for working space 

1m from face of excavation  ne 4.5m in depth and 
set aside for use for backfill 

m3 100.00                       -   

                      -   
4 Additional lateral support between faces of m2 75.00                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS 1200DA.8.3.2a Backfill ex Stockpile and using imported selected 

material with G5 engineered layer in max. 200mm 
layer thickness

m3 95.00                       -   

                      -   
4 Cart Away Surplus Material m3 25.00                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS 1200DA.8.3.2a Backfill ex Stockpile and using imported selected 

material
m3                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS Hard rock excavation. m3 300.00                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS 1200DA.8.3.4 Importation of Materials from Commercial Sources 

or Borrow Pits. 
H3                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS 1200DA.8.3.4 Backfill selected imported material for spoil heaps m3 95.00                       -   

                      -   
4 SANS 1200DA.8.3.4 Overhaul for material hauled in excess of 2,0km 

freehaul distance
m3/km                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS 1200DB. EARTHWORKS (PIPE TRENCHES) H1                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.1 Site Clearance and (if specified) removal of H3                       -   

                      -   
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5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.1a Clear vegetation and trees of girth up to 1m. m                       -   
                      -   

5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.1b Clear trees and designated obstacles. No                       -   
                      -   

5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.1c Remove topsoil m2                       -   
                      -   

5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.2 Excavation H3                       -   
                      -   

5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.2a Excavate in calcrete material for trenches and use 
for backfill, compact, and dispose of surplus 

m3 50.00                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.2a Excavate for drainage trenches and backfill using 

selected > 19mm stone in entire trench of 1 x 1m 
deep trench, and dispose of surplus material. 

m3 50.00                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.2b Extra over for: H4                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS Intermediate excavation m3                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS hard rock excavation. m3                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.2c Excavate unsuitable material from trench bottom 

and dispose. 
m3                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.3.1 Imported backfill materials of > 19mm stone from: H4                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS designated borrow pits. m3                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS commercial or off-site sources selected by m3 50.00                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.3.2 Opening up and closing down of designated borrow SUM 20,000.00                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS 1200DB.8.3.6.1 Reinstate road surfaces complete with all courses H4                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS Gravel on shoulders. m2 50.00                       -   

                      -   
5 SANS Bitumen premix in road way. m2 150.00                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE. SMALL EARTH DAMS H1                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.1 Site clearance H3                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200C.8.2.1 Clear and grub (freehaul distance is 2km) H3                       -   

                      -   
6 m2                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.1.2 Remove and grub large trees (complete with stumps) 

or stumps only, as scheduled, of girth: 
H4                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS over 1m and up to and including 2m. No                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS over 2m and up to and including 3m. No                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.1.2c over 3m and up to and including 4m. No                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.2 Remove topsoil to nominal depth 300mm and 

stockpile within 2km freehaul distance and 
maintain for re use

m3                       -   

                      -   
6 m3                       -   
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6                       -   
6 SANS 1200DE..8.3.4 Preparation of Exposed Surfaces H3                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.4b m2                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.5 Forming Embankments H3                       -   

                      -   
6 NOTE: Contractor to install products and allow for 

all requirements in accordance with the 
manufacturers, "Kaytech Engineered Fabrics", 
instructions as detailed on the following 
documents:  WASTE IS 0008-03/05, WASTE SS 
0012-11/04, EROSION SS 0005-01/03, GENERAL IS 
0013-08/02

Tx                       -   

                      -   
6 NOTE: All measurements are net as installed and 

Contractor is to allow for overlaps and wastage.  
Normally 3% and 5% respectively.

Tx                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.5a Selected impervious backfill material 200 to 300 

mm thick to avoid unconstrained swelling
m3                       -   

                      -   
m3                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.5f m3                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.5g Fine filter material. m3 45.00                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.5h Gravel capping. m3 65.00                       -   

                      -   
6 SANS 1200DE.8.3.8 Overhaul per kilometer m3km 5.00                       -   

                      -   
7 SANS 1200DK. GABIONS AND PITCHING H1                       -   

                      -   
7 SANS 1200DK.8.2.4 Supply and install Enviromat X800 system (Rate to 

include for sourcing, selection, loading, haulage, and 
placing of rock, slope preparation, wire mesh cage, 
binder connectors, forming of baskets etc) to:

H4                       -   

                      -   
7 m2                       -   

                      -   
7 m2                       -   

                      -   
7 SANS 1200DK.8.2.4 Supply and install 1.5mm thick HDPE liner to SWCD to 

protect top layer from sliding into the dam. Rate to 
include all materials and labour.

H4                       -   

                      -   
7 m2                       -   

                      -   
7 m2                       -   

                      -   
7 Supply and install selected aggregate onto 100 mm 

multicell liner system and work material into 
adjacent patially cells all in accordance with the 
manufacturers instructions in document "GENERAL IS 
0013-08/02".

H4                       -   
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                      -   
7 m2                       -   

                      -   
7 m2                       -   

                      -   
7 SANS 1200DK.8.2.4 Supply and install  Enviromat X800 system to: (Rate 

includes for cutting, strapping, wastage and 
stitching)

H4                       -   

                      -   
7 m2                       -   

                      -   
7 m3                       -   

                      -   
7 m3                       -   

                      -   
7 Berm Construction to ROM and Product Stockpile H4                       -   

                      -   
7 m2                       -   
7 m3                       -   
7 m                       -   
7 m                       -   

                      -   
8 SANS 1200DM. EARTHWORKS (ROADS, SUBGRADE) H1                       -   

                      -   
8 SANS 1200DM.8.3.3 Treatment of Road-Bed H3                       -   

                      -   
8 SANS 1200DM.8.3.3a Road-bed preparation, compaction of material and 

surfacing to: 
H4                       -   

8 Security Perimenter Roads m 57,500.00 2,500.00        143,750,000 

8 Gravel wearing course – 150mm G3 with PI ~8 or 
graded crushed stone compacted to 95% Mod 
Aashto.  This layer could also be Kalahari sand 
compacted to 95% Mod Aashto if the area is 
regularly graded and lightly compacted.

Sub-base – 150mm C3, in-situ Kalahari sand 
stabilized with between 2 and 4% cement to give a 
UCS of between 1.5 and 3 compacted to 100% Mod 
Aashto

Upper Selected Layer – 150mm thick in-situ material 
Kalahari sand compact to 95% Mod Aashto.  Omit 
this layer if the in-situ material has a CBR of >15.

Lower Selected Layer – 150mm thick in-situ material 
Kalahari sand compact to 95% Mod Aashto.  Omit 
this layer if the in-situ material has a CBR of 
between 7 & 15.

Subgrade – Rip and re-compact the in-situ Kalahari 
sand to 93% Mod Aashto.

                      -   

                      -   
8 Main Service Road m 17,500.00 3,400.00          59,500,000 
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8 Gravel wearing course – 150mm G3 with PI ~8 
compacted to 95% Mod Aashto.

Sub-base – 150mm C3, in-situ Kalahari sand 
stabilized with between 2 and 4% cement to give a 
UCS of between 1.5 and 3 compacted to 100% Mod 
Aashto

Upper Selected Layer – 150mm thick in-situ material 
Kalahari sand compact to 95% Mod Aashto.  Omit 
this layer if the in-situ material has a CBR of >15.

Lower Selected Layer – 150mm thick in-situ material 
Kalahari sand compact to 95% Mod Aashto.

Subgrade – Rip and re-compact the in-situ Kalahari 
sand to 93% Mod Aashto

                      -   

Sub Roads to Plants m 10,500.00 1,800.00          18,900,000 

Gravel wearing course – 150mm G3 with PI ~8 
compacted to 95% Mod Aashto.

Sub-base – 150mm C3, in-situ Kalahari sand 
stabilized with between 2 and 4% cement to give a 
UCS of between 1.5 and 3 compacted to 100% Mod 
Aashto

Upper Selected Layer – 150mm thick in-situ material 
Kalahari sand compact to 95% Mod Aashto.  Omit 
this layer if the in-situ material has a CBR of >15.

Lower Selected Layer – 150mm thick in-situ material 
Kalahari sand compact to 95% Mod Aashto.

Subgrade – Rip and re-compact the in-situ Kalahari 
sand to 93% Mod Aashto

                      -   

8 Plant Parking Area access Road (Tar Roads) m2 250.00                       -   
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8 Surface – Multi-seal or Cape Seal

Base course – 125mm G3 compacted to 98% Mod 
Aashto.

Sub-base – 150mm C3, in-situ Kalahari sand 
stabilized with between 2 and 4% cement to give a 
UCS of between 1.5 and 3 compacted to 100% Mod 
Aashto

Upper Selected Layer – 150mm thick in-situ material 
Kalahari sand compact to 95% Mod Aashto.  Omit 
this layer if the in-situ material has a CBR of >15.

Lower Selected Layer – 150mm thick in-situ material 
Kalahari sand compact to 95% Mod Aashto.

Subgrade – Rip and re-compact the in-situ Kalahari 
sand to 93% Mod Aashto.

                      -   

                      -   
8 Plant Parking Area and Office parking m2 20,000.00 250.00            5,000,000 

8 Excavate to 280mm below ngl; compact insitu 
material to 95% MOD AASHTO; lay 150mm thick G5 
sub base compacted to 98% MOD AASCHTO; lay 
50mm clean sand; Lay 80mm thick 35MPa 
interlocking pavers. 

                      -   

                      -   
8 Preparation of material to 280mm depth to 

compacted to 95% of Mod AASHTO density : (material 
imported from mine, including all haulage.)

H4                       -   

                      -   
8 m2                       -   

                      -   
8 m2                       -   

                      -   
8 Selected layer compacted to 95% Mod AASHTO 

density (material imported from mine, including all 
haulage.)  G5 engineered layer in max. 200mm layer 
thi k

H4                       -   

                      -   
8 General Plant Area m2 55.00                       -   

                      -   
8 Allowance for National Highway Inersection No 1.00 20,000,000          20,000,000 

                      -   
8 m2                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G. CONCRETE (STRUCTURAL) H1                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2 FORMWORK H3                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.1 Rough H4                       -   

                      -   
11  to sides ground Beam 250 x715 m2 250.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to ground Beam 350 x350 m2 250.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to ground Beam 300 x 300 m2 250.00                       -   

                      -   
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11  to ground Beam 400 x400 m2 250.00                       -   
                      -   

11  to ground Beam 500 x500 m2 250.00                       -   
                      -   

11  to ground Beam upstand ne 250mm high m 60.00                       -   
                      -   

11  to ground Beam upstand ne 200mm high m 60.00                       -   
                      -   

11  to Walls  ne 3.5m in height m2 250.00                       -   
                      -   

11 SANS 1200G.8.2.2 Smooth H4                       -   
                      -   

11 to Walls ne 3.5m in height m2 325.00                       -   
                      -   

11 to plinths m2 325.00                       -   
                      -   

11 to columns and bases ne 3.5m in height m2 325.00                       -   
                      -   

11 to beams ne 3.5m above NGL m2 325.00                       -   
                      -   

11 m2                       -   

                      -   
11 m                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.5 Narrow Widths H4                       -   

                      -   
11  to edges of upstand  150mm m 40.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to edges of slabs 150mm m 55.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to edges of slabs 250mm m 95.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to edges of slabs 275mm m 175.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to Vertical edges of walls 250mm wide m 75.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to Vertical edges of walls 300mm wide m 125.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to sloping top surface of walls 250mm wide exc 35 

degrees
m 125.00                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.6 Box Out Holes/Form Voids H4                       -   

                      -   
11 Form 25mm chamfer to edge of concrete  m 7.50                       -   

                      -   
11 Form 25mm recess in slab exc 300 wide m 15.00                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.3 REINFORCEMENT H3                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.3.1 High Tensile Steel Bars H4                       -   

                      -   
11 Diameter 25mm : basic price. t 10,000.00                       -   

                      -   
11 10mm t                       -   

                      -   
11 12mm t                       -   

                      -   
11 16mm t                       -   

                      -   
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11 20mm t                       -   
                      -   

11 32mm t                       -   
                      -   

11 SANS 1200G.8.3.2 High Tensile Welded Mesh H4                       -   
                      -   

11 Type reference 395 m2 75.00                       -   
                      -   

11 Type reference 888 m2 175.00                       -   
                      -   

11 Type reference 617 m2 120.00                       -   
                      -   

11 SANS 1200G. CONCRETE (STRUCTURAL) H3                       -   
                      -   

11 SANS 1200G.8.2.5 CONCRETE H3                       -   
                      -   

11 SANS 1200G.8.2.5.1a 35MPa/19mm agg Concrete in RC foundations H4                       -   
                      -   

11  to ground slab 150mm thick to falls & cross falls 
layed on blinding 

m3 1,500.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to ground Beam 250 x 715 layed on concrete  m3 1,500.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to retaining Walls  ne 3.5m in height m3 1,500.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to plinths m3 1,500.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to ground slab  250mm th layed on concrete m3 1,500.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to ground slab  275mm th layed on concrete m3 1,500.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to ground Beam 350 x350 laid on concrete  blinding m3 1,500.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to Walls  ne 3.5m in height m3 1,500.00                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.5.1a 30MPa/19mm agg Concrete in foundations, plinths, 

support bases etc.
H4                       -   

                      -   
11  to transfromer bases m3 1,650.00                       -   

                      -   
11 m3                       -   

                      -   
11 m3                       -   

                      -   
11 m3                       -   

                      -   
11 m3                       -   

                      -   
11 m3                       -   

                      -   
11 m3                       -   

                      -   
11 m3                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.5.1a 30MPa/19mm agg Concrete to Stockpile tunnels etc. H4                       -   

                      -   
11  to floor beam and slab m3 1,650.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to Walls  ne 3.5m in height m3 1,650.00                       -   

                      -   
11  to cap slab m3 1,650.00                       -   
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                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.5.1d Sub-foundation blinding layer in15Mpa /19mm agg                       -   

                      -   
11 50mm minimum thickness to compacted fill  to 

receive ground slab 
m2 70.00                       -   

                      -   
11 50mm minimum thickness to to receive ground m2 70.00                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.6 Unformed Concrete Surface Finishes H3                       -   

                      -   
11 Steel floated finish. m2 7.50                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.8 JOINTS H3                       -   

                      -   
11 Movement joint in concrete comprising of 2 layer 3 

ply Mathoid  strip or other approved ne 300 wide 
m 45.00                       -   

                      -   
11 Bituthene strip or other approved to seal to 

concrete joint  ne 300mm wide 
m 95.00                       -   

                      -   
11 10mm Thick Flexcell or other approved impregnated 

fibre board joint filler exceeding 150mm and not 
exceeding 300mm high. 

m 40.00                       -   

                      -   
11 Denso tape to reinforcement bar No 250.00                       -   

                      -   
11 Rake out 10mm thick filler board 13mm deep and 

fill with polysulphide sealant, including bond 
m 85.00                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.9 GROUTING H3                       -   

                      -   
11 SANS 1200G.8.2.9a Under Bases (or Beds) H4                       -   
11 Cement and sand (1:3) grouting to PC units m3 16,250.00                       -   

                      -   
20 SANS 1200LB. BEDDING (PIPES) H1                       -   

                      -   
20 SANS 1200LB.8.2.1 Provision of Bedding from Trench Excavation H3                       -   

                      -   
20 SANS 1200LB.8.2.2.2 From borrow pits (Provisional) H4                       -   

                      -   
20 SANS 1200LB.8.2.2.2a Selected granular material. m3                       -   

                      -   
20 SANS 1200LB.8.2.2.3 From commercial source (Provisional) H4                       -   

                      -   
20 SANS 1200LB.8.2.2.3a Selected granular material > 19mm stone. m3 60.00                       -   

                      -   
23 SANS 1200LE. STORMWATER DRAINAGE H1                       -   

                      -   
23 SANS 1200LE.8.2.1 Supply and Lay Megaflow 150 mm drainage pipe H3                       -   

                      -   
23 SANS 1200LE.8.2.1 > 19mm stone bedding e.m. m 35.00                       -   

                      -   
23 Supply and install approved geotech filter material 

to drainage trench
m2 175.00                       -   

                      -   
23 Allowance for stormwater drainage, kerbs, etc. m 1.00 49,430,000          49,430,000 

                      -   
23 SANS 1200LE.8.2.8 Supply and Install Manholes, Catchpits, etc. H3                       -   

                      -   
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PROVISIONAL BILL OF QUANTITIES ONLY

BILL PAY REF DESCRIPTION UNIT QTY RATE
 AMOUNT ZAR 
EXCL P&G's 

23 SANS 1200LE.8.2.8a Manholes No 500.00 5,000.00            2,500,000 
                      -   

23 SANS 1200LE.8.2.8b No                       -   
                      -   

23 SANS 1200LE.8.2.8b No                       -   
                      -   

SUMMARY %

1 Preliminaries                       -   

2 Site Clearance                       -   

3 Earthworks - Site Preparation                       -   

4 Earthworks - Small Works                       -   

5 Earthworks - Pipe Trenches                       -   

6 Small Earth Dams                       -   

7 Gabions and Pitching                       -   

8 Earthworks - Roads Subgrade        247,150,000 

9 Earthworks - Railway Sidings                       -   

10 Piling                       -   

11 Concrete - Structural                       -   

12 Concrete - Small Works                       -   

13 Concrete - Ordinary Buildings                       -   

14 Precast Concrete Structural                       -   

15 Prestressed Concrete                       -   

16 Structural Steelwork                       -   

17 Structural Steelwork - Small Works                       -   

18 Structural Aluminiumwork                       -   

19 Medium Pressure Pipelines                       -   

20 Bedding Pipes                       -   

21 Cable Ducts                       -   

22 Sewers                       -   

23 Stormwater Drainage          51,930,000 

24 Water Connections                       -   

25 Pipe Jacking                       -   

26 Roads - Subbase                       -   

27 Roads - Base                       -   
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PROVISIONAL BILL OF QUANTITIES ONLY

BILL PAY REF DESCRIPTION UNIT QTY RATE
 AMOUNT ZAR 
EXCL P&G's 

28 Roads - Bituminous Surface Treatment                       -   

29 Roads - Asphalt Base and Surfacing                       -   

30 Roads - Segmental Paving                       -   

31 Roads - Kerbing and Channelling                       -   

32 Ancilliary Roadworks                       -   

33 Railway Sidings (Trackwork)                       -   

TOTAL (excl VAT)      299,080,000 
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WBS DESCRIPTION UNIT  QUANTITY RATE  ZAR TOTAL 

FENCING - STANDARD (NON-ELECTRIC)

EXCAVATION, FILLING, ETC  
EXCAVATIONS, ETC
Excavation in earth not exceeding 2m deep

Pits (in 100no) m3 2,873         50             143,659        
Extra over trench and hole excavations in earth for excavation in

Soft rock m3 287            150           43,098          
Hard rock m3 287            300           86,196          

Extra over all excavations for carting away
Surplus material from excavations and/or stock piles on site to a dumping site to be located 
by the contractor m3 2,873          150           430,978          

Keeping excavations free of water
Keeping excavations free of all water other than subterranean water Item 1                500,000    500,000        

FILLING, ETC

Earth filling obtained from the excavations and/or prescribed stock piles on site compacted to 
100% Mod AASHTO density

Backfilling to trenches, holes, etc. m3 958             200           191,546          

CONCRETE, FORMWORK AND REINFORCEMENT
UNREINFORCED CONCRETE CAST AGAINST EXCAVATED SURFACES
20MPa/19mm concrete

Footings and bases(in 38 309 no) m3 1,915          2,500        4,788,647       

STANDARD FENCING

FENCING - SINGLE FENCE SYSTEM ADJUST QUANTS AS REQUIRED FOR DOUBLE 
FENCE SYSTEM
Steel wire chain linked fencing including galvanised metal posts, stays, framing, etc 

Fencing formed of RSA  or SHS section standards2.3mm long vertically with 300mm wide 45 
overhang to one side at maximum 3m centres cast into concrete base with 3.5mm straining 
wire at 600mm centres, 2.5mmm galvanised steel wire chain linked fencing  fixed to each 
straining wire and 3 strands of razor wire tied to standards or posts with eye bolts m 114,844      400           45,937,408     

Inclined stay 2m long with one end bolted to post and other end cast into concrete base No 14               425           5,950              

Straining post 2.3m high vertically with 300mm 45 overhang with cap and other end with cast 
into concrete base complete with tensioner bolts No 38,281        550           21,054,645     

Corner post 2.3m high vertically with 300mm 45 overhang with cap and other end with cast 
into concrete base  complete with inclined stay in both directions. No 14               3,000        42,000            

Gates and gate posts 

SHS galvanised framed gate 900 x 1.8m high vertically with 300mm 45 overhang with two  
diagonal braces and infill of galvanised steel wire linked mesh , complete with SHS 
galvanised Gate posts cast into concrete both sides extended at top to form 300mm 45 
overhang to suit security fencing. sliding lock and including heavy duty "Union" padlock  

No 10               5,000        50,000            
SHS galvanised framed gate 1.6 x 1.8m high vertically with 300mm 45 overhang, each leaf 
with one intermediate stile and two diagonal braces and infill of galvanised steel wire linked 
mesh , complete with SHS galvanised Gate posts cast into concrete both sides extended at 
top to form 300mm 45 overhang to suit security fencing. sliding lock and including heavy duty 
"Union" padlock and 200mm long barrel bolts with keep cast in and including concrete No 20               10,000      200,000          

TOTAL FENCING - STANDARD 73,474,127     



WBS DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANT RATE ZAR TOTAL

PIPEWORK FABRICATION AND ERECTION

NOTE: All items are to be assessed in relation to individual scope reference numbers 
and thereafter priced according. Direct field labour manhours (fabrication & erection) 
are required to be indicated for all items contained within this schedule.

NOTE: All quantities are provisional and subject to re-measurement upon final detailing 
NOTE: Contractor to confirm all quantities of items prior to purchase thereof 
NOTE: Contractor to make good all installation damage and corrosion protection to all 
new and existing steelwork

SPECIFICATION:  COPPER (Cu) 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
15mm  Diameter copper piping Sm
15mm  Diameter copper piping including all supports Em
Extra Over 15mm piping for fittings (compressions joints): 
90░ elbow No
Formed bend No
Reducing bush No
Equal Tee No
Threaded end No
End cap No
Sockets No
Hose end No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
22mm  Diameter copper piping Sm
22mm  Diameter copper piping including all supports Em
Extra Over 22mm (# ")  piping for fittings (compressions joints): 
90░ elbow No
Formed bend No
Reducing bush No
Equal Tee No
Threaded end No
End cap No
Sockets No
Hose end No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo
------------------------------ 
SPECIFICATION: GALVANISED STEEL

SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
25mm (2") Diameter Galvanised steel piping, schedule 40 Sm -                          
25mm (2") Diameter Galvanised steel piping, schedule 40 including all support Em -                          
Extra Over 25mm (2") piping for : 
Flanged end BS4504/10 - 304 No -                          
Threaded end No -                          
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer 50-25 No
Equal Tee No -                          
Blank Flange No
Sockets No
Union No
Nipple No
Hose / swage end No -                          
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
50mm (2") Diameter Galvanised steel piping, schedule 40 Sm -                          
50mm (2") Diameter Galvanised steel piping, schedule 40 including all support Em -                          
Extra Over 50mm (2") piping for : 
Flanged end BS4504/16 - 304 No -                          
Threaded end No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer 50-25 No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Blank Flange No
Sockets No -                          
Union No -                          
Nipple No
Hose end No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
25mm (2") Diameter Galvanised steel piping, schedule 80 Sm
25mm (2") Diameter Galvanised steel piping, schedule 80 including all support Em
Extra Over 25mm (2") piping for : 
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Flanged end BS4504/16 - 304 No
Threaded end No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No
90░ bend (LR) No
45░ bend No
Concentric reducer 50-25 No
Equal Tee No
Blank Flange No
Sockets No
Union No
Nipple No
Hose end No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
50mm (2") Diameter Galvanised steel piping, schedule 80 Sm 10,000          650                   6,500,000                
50mm (2") Diameter Galvanised steel piping, schedule 80 including all support Em -                          
Extra Over 50mm (2") piping for : 
Flanged end BS4504/16 - 304 No -                          
Threaded end No -                          
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer 50-25 No
Equal Tee No -                          
Blank Flange No
Sockets No -                          
Union No -                          
Nipple No
Hose end No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SPECIFICATION: SCHEDULE 40  CARBON STEEL 

SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
80mm (3") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40, corrosion protected Sm 14,750          1,000                14,750,000              
80mm (3") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40 including all supports Em -                          
Extra Over 80mm (3") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No -                          
Butt welds No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
100mm (4") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40, corrosion protected Sm -                          
100mm (4") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40 including all supports Em -                          
Extra Over 100mm (4") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No -                          
Butt welds No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
150mm (6") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40, corrosion protected Sm 7,250            2,750                19,937,500              
150mm (6") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40 including all supports Em
Extra Over 150mm (6") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No
Butt welds No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No
90░ bend (LR) No
45░ bend No
Concentric reducer No
Equal Tee No
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
200mm (8") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40, corrosion protected Sm 12,250          3,500                42,875,000              
200mm (8") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40 including all supports Em
Extra Over 200mm (8") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No
Butt welds No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No
90░ bend (LR) No
45░ bend No
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Concentric reducer No
Equal Tee No
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
250mm (10") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40, corrosion protected Sm -                          
250mm (10") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40 including all supports Em -                          
Extra Over 250mm (10") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No -                          
Butt welds No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
300mm (12") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40, corrosion protected Sm
300mm (12") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 40 including all supports Em
Extra Over 300mm (12") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No
Butt welds No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No
90░ bend (LR) No
45░ bend No
Concentric reducer No
Equal Tee No
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo
------------------------- 
SPECIFICATION SCHEDULE 80 VITULIC PIPEWORK 

SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
80mm (3") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, corrosion protection Sm -                          
80mm (3") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, including all supports Em -                          
Extra Over 80mm (3") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No -                          
Vitualic joints  (including welding up) No -                          
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
100mm (4") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, corrosion protection Sm -                          
100mm (4") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, including all supports Em -                          
Extra Over 100mm (4") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No -                          
Vitualic coupler (M/F)  (including welding up) No -                          
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
150mm (6") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, corrosion protection Sm -                          
150mm (6") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, including all supports Em -                          
Extra Over 100mm (6") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No -                          
Vitualic coupler (M/F)  (including welding up) No -                          
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
200mm (8") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, corrosion protection Sm -                          
200mm (8") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, including all supports Em -                          
Extra Over 200mm (8") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No -                          
Vitualic coupler (M/F)  (including welding up) No -                          
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90░ bend (LR) No -                          
45░ bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
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Equal Tee No -                          
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo
------------------------- 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
250mm (10") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, corrosion protection Sm
250mm (10") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, including all support Em
Extra Over 250mm (10") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No
Vitualic coupler (M/F)  (including welding up) No
Butt welds No
90░ bend (LR) No
45░ bend No
Concentric reducer No
Equal Tee No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo
------------------------- 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION, PAINTINNG AND ERECTION OF: 
300mm (12") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, corrosion protection Sm
300mm (12") Diameter carbon steel piping, schedule 80, including all support Em
Extra Over 300mm (12") piping for corrosion protected fittings: 
Flanged end (including welding up) No
Vitualic coupler (M/F)  (including welding up) No
Butt welds No
90░ bend (LR) No
45░ bend No
Concentric reducer No
Equal Tee No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo

SPECIFICATION SCHEDULE HDPE PIPEWORK 

SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
90mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10 Sm -                          
90mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10, including all supports. Em -                          
Extra Over 90mm OD HDPE piping for : 
Stub end and mating ring PN 10/3 No -                          
Socket weld joint No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90° bend No -                          
45° bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No
Branchweld No -                          
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
110mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10 Sm -                          
110mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10, including all supports. Em -                          
Extra Over 110mm OD HDPE piping for : 
Stub end and mating ring PN 10/3 No -                          
Socket weld joint No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90° bend No -                          
45° bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
140mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10 Sm -                          
140mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10, including all supports. Em -                          
Extra Over 140mm OD HDPE piping for : 
Stub end and mating ring PN 10/3 No -                          
Socket weld joint No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90° bend No -                          
45° bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
160mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10 Sm -                          
160mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10, including all supports. Em -                          
Extra Over 160mm OD HDPE piping for : 
Stub end and mating ring PN 10/3 No -                          
Socket weld joint No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90° bend No -                          
45° bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
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Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
210mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10 Sm -                          
210mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10, including all supports. Em -                          
Extra Over 210mm OD HDPE piping for : 
Stub end and mating ring PN 10/3 No -                          
Socket weld joint No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90° bend No -                          
45° bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
225mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10 Sm -                          
225mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10, including all supports. Em -                          
Extra Over 225mm HDPE piping for : 
Stub end and mating ring PN 10/3 No -                          
Socket weld joint No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No -                          
90° bend No -                          
45° bend No -                          
Concentric reducer No -                          
Equal Tee No -                          
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo -                          
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
300mm HDPE piping, PE80 PN10 Sm
300mm HDPE piping, PE80 PN10, including all supports. Em
Extra Over 300mm HDPE piping for : 
Stub end and mating ring PN 10/3 No
Socket weld joint No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No
90° bend No
45° bend No
Concentric reducer No
Equal Tee No
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo
------------------------------ 
SUPPLY, FABRICATION AND ERECTION OF: 
355mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10 Sm
355mm OD HDPE piping, PE80 PN10, including all supports. Em
Extra Over 355mm OD HDPE piping for : 
Stub end and mating ring PN 10/3 No
Socket weld joint No
Bolt up (including bolts and gasket) No
90° bend No
45° bend No
Concentric reducer No
Equal Tee No
Branchweld No
Blank Flange No
Erect only: 
Valve (supply e/m) ENo

TRANSPORT OF MATERIALS 
NOTE: Contractor to define number of trips required to deliver all equipment as identified 
in the bill of quantites in respect to the classification as listed 
Manufacture plant __________________ to Morupule Collierey
Normal Load  ne  4.3 height and 2.6 width 

Ridged vehicle  ne 12.5m no trips -                          
Articulated vehicle  ne 18.5m no trips -                          
Combination Vehicle  ne. 22m no trips -                          

Normal with permit 
articulated or Combination Vehicle  ex 22m  and ex 2.6m width but RUF ne 0,54 no trips -                          

Abmormal loaded a t cu ated o Co b at o e c e e a d e 6 dt but U e 0,5 e
0,94 no trips -                          

TOTAL PIPEWORK 84,062,500              
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Activity Name Finish

SOLAR PARK DEVELOPMENTSOLAR PARK DEVELOPMENT
Preliminary Key MilestonesPreliminary Key Milestones

Project Alignment Feasibility Study Pase 14-Feb-11

Submission to Cabinet 30-May-11*

Feasibility study 30-Jun-11*

Cabinet Approval 29-Jul-11*

SPA Pty. Ltd. Registered 01-Nov-11*

Envirionmental Authorisation 02-Apr-12*

Infrastructure to support initial 150 MW completed 10-Dec-12*

Generate  initial 150 MW from PV/CPV 18-Feb-13*

Infrastructure to support Phase 1 (1 GW) completed28-Mar-14*

Main Solar Park Substation 22-Jan-16*

Eskom Power Evacuation Complete ( 400 kV ) 31-Mar-16*

Achieve 1 GW Generation 03-May-16*

Generate  1 000 MW from USP 30-May-16*

Preliminary Overall Project SchedulePreliminary Overall Project Schedule
Feasibility Study 31-Mar-11

Feasibility Study-Phase - Alignment & Shaping 28-Feb-11

Investors' Expression of Interest (EoI) 31-May-11

Bridging Activities 12-Sep-11

Establish SPA 30-Mar-12

Investors' Request for Proposal ( RFP) 30-Nov-11

Upington Solar Park Infrastructure 27-Mar-14

Upington Solar Park  Infrastructure PV 01-Apr-13

Investors -PV/CPV 31-Dec-12

Investors - CSP 31-Dec-15

Eskom Power Evacuation                                    
                 Park Substation & 400 kV 
transmission Lines

24-May-16

Upington Solar Park Infrastructure for CSP 27-Jun-16

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 2
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

1 of 1  SOLAR PARK DEVELOPMENT 27-Jan-11

Remaining Work

Actual Work

Remaining Work

Critical Remaining Work

Milestone

®

Date Revision Checked Approved

10-Jan-11 Draft -Typical for Information Only



UPINGTON SOLAR PARK PROJECT Rev F - 9 Feb 2011

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Feasibility Study

Investors' Expression of Interest (EoI)

Cabinet Approval in principle ▼

Bridging Activities

Approval of full Feasibility Study ▼

Establish SPA

SPA Pty. Ltd. Registered ▼

Investors' Request for Proposal (RFP)

Approval of Capital Expenditure for Solar 
Park Infrastructure

▼

Environmental Authorisation ▼

Upington Solar Park Infrastructure
▼ ▼

Investors - PV/CPV

Generate initial 150 MW from PV/CPV ▼

Investors - CSP

Eskom power evacuation 
  - Park substation and 400 kV transmission lines

Generate 1 000 MW from USP ▼

Develop and execute first National 
Demonstration Project (NDP 1)

Generate first power from NDP 1 ▼

Preliminary Overall Milestone Schedule

2015 2016
Project Activity

2011 2012 2013 2014

Infrastructure to support initial 150 MW completed

Infrastructure to support Phase 1 ( 1 GW) completed
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Appendix G Project Risk Register 

The draft Solar Park project risk register is attached for information. The register will be 
further developed during the Feasibility Study with the requirement that the process is carried 
to completion i.e. mitigating actions to address identified high impact and/or likelihood risks 
are carried out or built into the project execution plan if they need to be done after completion 
of the Feasibility Study. 
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Risk
#

Risk or Opportunity
Responsible

Party
Strategy / Option Details

1 Unknown soil / ground conditions at the 
selected site. 
Risk: Additional costs in site preparation.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Conduct necessary Geotech 
investigations during feasibility 
study.

 Legal framework that places 
responsibility on investor to 
confirm final soil conditions.

2 Lack of detailed topographical information 
for site. 
Risk: Varying conditions within selected 
site leading to additional site preparation to 
meet given technology requirements.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Final selection of solar technology 
will be determined by the 
topography.

Conduct necessary aerial surveys 
& GIS during feasibility study.

3 Unknown soil / ground conditions at the 
selected site.
Risk: Additional blasting or development 
by adjacent sites with staggered 
development approach.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Well developed execution plan for 
role out of differing technologies 
such that the impact during 
construction on live plants is 
minimized.

4 Impact for dust generation during 
sequential construction on live plants.
Risk: Decreased efficiency in solar panels 
due to dust. Risk that dust may contain 
lung damage causing particulates. 

Solar Park 
Management 

Team / 
Investor

Washing of solar panels.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Stabilization of site substrate 
(paved roads, surrounding soil 
stabilization, management of 
construction)

5 Local climate and topography leads above 
normal dust accumulation on active solar 
panels. Risk: Not investigating and 
disclosing to investors.

Investor Increased washing requirements 
for investors during normal 
operation.

Gather accurate climate data (wind 
speed and direction) to evaluate 
the possible dust loading.

6 Compacting of soil substrate will require 
water.
Risk: Availability of large raw water supply 
for construction.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Water source supply identified and 
secured (permitting) during 
feasibility study.

7 Confirm suitability of land for the solar park 
development based on current design 
criteria.
Risk: Current selected site is deemed 
unsuitable to sustain a viable plant with 
regards to generation capability, desired 
technology split (PV, CSP, etc) during 
feasibility study.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Identify requirements of each of 
the solar plant technologies.

Matching criteria for solar plant 
technology and best suited area 
on site.
Develop site usability index.

1 of 6
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Risk
#

Risk or Opportunity
Responsible

Party
Strategy / Option Details

Potential expansion of the site to 
include adjacent farms earmarked 
for other Solar Parks
Identify and develop high-level 
design criteria and outcome of the 
Solar Park.

7.1 Insufficient land on Farm 451 to support 
the 1GW phase 1 development.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Identify adjacent land available.

8 Solar Park is an unserviced site - no 
utilities (power, water, sewers, telecoms)
Risk: Capital investment required
Risk: Availability of tie-ins points

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Negotiate supply agreements  with 
local municipality for provision of 
utilities.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Installation of required utilities

9 Security of water supply for the duration of 
Solar Park life cycle (35 years indicative). 
Risk: Security and availability of process 
water through full life cycle.

DWAF Investigate alternative cooling 
methods to decrease water 
requirements.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Investigate ground water 
availability - exploratory digging for 
borehole water.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Focus on best suited solar 
technologies.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Agreements with DWAF to secure 
long term water supply.

10 Competitor's Risk: Other competing Solar 
projects in the region.
Risk: Availability of and competing for 
limited resources e.g. water and power 
evacuation infrastructure. Other parks 
already secured services. Competition for 
financing as the Solar Park concept 
becomes of interest in the international 
community.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Consolidated outlook of all 
planned solar parks - locations, 
utility requirements.

11 Unable to attract investors to Solar Park Feasibility study to identify & 
propose compelling case for 
investoors. This will form the basis 
of the Investor Prospectus.

12 Decision required as to whether to pack as 
much onto current site (increased power 
output) or to go for optimum positioning 
(reduced power output).
Risk: Packing philosophy - cost impact

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Optimization of the land to achieve 
the desired outcome of the plant 
(generation capacity / technology 
split).

13 Preference for different technologies by 
different role players.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Set objective design criteria for 
technology selection.

2 of 6
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Risk
#

Risk or Opportunity
Responsible

Party
Strategy / Option Details

14 National design criteria is unclear - What is 
the basis for the park - Is it base load? Is it 
anytime? Is it peaking? Is it an alternative 
to coal? What is its purpose?
Risk: Undefined designed criteria.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

"How market place develops this 
or meets this is irrelevant"

Understand the big picture
Business case for the park needs to be 
revisited in light of Eskom's decision to 
fund the export substation.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Reduces impact on investors of 
consolidating on a Solar Park

15 Impact on national grid stability of different 
solar technologies. Risk: Mismatch 
between the solar technology and the 
demand side (need).

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Timely impact assessment by the 
network operator - needs to 
support Solar Park schedule.

16 Undefined implementation of the Solar 
Park

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Develop road map for the roll out 
of the Solar Park

17 Lobbying influencing implementation of the 
park.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Park should be driven by 
technology that is best suited to 
meet the design criteria.

18 Solar Park should be driven by one 
governing body. Lots of role players that all 
hold a critical piece of the puzzle.

DoE Require single governing body 
responsible for rolling out Solar 
Power in SA.

19 Investors won't invest in / buy in to Solar 
Park concept but prefer developing their 
own solar plants.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Develop a compelling business 
case for the Solar Park

20 No security of land DoE Start securing land before market 
becomes available - Develop land 
management strategy

21 Change of land usage from agricultural to 
industrial

DoE Develop land management 
strategy

22 Land grab DoE Develop land management 
strategy

23 Risk of not securing servitudes for utilities 
and transmission.

DoE / Eskom Ensure relevant bodies submit 
required applications

24 Upington's readiness for the project - 
utilities, transport, access

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Supply necessary information to 
support Upington's application in a 
timely manner.

25 Social impact on Upington and Northern 
Cape could be negative.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Conduct social impact assessment 
and develop a plan with //Khara 
Hais & Northern Cape

26 Risk associated with influx of labour in the 
area

DoE Coordinate labour deployment 
policies.

27 Security risk Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Security risk assessment and 
analysis.

28 Weather related risks - accurate climate 
data required

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Relied upon data to be collected

29 Accuracy of solar data for area Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Relied upon data to be collected
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Risk
#

Risk or Opportunity
Responsible

Party
Strategy / Option Details

30 Airforce / Air traffic in the area
31 Convergence of various schedules Solar Park 

Management 
Team

32 Evacuation of power - integration with 
Eskom transmission network

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Eskom to issue a commitment 
letter in this regard

33 Regulatory risks - Greenfields requires 
regulatory due diligence / framework. Risk 
is that investors may loose confidence in 
the project thus rendering this an effective 
fatal flaw for the Solar Park.

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Facilitate and support the relevant 
parties to ensure that required 
regulations are put in place.

34 Environmental Compliance Risk: Meeting 
the legislative requirements in the 
timeframe allotted is a challenge. 

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Define the outcome of the 
environmental study that will 
support a BFS i.e. no fatal flaws

35 Effective screening process with potential 
investors - bidding process

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Solar Park needs to produce a 
prospectus

36 High Voltage Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Only competent persons shall be 
permitted to work on HV 
equipment. Eskom will be 
responsible for 400kV systems 
including main Solar Park 
substation and 400kV transmission 
line network.

37 Logistics for major heavy loads Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Develop a sound procurement 
and/or logistics roll-out plan

38 Operating model for Solar Park and 
integration into grid

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Support relevant parties in the 
development of this model and the 
approval thereof

39 Available Work Days Risk: Risk of extreme 
high temperatures impacting on 
Construction labour

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Execution plan to cater for this risk 
and supported by the Project 
Construction Schedule

40 Force Majeure Events Risk: 
41 Brand Erosion / Reputation Risk: DoE and 

Fluor credibility at risk if Solar Park does 
not happen.

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Feasibility study must ensure that 
the Project can proceed effectively 
if viable. If outcome requires 
delayed implementation or that 
concept is not viable then this 
must be communicated carefully 
and transparently.

42 Outsourcing/Consultants Risk: Consultants 
will not act within their defined limits and 
not perform in a manner consistent with 
the values, strategies and objectives of the 
company or Project Stakeholders.  

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Avoid ambiguities in SoW / TOR 
and monitor Consultants' progress 
to support overall 
Feasibility/Project schedule

4 of 6
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Risk
#

Risk or Opportunity
Responsible

Party
Strategy / Option Details

43 Capital Availability Risk: Timely access to 
capital will  impact hugely on on-time 
execution of Project deliverables and 
influence greatly the progression of a 
Project through to completion. DoE

Obtain early approval/commitment 
of funds to support the Feasibility 
study

44 Claims Risk: Risk that private investors 
may Claim against Govt. for placing the 
Solar Park IPPs as a priority over IPPs on 
the REFIT programme. DoE

Develop policies that identify clear 
distinction between REFIT and 
developments/investments on the 
Solar Park

45 Currency Risk: Applicable mostly to the 
initial roll-out as the bulk of the equipment 
will be purchased offshore. Investor's ROI 
may be significantly impacted by currency 
fluctuations etc. 

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

ROI estimates presented in the 
Investors' Prospectus (if any) 
should be based on a clear IRR 
figure

46 Alignment Risk: Risk of conflicting and 
uncoordinated activities resulting from lack 
of alignment within the overall programme 
team i.e. CEF project team and working 
groups. Risk that project team is not aware 
of project's objectives and not in alignment 
within its own ranks.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Initial overall alignment meeting for 
representatives from all 
stakeholders followed by individual 
alignment/kick-off sessions with 
each working group.

47 Authority Limit Risk (Client 
Indecision/Interference Risk): Huge impact 
on the successful execution of the project 
should the Solar Park Project Management 
Team not be granted the authority to make 
critical decisions. 

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Establish clear communication 
channels. i.e. single point of 
contact.                                            
Effective Steering Committee is 
key.

48 Key Person Risk: Impact on established 
processes, general level of experience and 
sourcing of knowledge in the event that 
key figures are no longer project 
stakeholders.

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Establish a succession plan

49 Skilled Personnel/Leadership Risk: The 
limited availability of Solar Technology 
Specialists/Consultants poses a serious 
risk to the project from a support 
perspective.

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Embark on a skills development 
strategy to build the expertise 
locally

50 Client Organization Risk: Client 
organization is "inexperienced" - a new 
organization and the complexity of the 
project adds to this risk. 

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Create a salt-and-pepper PMC 
team.

51 Scope of Work Risk: Lack of clarity with 
regards to what is included in the SoW

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Define clear SoW - working 
progress and the objective of the 
Feasibility Study

52 Cost of Labour Risk: Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Qualify the labour costs

53 Estimate Quality Risk: The fast-track 
schedule nature of the project will 
influence the accuracy of the estimate to 
be developed.

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Qualify the estimate
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Risk
#

Risk or Opportunity
Responsible

Party
Strategy / Option Details

54 Change Management Risk: Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Require an effective management 
of the variations from baseline 
during the feasibility study. 

55 Construction/Constructability Risk: Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Address construction related 
issues adequately to support the 
schedule and overall project 
success.

56 Project Schedule Risk: Feasibility schedule 
set by Govt. requirements. 

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Identify activities that will only be 
completed after Cabinet approval 
and plans to ensure no fatal flaws.

57 Overall 5GW by 2020 is at risk due to 
Eskom's evacuation capacity and other 
factors

Establish and agree to a practical  
5GW roll-out plan

58 Project /Staffing Organization Risk: DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Screen potential candidates for 
required competencies prior to 
employing them

59 Work-sharing/Joint Execution Risk:
Fluor

Obtain adequate support from 
GEC for the Feasibility Study

60 Organized Labour Risk: A concern during 
the intermediate phases of the project.

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Engage with DoL and other parties 
to structure policies that do not 
promote labour conflicts 

61 Key Suppliers/Subcontractors Risk: A 
concern with regards to the level of quality  
of subcontractors - PFMA

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Clarify in the early stages of 
Project discussions

62 Material Management/Procurement Risk: DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Fluor's appointment in breach of 
Govt.'s PFMA - Safeguard Fluor's 
interest

63 Minority Act/Buy-in-Country Compliance 
Risk: Requirements are undefined

DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Clarify in the early stages of 
Project discussions

64 Subcontracts Administration Risk: Risk of 
contractors carrying out the same work at 
different stages due to lack of proper 
scope definition. 

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Manage subcontractors closely

65 Information Technology Risk:  DoE / Solar 
Park 

Management 
Team

Identify IT needs and address 
them early on the 
Project/Feasibility Study

66 Process/Technology Change Risk: The 
rapid pace of change in technology. 
Performance of some of these 
technologies has not been tested under 
SA. Scale of some of the 
plants/technologies is a first for the Solar 
Industry. 

Solar Park 
Management 

Team

Keep abreast of the technological 
developments
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1.0 SITE RECONNAISSANCE OBJECTIVES 

1.1 Background 

The South African Department of Energy (DoE) is investigating the technical and economic 
feasibility of establishing an industrial park dedicated to the deployment of solar technology, 
including PV, CPV and CSP near Upington in the Northern Cape.  The initial evaluation of the 
potential site includes review of all public data, as well as data supplied by DOE, indentifying 
any critical issues or “fatal flaws”, establishing technical feasibility and providing initial cost 
estimates for the establishment of the Solar Park, including external infrastructure connections 
and central infrastructure nodes. 

The DoE is supported by the Clinton Foundation through the Clinton Climate Initiative (CCI) 
which has assisted the DoE to select a site on several farms some 10-15 km west of Upington. 

1.2 Primary Objective of Visit 

The principal purpose of the visit to Upington was to visit the designated farms (Farm 442 
and Farm 451) and to confirm their overall suitability for use as a Solar Park and to verify 
the desktop study that Fluor Renewables Group had done identifying zones for use by 
different solar technologies. Refer to Figure 1 for the location of the designated farms and 
Figure 2 for the proposed phases of development of the Solar Park. It was noted that 
Farm 450 is currently privately owned while Farms 442 and 451 are owned by the 
Upington Municipality. 

 

 

Figure 1 Location of Designated Farms for Solar Park 
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Figure 2 Proposed Phases of Development for Solar Park 

 
1.2.1 Farm 442 

Farm 442 (the North Western farm) was the area selected for initial establishment of the 
Solar Park which will consist of facilities to generate up to 1 000 MW of power using a 
mix of the available technologies.  

The CCI requested that footprints for five “typical” plants covering the range of available 
solar technologies be used in the initial site layout. These were  defined as: 

 100 MW central receiver 

 150 MW thermal trough without thermal storage  

 150 MW thermal trough with thermal storage  

 50 MW PV  

 25 MW CPV 

Refer to Figure 3 for the preliminary zoning of Farm 442 by Fluor based on the 
development of a Digital Terrain Map (DTM) showing site slopes. The DTM was prepared 
using satellite data for the area. 
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Figure 3 - Preliminary Zoning and Layout for Phase 1 Development on Farm 442 

 
1.2.2 Farms 450 and 451 

Farms 450 and 451 (the central and south eastern farms) were to be used for expansion 
of the Solar Park up to a total generation capacity of 5 000 MW of power using a mix of 
the available technologies. 
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1.2.3 Area Infrastructure 

A preliminary evaluation of the facilities and infrastructure within the immediate site area 
and in the greater Upington area for their use by the Solar Park initiative was to be done 
during the visit.   

1.3 Additional Visit Objectives 

The DoE wished to introduce the Fluor study team to the key players in the Upington 
area that will be supporting the study. This included the assigned representatives from 
the Department of Economic Development and Tourism (both Provincial and Local) and 
personnel in the //Khara Hais (formally Upington) Municipality who could provide 
important information to the study team. 
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2.0 SITE RECONNAISSANCE ATTENDEES 

2.1 South African Solar Park Indicative Master Plan Team 

The following people from the study team were involved in the visit to Upington: 

 Jeffrey Robile Department of Energy 

 Darien Sturges Clinton Climate Initiative, Clinton Foundation 

 Charles Muoio Clinton Climate Initiative, Clinton Foundation 

 Sean Byrne Fluor South Africa 

 Alan Cousins Fluor South Africa 

 Carlo Zambon Fluor South Africa 

Contact details / business cards are attached in Appendix A-2. 

2.2 Support Personnel from Provincial and Local Government 

The following people from the various branches of Provincial and Local Government supported 
the visit to Upington: 

 Hendrik Louw Department of Economic Development and Tourism 

 Desmond Maganga Department of Economic Development and Tourism 

  H. Auret Acting Director, Technical Service,//Khara Hais Municipality 

  Various //Khara Hais Municipality 

Contact details / business cards are attached in Appendix A2. 
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3.0 SITE RECONNAISSANCE FINDINGS 

3.1 Physical Visit to Farms 442, 450 and 451 

The site reconnaissance team drove the farm sites starting from the South Eastern entrance to 
Farm 451 and moving North West through to the Northern boundary of Farm 442. Refer to 
Figure 4 for the approximate route taken. 

 

Figure 4 - Route Taken During Site Reconnaissance 

 

3.1.1 Farm 451 

Topography 

Farm 451 is a long narrow property trending SE to NW with an average width of 3 000 metres. 
The NE boundary is ± 12 700 metres long and the SW boundary is ± 17 000 metres. General 
topography is flat with gentle undulations for most of the site. There are Kalahari red sand 
dunes along the NE boundary but we did not physically drive this area and the dunes were 
observed from a distance. 

The Upington Municipal land fill site is immediately adjacent to the SE corner of the farm and 
this is excavated in the dunes which appear to be some 3 – 5 metres high at this point. The 
extent of the dunes can be seen from the Google Earth view shown in Figure 5. 

The dune belt up the NE side means that this area of the site is likely to be costly to utilise for 
solar technologies and it would be best used as a utilities and services corridor up the site. 
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Geology 

From the limited perspective of the site visit Farm 451 is covered in a layer of Kalahari red sand 
of varying depth. Indications are that the sand cover is shallower in the SE end of the farm 
gradually getting deeper as one moves NW up the site. There are some rock outcrops in the 
lower SE sector of the farm but these diminish as you move up the farm and disappear in the 
top NW sector. 

There were several depressions seen on the lower sector of the farm that had exposed bedrock 
in them. One typical area is tagged as View Point 3 and there are photographs showing the rock 
in Appendix A-1, Section A-1.4 View Point 3. 

There appears to be significant quantities of calcrete underlying sections of the farm. The extent 
of the calcrete will have to be verified by the detailed geotechnical survey during the next phase 
of work. This material may create some problems with foundations but can also be utilised 
effectively for selected fill material. 

Vegetation 

The vegetation on Farm 451 appears to be typical of the area with scattered grass tufts and low 
scrub covering most of the farm. There were few areas without any vegetation cover at all and 
those that were seen were small and localised. 

In general, the nature of the vegetation seems to support the comment made above concerning 
the depth of the sand cover being shallow in the SE and getting deeper as one moves NW up 
the farm. Vegetation is sparser and lower growing in the southern end of Farm 451 with no 
significantly sized shrubs or trees. As one moves up the farm towards the NW the grass cover 
gets thicker and taller, shrubs increase in size and the occasional low tree can be found. In the 
top NW section there are several larger trees particularly where there is obviously underground 
water i.e. at borehole points which were identified by the associated windmill pumps and water 
storage reservoirs. 

There are a number of isolated trees (Boscia Albitrunca, Witgat oir Shepherd’s tree) on Farm 
451 that w have to be protected during construction. Details will have to be determined during 
the EIA study in the next phase. 
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Figure 5 - Farm 451 SE corner detail showing red sand dunes 

 
3.1.2 Farm 450 

Farm 450 is currently privately owned and negotiations are in progress to acquire it for 
incorporation into the Solar Park. We did not physically visit the farm but travelled past it on the 
N10 national road. 

3.1.3 Farm 442 

Topography 

Farm 442 was the initially preferred site for the Phase 1 development programme for the Solar 
Park. Initial slope modelling from ASTER 30 m grid data was used by the Fluor Renewables 
team to prepare a proposed zoning and technology layout for the first five “typical” technology 
installations of Phase 1. This is shown in Figure 3 and the physical visit was to confirm the 
uncertainty that the Irvine team had when they reviewed the Google earth views of the farm in 
conjunction with the DTM slope map. 

As can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 the terrain on Farm 442 appeared to consist of low rolling 
dunes with crest to trough elevation changes that were within the contours for the 1:50 000 
Ordinance Survey maps and for the satellite data used for the DTM. 

This was confirmed during the visit when the team drove over the dunes in 4x4 vehicles and 
experienced the rough terrain first hand. The dunes are typically 3-5 metres tall from trough 
bottom to crest with crests about 30-50 metres apart. The dune lines trend SE to NW and 
appear to be stable due to the vegetation cover on the dunes. 

Red Kalahari 
sand dunes 

Municipal 
Land Fill site 
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Geology 

The visit covered a limited area of Farm 442 but from what we saw most of the farm appears to 
be covered in a deep layer of Kalahari red sand which forms rolling dunes as previously 
described. The section of the farm in the extreme SE does not have the same extent of dune 
cover and there is scattered surface rock and calcrete visible in the area. 

Vegetation 

The vegetation on Farm 442 is typical of the area with extensive scattered grass tufts and low 
scrub covering most of the farm. There were few areas without any vegetation cover at all and 
those that were seen were small and localised. Where there is no cover the sand is loose and 
soft and vehicles easily bog down as we experienced when one of the vehicles got stuck on an 
exposed dune. 

 

 

Figure 6 - Farm 442 Google Earth Pro image 
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Figure 7 - Detail of Farm 442 NE corner showing rolling red sand dunes 

 

3.2 Discussions with Acting Director, Technical Service– H. Auret 

3.2.1 Availability of Additional Municipal Land 

The possible expansion of the Solar Park onto the farm immediately to the east of farm 451 was 
discussed with Mr H. Auret, Acting Director, Technical Service for //Khara Hais Municipality.  He 
stated that this property was reserved for future expansion of the town and that it should not be 
considered for addition to the Solar Park.  

3.2.2 Availability of Water for Solar Park 

Mr H. Auret, confirmed that there was significant water available from the Orange River but that 
the correct application procedures must be followed with DWAF to reserve the quantity required 
by the Solar Park. He also noted that there is a canal running on the Solar Park side of the river 
that is used to supply farmers with irrigation water and that it may be possible to utilise this for 
the Solar Park offtake although it is currently utilised on a seasonal basis only. 

3.2.3 Use of Municipal Services 

The use of various other municipal services such as sewerage was briefly discussed and it was 
noted that the Solar Park is some distance from these and the terrain slopes may preclude use 
of services such as sewerage. His recommendation was for the site to be self-sufficient as far 
as practical. 

3.2.4 Electrical Power Supply 

Discussions on the electrical power supply and transmission systems for the Solar Park should 
be conducted directly with Eskom while keeping the Upington Municipality informed. 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the site reconnaissance it has become obvious that the initially selected site for 
Phase 1 development which was Farm 442 was not suitable for several reasons. These include: 

 The terrain, which consists of rolling sand dunes, will require extensive earth works to 
terrace for use by most solar technologies 

 The dune sand will probably become unstable and start top migrate with the wind once 
the vegetation is stripped off. This will require soil stabilisation measures which are 
likely to add significantly to the cost of site development and maintenance 

 The cost of providing foundations in the dune sand is significant particularly for 
technologies that require foundations with minimal differential movement e.g. solar 
trough installations. This will need to be confirmed by the geotechnical study. 

 The direct line distance from the Orange River is > 25 km so the cost of supplying water 
to the CSP facilities will be higher than for Farm 451. 

As a result of these findings the preferred site for Phase 1 development of the Solar Park has 
been changed. Farm 451 is now the selected site for the initial development of the Solar Park 
as it has more user friendly terrain that is suitable for CSP installations, few sand dunes and is 
in close proximity to the Orange River. 

The potential use of Farm 442 for future expansion of the Solar Park must be further 
investigated and evaluated during the next phase of site engineering. It appears likely that there 
are other properties in the area that would be more suitable than Farm 442 for cost-effective 
development of solar installations. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Appendix A1 
 

Photographic Record of Site Reconnaissance 
 

Digital photographs and video clips were taken during the site reconnaissance. The digital 
photographs are reproduced in this Appendix and are grouped according to view points. The 
view points were numbered for reference and these are shown in Section A1.1 “Overview of 
the Route Taken”. 

Where possible, indication is given of the direction of view of the photograph in the caption. 

The video clips were edited into a 20 minute site visit video that incorporates the still 
photographs included in this section together with the appropriate video clips for each view 
point. The video file name is SASP Site Recce 1.wmv 

A1.1 Overview of Route Taken 
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A1.2 View Point 1 
 

Located at Farm 451 entrance gate on the SE boundary 

 

VP 1 – Looking West

VP 1 – Looking South 
West along boundary

VP 1 – Looking East along 
railway towards Upington

VP 1 – Looking North 
West up central fence

N
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A1.3 View Point 2 
 

Located in Farm 451 along the central fence at the point where the 132 kV power line crosses the 
farm. 

 

 



 

A1.4 View Point 3 
 
Located in Farm 451 under the 132 kV power line a short distance west of the central fence  

 

N

VP 3 – Looking South East 
from under 132 kV lines

VP 3 – Looking South East 
from under 132 kV lines

VP 3 – Looking South 
West in the pan

VP 3 – Looking South 
West from in the pan
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A1.5 View Point 4 
 
Located on Farm 451 boundary with “Eskom” farm at the point where the 132 kV line crosses it. There 
are no still photographs at this view point but it is a view point on the site reconnaissance video. 
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A1.6 View Point 5 
 
Located at the junction of the Farm 451 boundary with “Eskom” farm and an internal stock fence. 

 

N

VP 5 – Looking SE along boundary 
fence with “Eskom” farm

VP 5 – Looking NW along boundary 
fence and into “Eskom” farm 

VP 5 – Looking NW along 
boundary fence 
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A1.7 View Point 6 
 

N

VP 6 – Looking South West along 
internal fence line

VP 6 – Looking South towards 132 kV 
power line

VP 6 – Looking South East down the 
farm towards Orange River – note hill

VP 6 – Looking South East down the 
farm towards Orange River – note hill

VP 6 – Looking North East across 
Farm 451

VP 6 – Looking East across Farm 451 
towards Upington

VP 6 – Looking North West across 
Farm 451

VP 6 – Looking North across Farm 451
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A1.8 View Point 7 
 
 
 

N

VP 7 – Typical tree (Witgat Boscia Albitrunca) that 
may have to be protected during construction

VP 7 – Typical vegetation VP 7 – Typical vegetation

VP 7 – Typical tree (Witgat Boscia Albitrunca) that 
may have to be protected during construction



 

A1.9 View Point 8 
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A1.10 View Points 9 and 10 
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View Point 11 
 

N

VP 11 – Looking East along 
railway towards Upington

VP 11 – Looking West along 
railway towards Namibia

VP 11 – Looking North West 
towards N10 road

VP 11 – Looking South East 
into Farm 451

VP 11 – Looking South East 
into Farm 451 over railway
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A1.11 View Points 12 and 13 
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A1  V
 
 

.12 iew Point 14 

N

VP 14 – Looking North from 
top of a dune

VP 14 – view in general area

VP 14 – Looking South from 
top of a dune
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1.13 View Point 15 
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N

VP 15 – Looking North 
VP 15 – Looking NE across 

trough between dunes 

VP 15 – Looking South
Note the calcrete 

VP 15 – Looking NE at a 
large dune 
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A1.14 View Point 16 
 

N

VP 16 – Looking across dunes 
VP 16 – Loose sand on top of 

less vegetated dune

VP 15 to 16 – Looking across dunes VP 15 to 16 – Looking across dunes 
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N

VP 16 – 4x4 bakkie bogged 
down in soft loose dune sand 

VP 16 – Looking west - 4x4 bakkie 
bogged down in soft loose dune sand 

VP 16 – view across rolling dunes VP 16 – view across rolling dunes 

VP 16 – view across rolling dunes 

VP 16 – view across rolling dunes 
showing loose sand where vegetation 

cover is sparse 
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A1.15 View Point 17 
 

 
 



 

A1.16 View Point 18 
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A1.17 View Point 18 to Farm 442 exit 
 

N

VP 18 to farm exit – Looking NW VP 18 to farm exit – Looking SE

VP 18 to farm exit – Typical scrub

VP 18 to farm exit – Typical viewVP 18 to farm exit – Typical grass cover

 

 

 



 

Appendix A2 
 

Details of Key Contacts Made During Site Reconnaissance 
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Appendix I Desktop Geotechnical Study 

A desktop geotechnical study was commissioned from Geopractica for Farm 451 Klip Kraal 
to identify any geotechnical fatal flaws that may exist for the property. 

The study report is attached. 
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      ABSTRACT

The Department of Energy is proposing to develop a Solar Park
near Upington in the Northern Cape. The Solar Park will
include a range of solar technologies that have differing
installation requirements. A desktop study has been
commissioned by Fluor SA to obtain a basic understanding of
the geotechnical and geological conditions pertaining at the
proposed site to support initial evaluation of site suitability for
different solar technologies.

  
The site is underlain by formations of the Kalahari Group, with
around 98% covered by surficial deposits of loose red/brown
aeolian sand, although occasional outcrops of granite can be
expected. It is expected that significant pedogenesis will have
taken place within the aeolian sands giving rise to the formation
of calcretes, varying in density from “loose” to “soft rock”.

The aeolian sands are known to possess collapse potential and
foundation designs must take this into account. Hardpan and
honeycomb calcrete generally makes good pavement layers for
roads and terraces, and are generally suitable as founding
horisons for light structures. Outcrops of granite are potential
sources for concrete aggregate.

Due to the arid nature of the site, water for construction
purposes will have to be brought in from off site.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble

On the 2nd September 2010, Geostrategies submitted a proposal to Fluor SA for a
Literary Review of Geological and Geotechnical Data pertaining to a proposed
Concentrating Solar Power Plant (CSP) located near Upington in the Northern Cape
Province.  

Fluor SA order number 4500062439, was issued on the 15th September 2010,
instructing Geostrategies to proceed with the investigation.

1.2 Brief Description of Proposed Plant

A Solar Park is proposed to be developed near Upington in the Northern Cape. The
park will be developed in phases with the initial phase consisting 1 000 MW of
installed solar capacity utilising a number of different solar technologies including
Photovoltaic (PV), Concentrated Photovoltaic (CPV) and Concentrated Solar Power
(CSP) - Parabolic Trough and Central Receiver types. The initial installation will be
primarily based on CSP technologies which have stringent requirements for site
slope and laser levelling of foundations with PV/CPV being used where the terrain
cannot support CSP plants. The installed solar plants will be supported by common
site wide infrastructure such as electrical reticulation, water supply and park access
control and security.

The Solar Park will draw raw water from the Gariep (Orange) River via a pump
station and a new pipeline. The Solar Park will be a zero liquid effluent discharge
facility.

1.3 Scope of Work

The key requirements of this study are that no primary research is to be undertaken,
and all data used in the study should be gathered from existing and reputable
sources. 

A data search for relevant information was conducted using the following sources:-

1.3.1 the internet
1.3.2 the 1:50,000 Topo Cadastral maps of South Africa
1.3.3 the 1:250,000 Geological maps of South Africa
1.3.4 Council of Geoscience
1.3.5 Fluor Site Visit Report and Photographs
1.3.6 Geostrategies Library
1.3.7 Engineering Geology of Southern Africa Vol 4 - A B A Brink
1.3.8 Final Environmental Impact Report for new CSP plant in Northern Cape -

2007
1.3.9 Siyanda District Municipality Integrated Development Plan - 2008
1.3.10 //Khara Hais Municipality Spatial Development Framework - Dennis Moss

Partnership
 1.3.11 A Lightning Climatology of South Africa for the First Two Years of Operation

of the South African Weather Service Lightning Detection Network : 2006-
2007 - Tracy Gill , South African Weather Service
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In terms of Fluor requirements, the final report should contain comments in respect
of:-

1.3.12 Site Conditions
1.3.13 Subsurface Conditions
1.3.14 Hydrology
1.3.15 Seismicity
1.3.16 Foundations
1.3.17 Excavations & Earthworks
1.3.18 Miscellaneous 

2 SITE CONDITIONS

2.1 Site Geology and General Description

The study area is located in a relatively flat terrain characterised by shallow valleys
and dry drainage lines. It forms part of the ‘Great African Plateau’ which was uplifted
during the great Mesozoic and Tertiary earth movements. This plateau forms the
largest part of the ancient continent of Gondwanaland which formally included
Eastern Brazil, Southern India, Western Australia and Antarctica. In each of these
fragments the general foundation is the same with an ancient surface of old rocks
which together form the ‘fundamental complex’ of the ancient land-mass. Over time
this surface was covered by sedimentary beds in a freshwater inland lake and by
means of wind blown sand.  The geology of //Khara Hais is characterised by the
metamorphosed sediments and volcanic activity intruded by granites and is known
as the Namaqualand Metamorphic Province. The transported soils are reddish,
moderately shallow, sandy, and often overlay layers of calcrete of varying depths and
thickness. The soils are typically weakly structured with low organic content. These
soils drain freely which results in a soil surface susceptible to erosion, especially
wind erosion when the vegetation cover is sparse.  (Dennis Moss Partnership 2008).

Stabilised dunes are believed to occur in the north and north western portions of the
study area.

2.2 Potential Geological Hazards

Given the size of the study area, it is not possible to offer anything more than general
observations in respect of potential geological hazards and these have been listed
below:-

2.2.1 collapse potential of the near surface aeolian sands
2.2.2 variation in depth of soil cover
2.2.3 occasional outcrops of granite, and/or metamorphic rocks
2.2.4 hardpan calcrete at or near the surface
2.2.5 possible shortage of sound rock for concrete aggregates

2.3 Site Surface Conditions

Vegetation across the study area comprises sparse karroid shrubs and grasses -
(refer to the photographs given in appendix 3). The surface deposits of loose
red/brown aeolian sands are generally loose and will present problems for the
movement of conventional two wheeled drive vehicles.  Water is scarce, the average
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rainfall is 184mm per year, with the bulk falling during the summer months, and the
only reliable supplies come from boreholes

2.4 Site Topography

The overall study area comprises three farms namely Gordonia 442, 450 and 451
which in total cover an area of approximately 230 square kilometers (23,000 Ha). 
The land surface falls slowly from the north west towards the south east, i.e. towards
the Gariep River, at an average gradient of around 1:250, although local undulations
do occur (refer to the photographs given in appendix 3) 

2.5 Above Ground Obstructions

Both the N10, Upington to Karasburg road and the railway line from Upington to
Lutzputs, which runs parallel to and approximately 1km to the south of the N10, cross
the northern end of farm Klip Kraal 451, running generally east to west.

An Eskom power line, and the rail line from Upington to Keimoes traverse the
southern portion of Klip Kraal 451, running generally from the north east to the south
west.  In addition various minor farm tracks cross the site (refer to the photographs
given in appendix 3) 

3 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

3.1 Stratigraphy

In the Northern Cape the basal deposits of the Kalahari Group comprise around
100m thickness of clayey gravels which contain lenses of gravel that are calcified
and silicified in places. The overlying Budin Formation consists of up to 100m of
calcareous gravelly clays. These clays are highly active with PI values >90. This
material is in turn overlain by up to 80m of clayey calcareous sandstone of the Eden
Sandstone Formation. The surface deposits comprise aeolian sands and fossil dunes
of the Gordonia Sand Formation. 

With time, Pedogenesis has taken place within the near surface aeolian sands giving
rise to the formation of discrete lenses of calcrete whose consistency can vary from
loose soils (calcareous fragments visible in the soil body) to very soft rock (Hardpan
Calcrete). These lenses can vary significantly in lateral extent although their
thicknesses are generally limited to between 1 and 2m.     

 
According to the 1:250,000 Geological Map, some 99% of the surface of the study
area is covered by these aeolian sands with only minor intrusions of granite and
gneiss. 

3.2 Subsurface Material Properties

Due to the nature of the development, deep excavations are considered unlikely and
thus only the engineering properties of the relatively near surface materials are
discussed:- 
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3.2.1 Aeolian Sands

As noted earlier in the report, one of the largest concerns in respect of the
engineering properties of these sands is their potential to exhibit a collapsing
grain structure. Although not always the case, it would be sensible to assume
that the material will be susceptible to collapse until such time as it has been
proven otherwise. 

A soil with a collapsible fabric may be defined as a soil that can withstand
relatively large imposed stresses with small settlements at a low in situ
moisture content but which will exhibit a decrease in volume and associated
settlement (which could be of large magnitude) with no increase in stress if
wetting up occurs. (Brink 1985)

The sands are often single sized and cohesionless, while their consistencies
will vary with depth from “loose” to “dense”.

3.2.2 Calcrete 

Calcretes can form at rates of between 20mm and 200mm per thousand
years. Depending at which stage the development has reached, its
consistency can vary from a “loose” soil which exhibits little or no cementation
(Calcareous Soil) to “very soft rock” where the parent material has been
indurated and strongly cemented. 

Great care must be taken with using these horizons as founding materials as
individual hardpans are seldom more than 1m thick and are often underlain by
much softer or looser material.

Work done by Netterberg 1982 (summarised in Table 1 below) suggests the
following basic properties of calcareous soils:-

Table 1 : Typical Properties of Calcrete

Material Type GM PI CBR Workability

Calcareous Soil Varies Varies Varies Varies

Calcified Sand 1.5 - 1.8 NP - 20 25 - 60 Doze - Rip

Nodular Calcrete 1.5 - 2.3 NP - 25 40 - >120 Doze - Shovel

Honeycomb Calcrete >2.0 SP - 8 >100 Rip & Grid Roll

Hardpan Calcrete >1.5 NP - 7 10 - >100 Rip - Blast

3.2.3 Granite

Where granite outcrops occur, the local presence of granite boulders should
be anticipated.  Granite bedrock will make excellent foundations for heavy
structures but will require blasting/pneumatic tools  for excavation.

Depending on the size of the outcrop and the requirements for concrete
aggregate, it may be practical to develop a quarry on site rather than import
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the material.

3.3 Groundwater

Due to the perennial Gariep River very little use is made of ground water and only a
few boreholes occur within the municipal boundaries. Along the river the water table is
as shallow as 2 meters but it becomes deeper further away from the river. In the rural
areas ground water is primarily used for watering of livestock.
Since this resource is not exploited or developed, little information is available
regarding the amount and quality of ground water. It is expected that such water will
have relatively high calcium deposits and that most of it will be brackish as a result of
high concentrations of dissolved salts. High concentrations of fluoride are also
common (//Khara Hais IDP,2005).

4 HYDROLOGY

4.1 Erosion Potential

The natural environment is generally characterised by an arid climate with minimal
rainfall and drought conditions, with occasional severe flooding. The evaporation
(including evapotranspiration) is as high as 3 000 mm per annum, which is
generally more than the Mean Annual Rainfall.  With the exception of the Gariep
River, all the rivers in the area are non-perennial rivers (Siyanda EMF, 2007).

Consequently, little usable surface runoff is generated over most of the area and
erosion is not considered a significant problem, except for rare occasional severe
flooding.

In those areas where there is little natural vegetation, or where vegetation will be
removed as part of the proposed development, the possibility of wind blown erosion
should be taken into account.   

5 SEISMICITY

Appendix 2 contains a map showing the expected seismic activity across South
Africa, onto which the location of the site has been annotated.  From the map it can be
seen that the site is located in an area of low seismic activity.

6 FOUNDATIONS

As noted in para 2.2, the substantial extent of the study area (approximately
23,000Ha), and the lack of specific geotechnical data makes it impractical to offer any
detailed foundation solutions for the development. However based on previous
experience with similar soils, it is possible to offer generic solutions for the three major
near surface soil zones:-
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6.1 Aeolian Sands

6.1.1 Where there are considerable thicknesses of aeolian sands (>5m)

6.1.1.1 light structures (<150kPa) may be founded at depths of around 1m on
engineered soil rafts whose thickness should be at least 1.5 times the
width of the foundation.

6.1.1.2 heavy structures may require piling, and driven displacement or CFA
piles are recommended - depths will vary according to extent and
consistency of soil cover but could be in the range of 7m to 25m.

6.1.2 Aeolian Sands <5m thick    

6.1.2.1 light structures may be founded at depths of around 1m on engineered
soil rafts whose thickness should be at least 1.5 times the width of the
foundation.

6.1.2.2 foundations for heavy structures may be taken through the aeolian
sands and founded on underlying sound material, OR founded using
piles, and driven displacement or CFA piles are recommended. Depths
will vary according to extent and consistency of soil cover but could be
in the range of 3m to 5m. Deep excavations will be problematic due to
possible sidewall collapse of aeolian sands

6.1.3 Aeolian Sands <2m thick

6.1.3.1 foundations for all structures should be excavated through the aeolian
sands and placed directly on sound underlying material. 

6.2 Aeolian Sands with Zones of Hardpan Calcrete

6.2.1 light and medium structures may be founded on top of the calcrete horizon,
generally at depths less than 2m. 

6.2.2 depending on thickness and consistency of the hardpan calcrete, and the
nature of the underlying material, large structures may be founded directly on
the calcrete or if thickness and consistency is considered inadequate founded
on piles. Problems will occur with driving the piles through the calcrete lenses,
and specialised equipment will be required. 

6.3 Granite Outcrops

6.3.1 Foundations for all structures may be placed directly on the granite outcrops.
Blasting or the use of pneumatic tools may be required to excavate to the
required founding level

7 EXCAVATIONS and EARTHWORKS

7.1 Excavation Characteristics

In general the aeolian sands will classify as “soft” and consequently excavations will
be “easy dig”. However, due to its generally low cohesion, sidewall collapse of
excavations will be a constant threat. This will present a danger to personnel working
within the excavations and strict safety procedures will have to maintained.   
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Depending on the extent of development, the calcretes will vary from “easy” to “hard”
dig.  Where fully developed, excavations will require the use of pneumatic tools in
restricted areas and dozer/rip in more open areas.

Excavations in the granites will require drilling and blasting

7.2 Earthworks

7.2.1 Aeolian Sands

Where earthwork terraces, roads or rail tracks have to be constructed on top of
deep horizons of collapsible aeolian sands, care has to be taken to ensure that
the collapse potential of the underlaying soils, to a depth of around 1 to 1.5m
has been removed. This can often be achieved by use of impact, or possible
vibrating rollers on the surface of the sub grade.

Work done by Mainwaring indicates that the road building characteristics of
these sands is largely dependent on the Plasticity Index (PI) of the soil. CBR
values of up to 30 can be expected from non plastic soils, whilst CBR values of
<5 can be expected from soils with a PI of 15 to 20. 

Table 2 given below shows the results of work done by SRK consultants:-

Table 2 - Effect of PI on Compaction Characteristics of Aeolian Soils

Sample PI <75micron Mod CBR at 95%

1 NP 25 2004 30

2 8 37 2000 19

3 19 45 1857 3

The use of admixtures to improve the inherent engineering parameters of the
Aeolian sands must be considered for this project. 

7.2.2 Calcrete

Calcrete have a sound reputation for use in road pavement layers, often
performing better than would have been expected on the basis of their
gradings and atterberg limits (A B A Brink)

Table 1, given earlier in this document sets out typical engineering/road
building properties of the various types of calcrete.

It should be noted however that there are problems associated with the use of
such materials and these are listed below:-

7.2.2.1 Difficulty in locating suitable supplies
7.2.2.2 Variability, both laterally and vertically in the borrow pit
7.2.2.3 Sensitivity to drying and manipulation
7.2.2.4 Aggregate degradation under compaction and high moisture contents
7.2.2.5 Salt damage to roads and pipes
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8 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

Soil resistivity is known to vary significantly according to the nature and composition of
the material. In addition the following factors impact on resistivity:-

8.1 Soil Moisture Content 

Resistivity increases as the soil moisture content decreases and thus the arid climate,
as found at the study area, can expect to have higher resistivity values than wet
climates.  

8.2 Temperature

Resistivity increases as the temperature falls, although the significant changes occur
only once ambient temperatures are below freezing - a situation unlikely to occur
within the study area 

8.3 Depth

Resistivity generally decreases with depth

Although no specific resistivity data has been found pertaining to the study area, data
published by the Council of Geoscience and others suggests that for any identified
soil or rock type, the range of resistivity values is substantial and it is therefore
suggested that in situ testing is essential in order to obtain accurate results.  The
estimated values of the local soils/rock are given below;-

   

Table 3: Typical Resistivity Values

Type of Material Typical Resistivity
Value (Ohm-m)

Resistivity Range
(Ohm-m)

Sand/Gravels 1000 300 - 5,000

Gneiss 20,000 2,000 - 60,000

Granites 25,000 2,000 - 80,000

Attached as appendix 5, is a detailed apparent conductivity survey undertaken on a
small site (±5Ha) located south of Upington. The geophysical methods used to assess
the apparent conductivity where a combination of EM (Electro-Magnetics) and
resistivity. 

The site is underlain by a relatively thin <1m Aeolian sand and two varying bedrock
lithologies, namely an igneous rock (granite) and a metamorphosed sedimentary rock.

   
9 LIGHTNING

In 2006, the South African Weather Service (SAWS) installed a Lightning Detection
Network (LDN) and this has provided the SAWS with sufficient information to start to
develop a lightning climatology for the country.  The results of the first two years of
data have been assessed and a report prepared, a copy of which is included in
appendix 4 of this report. 
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In summary it can be seen from figure 6 of that report that the study area is
considered to have a “Moderate Lightning Risk”, while figure 2 shows the area to be
typically subjected to between 2 and 3 ground strikes/sq km/year.

10 CORROSIVITY

According to Brink - Engineering Geology of Southern Africa Vol 4, calcretes can
present a potential problem with corrosion of galvanised piping and concrete culverts
and pipes, and specialised in situ chemical testing is suggested to confirm or deny
this.   However, it has also been noted that a high level of soil resistivity (as is
expected to be found at the study area) reduces the amount of underground corrosion
activity. 

11 MISCELLANEOUS 

The area experiences high temperatures, especially in the summer months, where
daily maximums of >420C are experienced. The annual evaporation in the area is
2,281 mm, whilst winter temperatures can drop to below 40C. Frost is rare, but occurs
occasionally in most years, though usually not severely.

Because of the arid nature of the study area and loose cohesionless surficial deposits,
significant quantities of dust will be created by construction activities and/or wind

Movement across the study area will be difficult for conventional vehicles due to the
loose aeolian sands that cover the site

The supply of sufficient water for construction purposes will present a problem with
supplies having to come from either the Gariep River (via a pump station and
temporary reticulation) or from underground water via a network of boreholes.  

12 FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
 

Should this project proceed it is essential that a preliminary site wide geotechnical
investigation be undertaken to assist with the selection of the optimum locations for
the various types of plant that may be installed i.e. PV, CPV and CSP.  As each type
of plant has different foundation and installation requirements, the nature and extent
of these investigations will vary, but should include:-

12.1 Aerial photography (LIDAR) of the site most probably helicopter borne, and
subsequent interpretation

12.2 Site “walkover” by professional staff
12.3 Limited excavation of trial pits
12.4 Limited Dynamic Probing Super Heavy (DPSH)
12.5 Limited rotary core drilling
12.6 Limited laboratory testing
12.7 Terrestrial Electro-Magnetic Survey EM31 (using a tow behind instrument and

a quad bike)

Once the preferred plant site/sites have been selected, a detailed geotechnical
investigation should be undertaken at the locations of the major structures and along
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the center lines of access roads. In addition a search for suitable borrow pits will have
to be undertaken. This work would include:-

 12.8 More detailed API work
 12.9 Excavation of trial pits at locations of proposed structures 
 12.10 Advancing DPSH probes at the location of structures
 12.11 Excavation of road pits along center lines of access roads
 12.12 Excavation of trial bits related to borrow pit search
 12.13 Rotary core drilling and SPT’s below major structures
 12.14 Terrestrial resistivity survey, below those structures requiring

earthing/grounding.  
 12.15 Detailed programme of laboratory testing including chemical tests on soil and

water for corrosivity
 12.16 Preparation of detailed geotechnical report
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SITE PHOTOGRAPHS



Key Plan showing locations from where photographs were taken



View from location 1 showing generally flat terrain and arid landscape

View from location 2 showing Eskom power line traversing the site



General view from location 2

Slight depression adjacent to location 3 containing probable granite 
outcrop



Close up of probable granite outcrop near location 3

General view from location 5



View from location 6 showing possible rock/calcrete outcrops

View from location 7 showing one of the few trees on the site



View from location 8 showing typical flat terrain

Wind powered borehole adjacent location 9



View from location 10

Upington – Lutzputs rail line crosses the site near location 11



General view from location 12

General view from location 13



Shallow depression near location 14

General view from location 15



General view from location 16, note vehicle traveling on farm road

Vehicle stuck in loose aeolian sand near location 16



General view from location 17

Farm access road near location 18
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1. INTRODUCTION 

On average, about 2000 deaths around the 
world occur each year as a direct result of lightning 
(Geerts and Linacre, 1999). This is a global annual 
average of approximately 0.4 deaths per million of 
the population. In South Africa, a recent study has 
confirmed that the average number of lightning-
related deaths is 6.3 per million of the population 
(Blumenthal, 2005). This statistic for South Africa is 
thus more than 15 times the global average. 
According to Blumenthal (2005), this is probably an 
under-report of the number of lightning death 
victims since the pathology of lightning damage to 
the human body is still poorly understood in most 
areas of the country.  

In the United States of America, there has 
been a significant reduction in the number of 
lightning-related deaths over the last century. This 
has been attributed to the fact that more of the 
population has become urbanized with time (Lopez 
and Holle, 1998). In South Africa, despite fairly 
rapid urbanization in the last few decades, many 
people still reside in the rural areas or in poorly 
constructed dwellings in the urban areas. These, 
coupled with poor education around lightning safety 
and the fact that South Africa is a lightning-prone 
country (Evert and Schulze, 2005), are the principal 
reasons for the high lightning-related mortality rate.  

Not only are the people of South Africa at 
enormous risk from lightning, so too are a host of 
economic sectors. Besides loss of life, lightning 
accounts for a substantial financial loss each year. 
Insurance claims resulting from the loss of 
electronic equipment or from fires initiated by 
lightning strikes amount to more than R500 million 
per year (Evert and Schulze, 2005).  

For many years attempts have been made 
to assess the distribution of lightning over South 
Africa (Malan, 1963; Anderson et al., 1984; Proctor, 
1993).  In the early 1990s, ESKOM, South Africa’s 

major power utility, operated a network of Lightning 
Position and Tracking System (LPATS) lightning 
detection sensors (Evert and Schulze, 2005), but 
the network has since become redundant. Prior to 
this, the Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research (CSIR) operated a network of lightning 
flash counters across the country (Proctor, 1993). 
The detection efficiency and accuracy of the flash 
counter network was never calculated. In the 
absence of more accurate data, the flash counter 
data has been used extensively in the setting of 
lightning protection standards in South Africa.  A 
validation of these standards is required from 
accurate lightning data in order to ensure the 
protection of life and property in this country. 

Recent research into precipitation trends in 
South Africa (Kruger, 2006) indicates that in some 
parts of the country, notably those associated with 
mainly summer rainfall, the rainfall events are 
becoming more intense and producing larger 
extreme rainfall values. Most of these high rainfall 
events are associated with convective activity and 
so also with lightning. The latter specifically 
highlights the need for the South African Weather 
Service (SAWS) to issue lightning warnings, 
forecasts and services for the protection of life and 
property, in fulfillment of its legal mandate to do so. 
In order to satisfy this mandate, the SAWS installed 
a Lightning Detection Network (LDN) consisting of 
19 VAISALA LS7000 sensors located across the 
country (Figure 1). The SAWS LDN is only one of 
three ground-based lightning detection networks in 
the Southern Hemisphere, the others being in 
Brazil and Australia. The installation of this network 
was complete by the beginning of 2006 and data 
from this network has provided the SAWS with 
sufficient information to start to develop a lightning 
climatology for the country. The level of accuracy of 
detection of cloud-to-ground lightning by the LDN 
has, for the first time, made it possible to study 
lightning strike risks accurately in South Africa.  
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Rainfall in South Africa is separated into 
two distinct seasons. The central interior, and the 
eastern and northern parts of the country 
experience summer rainfall from October to March. 
The southwestern and western regions experience 
winter rainfall from April to September, while the 
southern parts of the country receive their rainfall 
throughout the year. In South Africa the dominant 
summer rainfall is usually as a result of either 
single cell or multiple cell thunderstorm 
development. In winter the rainfall is frontal in 
nature (Taljaard, 1996).  

Thunderstorms form in unstable air where 
there is a source of substantial heat, instability and 
water vapour as well as a triggering mechanism 
(Preston-Whyte and Tyson, 1988, Watson et 
al.,1994). The central and eastern parts of South 
Africa have all three of these critical elements in 
abundance in the summer months. Moist maritime 
air is fed in over the eastern parts of the country 
from the warm Agulhas current, which flows 
southwards down the east coast of South Africa. 
Moisture-laden air is also fed in over the country 
from the north as the Inter-tropical Convergence 
moves southwards in the summer.   

A second notable feature about South 
Africa is its topography. Generally in the south and 
east, the coastal plains are rimmed to the interior 
by mountains. In the south, ranges of fold 
mountains follow a latitudinal orientation, while in 
the east, the escarpment rises sharply to an 
elevated interior plateau. Moist air from the coast is 
forced to rise up the mountains resulting in 
orographically enhanced, deep convection. South 
Africa’s position in the southern oceans, as well as 
its unique topography play very dominant roles in 
determining its climate and therefore also the 
distribution of lightning in the country. 

 

2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

Much work has been done in the United 
States that has made use of the data from the 
National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN). Of 
particular interest at this early stage in data 
collection for South Africa are the works by Orville 
and Silver (1997), Orville and Huffines (1999), 
Orville and Huffines (2001), Zajac and Rutledge 

(2001) and Orville et al. (2002), that analyse 
lightning distribution characteristics for the United 
States and parts of Canada at different times in the 
life-cycle development of the NLDN. In all of these 
American studies, statistics relating to the lightning 
distribution are calculated for a grid area spanning 
the continental USA as well as a small part of the 
oceans adjacent to the country.  

All maps of lightning flash characteristics 
for South Africa were drawn at a 0.2° x 0.2° 
resolution since this covers a distance of roughly 
20 km - the range of audible thunder. This is also 
the resolution used in most analyses of the NLDN 
and so will provide an interesting comparison base 
to other pieces of research of a similar nature. The 
mapping of the aggregated lightning flash 
information was done using ESRI ArcGIS software. 
The patterns of lightning distribution were analysed 
as a function of topography, latitude, longitude and 
the influence of mesoscale weather systems.  

Lightning flash data was downloaded for 
the SAWS LDN for 2006 and 2007. The historical 
lightning data was extracted from the AP5000 
historical lightning data server and so includes only 
cloud-to-ground lightning.  The individual flash data 
was then mapped using the GIS software and each 
flash was attributed to a particular 0.2° grid box. 
Statistics were then calculated for all the grid 
boxes. Flash densities and percentage of positive 
lightning were calculated for all the grid boxes, 
irrespective of the number of flashes recorded in 
the specific grid box. All other statistics such as the 
median peak current and the average multiplicity 
were only calculated for the grid boxes that 
contained 100 or more flashes.  No corrections 
were applied to the flash data records to 
compensate for the network detection efficiency.  

Approximately eight months after the 
installation of the LDN, problems were identified 
with the earthing of some of the sensors, which 
adversely affected their performance. This was 
mainly as a result of the fact that the sensors were 
installed in the rainy summer season and the 
moisture content in the ground originally gave 
higher soil conductivity values than were 
experienced in the drier season. Problems with 
poor sensor earthing have a smaller effect on the 
detection efficiency than on the location accuracy 
of the network, mainly as a result of the 
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redundancy built into the network by the placement 
of the LS7000 sensors. Thus the spatial 
distributions of certain distinct lightning 
characteristics may be only marginally affected by 
the reduced location accuracy of the network, 
especially since the analyses was be done on a 
fairly coarse resolution. 

Outside the boundaries of South Africa, 
very high values of peak current and positive 
polarity lightning are often recorded by the LDN. 
These have been disregarded in all of the analyses 
that follow. Any lightning detected at a distance of 
more than 100 km from the outer ring of lightning 
sensors is very often a false recording since it may 
be the reflection of more distant lightning off the 
ionosphere (Zajac and Rutledge, 2001, Murphy, 
2007). All analyses are thus limited to continental 
South Africa and the ocean regions within 100km 
of the coastline.  

Three main lightning characteristics were 
mapped: the lightning ground flash density, median 
peak current and mean multiplicity. All maps were 
generated for the entire period. Maps were 
generated for both positive and negative polarity 
lightning. In fulfillment of the objective of the study, 
the analyses of the three main lightning 
characteristics were then aggregated into a very 
simple model of lightning risk.  

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Ground Flash Density 

The lightning ground flash distribution for 
2006 and 2007 closely follows the topography of 
the country (Figure 2). The highest flash densities 
are experienced along the windward slopes of the 
escarpment in the east and into the northeastern 
provinces. Similar topographic enhancement of 
lightning intensity has been observed in the USA in 
a number of locations as well as in Mexico (Lopez 
and Holle, 1986; Lopez et al., 1997; Zajac and 
Rutledge, 2001). The highest flash densities occur 
in the central escarpment region and extend into 
the interior, following very roughly the course of the 
Vaal River as it forms the border between the Free 
State and Mpumalanga Provinces of South Africa. 
High flash density regions are also found on the 

eastern side (the windward side) of the northern 
Drakensberg Mountains as they extend up into 
Mpumalanga Province – a region known as the 
Lowveld. Explaining the presence of these high 
flash density regions of more than 10 flashes per 
square kilometer per year is challenging. Certainly 
heat and water vapour are in abundance, but the 
area also falls into a region of both industrial 
pollution and high levels of biomass burning. There 
is some evidence for enhanced lightning activity in 
areas of large-size cloud condensation nuclei 
production, such as those associated with fires and 
with large industrial processes (Westcott, 1995; 
Orville and Huffines, 2001). A more detailed 
analysis of the lightning in this area would have to 
take place before enhanced flash densities are 
conclusively attributable to increased pollution. 

The altitude of the interior plateau of South 
Africa ranges from around 2,000 m in the east to 
just below 1, 000 m in the west. The flash densities 
exceed 5 flashes per square kilometer over most of 
the central and eastern plateau and decrease 
towards the west as the elevation decreases. Most 
of the moisture for the convective activity in the 
interior is derived from the northern tropical 
regions. Frequently in summer, a surface trough 
associated with the deep intrusion into the country 
of a well-defined easterly wave will result in the 
development of a line of convection extending from 
the northwest toward the southeast over the 
country. Such line thunderstorms are well 
organized and move from west to east, bringing 
rain and accompanying lightning to most of region  
(Preston-Whyte and Tyson, 1988).  Heat-
generated, isolated or scattered thunderstorm 
activity is also common over the interior plateau, 
especially in the late afternoon. The lightning flash 
densities are thus high across the entire plateau.  

The very high peaks of the Maluti 
Mountains in Lesotho have flash densities in the 
order of 4 to 5 flashes per square kilometer per 
year. This is in contrast to the densities of 5 to 10 
flashes per square kilometer per year in the 
surrounding areas. Similar observations were 
made in the United States, where increases in flash 
density have been observed along the sides of 
terrain features up to about 3,000m, but then this 
decreased towards the top of high features (Reap, 
1986). Orville (1994) noted a similar pattern in the 
Appalachian Mountains where the flash densities 
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over the mountains were lower than in the 
surrounding plains. This is most likely due to the 
fact that many of the convective storms will form 
below the level of these very high peaks or that the 
thunderstorms developing on the windward side of 
these mountains will already have lost most of their 
precipitation on the lower slopes. 

The northeastern parts of Limpopo 
Province have flash densities of less than 2 flashes 
per square kilometer. This is also one of the few 
regions in the northern part of the country that 
receives less than 400 mm of rainfall on average 
per year. Most of the moisture required for the 
generation of thunderstorm activity over the 
summer rainfall region of South Africa is derived 
from troughs that develop in the easterly waves. 
These troughs feed moisture in over the country in 
a region west of the continental high pressure, 
which is dominant over the northern and 
northeastern parts of Limpopo Province (Preston-
Whyte and Tyson, 1988). Thunderstorm activity 
over these parts of the province is thus inhibited by 
this high pressure system. Most of the rainfall over 
the northern parts of Limpopo Province is derived 
from tropical depressions that move over 
Mozambique from the Mozambique Channel. 
These systems are not very numerous and as 
such, the northern parts of Limpopo experience 
either extremely dry or occasionally extremely wet 
conditions.   

Low flash densities are also evident in the 
Western and Northern Cape Provinces. The West 
Coast of South Africa is dominated by colder, drier 
and more stable air. This is largely as a result of 
the influence of the cold, north-flowing Benguela 
Current and the presence of the strong South 
Atlantic Anticyclone (Preston-Whyte and Tyson, 
1988). There is very little lightning activity along the 
West Coast. Similar decreases in lightning density 
have been observed in Canada (Orville, et al., 
2002) and in the United States along the California 
coast (Orville and Huffines, 2001, Zajac and 
Rutledge, 2001). These parts of North America are 
also influenced by colder ocean currents.   

In Kwazulu Natal, the zones of higher flash 
densities tend to follow the courses of the major 
rivers and extend out into the sea at the outflow 
points of these rivers. Once again, this warrants 
further investigation because pollution may yet 

again have a role to play. Many of the large 
industrial processing plants are located along the 
lower reaches of the river valleys in order to be 
close to a source of abundant water. The ground 
flash density maps of the USA for the period from 
1989 to 1998, also show a distinct zone of 
increased flash density where the Mississippi River 
flows into the Gulf of Mexico (Orville and Huffines, 
2001). 

The distribution of flashes of negative 
polarity very closely resembles that of the overall 
flash density distribution. This is not unexpected 
when one considers that of the 17,267,355 flashes 
recorded in 2006 and 2007 over the grid area, only 
9.7% of these were of a positive polarity. The 
percentage of positive lightning map does, 
however, highlight some interesting phenomena 
(Figure 3). The small percentage of positive 
lightning over much of the interior plateau indicates 
that most of the lightning in the high flash density 
regions tends to be negative in nature. As one 
moves off the plateau towards the western and 
central parts of the country, the number of flashes 
per square kilometer starts to decrease, but the 
percentage of these flashes that lower positive 
energy remains above 10% for the most part.   

In South Africa, the regions along the 
escarpment and in the Interior that have the 
highest ground flash densities are also those 
regions which tend to be dominated by strong 
convective processes. Many of the summer 
thunderstorms that develop over this region are 
heat generated or result from some kind of other 
forcing (such as orography). A large percentage of 
these storms are either single cell storms or well-
organized multi-cell storms. Preston-Whyte and 
Tyson (1988) indicate that scattered thunderstorms 
occur on about 54% of storm days over the high 
lying areas of the interior (called the Highveld) and 
that isolated thunderstorms occur on a further 39% 
of storm days. More than 90% of all thunderstorm 
activity over the Highveld is thus of the type that is 
dominated by negative cloud-to-ground discharges. 
Any positive discharges are either related to the 
dissipating stages of this scattered and isolated 
storm activity (Rakov and Uman, 2003) or to other 
storm types such as squall line activity.  

The percentage of positive lightning 
increases to the west of the Highveld region. The 
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central part of the country is very often influenced 
by the presence of a surface trough that is oriented 
from northwest to southeast over the country. 
Convergence occurs ahead of this trough, often 
resulting in well-organized line thunderstorms with 
trailing stratiform cloud layers (Preston-Whyte and 
Tyson, 1988).  It would thus appear that the 
development of line storms, as well as the 
development of thunderstorms within stratiform 
cloud layers over the central parts of the country 
may be responsible for the higher percentage of 
positive lightning over these parts of South Africa. 

More than 20% of the lightning along the 
West Coast, the South Western Cape and the 
coastal parts of the Eastern Cape is positive in 
nature. Since most of the rainfall in the Western 
Cape is frontal in nature and occurs in the winter 
months, the lightning in these regions is most likely 
associated with frontal activity and winter storms. A 
number of scientists have studied winter storms in 
Japan and have found that cold season storms, 
whether they be frontal in nature or not, tend to 
discharge a large percentage of positive strokes 
(Takeuti et al., 1978; Brooke et al., 1982). 

 

3.2 Median Peak Current 

 The analysis of the median peak current 
(Figure 4a) indicates that the majority of the 
country is dominated by discharges of relatively low 
current strength. The areas of the country with the 
highest ground flash density experience lightning 
with median peak currents of less than 15 kA. 
There is a northwest to southeast oriented band 
across the country where peak current values are 
in the range between 10 and 20kA. The most 
notable regions with high peak current discharges 
in excess of 20kA are found off the coast of the 
southern parts of the Eastern Cape. These regions 
are close to the coast, with a good redundancy built 
into the network, and so are not likely to be 
erroneously calculated values.  

Over most of the country, the median peak 
current for positive polarity flashes is between 15 
and 20 kA (Figure 4b). There are small regions of 
lower median peak current values in the central, 
high flash density parts of the country, but these 
are relatively small. Most of the cells of high 
positive peak current occur over the provinces that 

experience winter rainfall and rainfall all year 
round. These also happen to be the regions of 
highest percentage of positive lightning.  

Orville and Huffines (2001) noted that 
median peak current values in the United States 
showed a very distinct discontinuity where the 
continental land mass met the ocean. The 
discontinuity in peak current was only evident in the 
spatial distribution of lightning flashes of negative 
polarity and not in those of positive polarity. They 
ruled out surface conductivity as the major 
contributor to the differences in median peak 
current distribution since the discontinuity was not 
present in the distributions of both positive and 
negative polarity lightning. This discontinuity was 
also not present between land masses and large 
inland water bodies (Orville et al., 2002). The peak 
current distribution in South Africa, however, 
indicates a discontinuity in the positive peak current 
distribution along the coastline of the Eastern 
Cape. This discontinuity is weaker in the 
distribution of negative lightning, but is still evident.   

 

 

Tyahla and Lopez (1994) indicated that 
one of the possible explanations for the 
appearance of higher median peak currents over 
the oceans is that there is a relatively low 
percentage of low peak current discharges and a 
high percentage of stronger ones over the oceans 
than over the land. It is evident from the distribution 
over South Africa and the surrounding oceans, that 
this may indeed be the case along the southern 
Cape and Eastern Cape coastlines.  

 

3.3 Average Multiplicity 

In international studies done on stroke 
multiplicity in cloud-to-ground lightning flashes, it 
was found that the average negative stroke 
multiplicity is 4.6, 6.4, 3.4 and 4.5 for Florida, New 
Mexico, Sweden and Sri-Lanka respectively 
(Rakov and Huffines, 2003). Similar results were 
not obtained for positive stroke multiplicity since a 
large majority of positive flashes consist of a single 
stroke (Orville and Huffines, 2001; Wantuch and 
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Szonda, 2005).  The detection of subsequent 
strokes in a flash is not always an efficient process. 
In general, the first stroke in a flash is usually more 
intense than any of the subsequent strokes (Rakov 
et al., 1994). It is often the case that the 
subsequent strokes are considerably weaker than 
the first stroke and so will not be detected by a 
lightning detection system (Rakov et al., 1994;  
Rakov and Huffines, 2003). It is for this reason that 
calculations of multiplicity are often under-
estimates of reality (Orville and Huffines, 1999) and 
over-estimates of the percentage of flashes 
consisting of single strokes (Orville et al., 2002; 
Rakov and Huffines, 2003). 

The poor earthing of the SAWS LDN 
sensors in 2006 will most likely have the greatest 
impact on the recording of stroke multiplicity than 
on any of the other lightning characteristics 
discussed thus far. The fact than many of the 
SAWS LDN sensors did not have earthing radials 
installed in 2006 may lead to an over-estimation of 
the percentage of single strokes as well as the 
under-detection of subsequent strokes in a flash for 
the 2006-2007 period. Since the impact of the 
earthing problem on some of the sensors cannot 
be determined, the analysis will proceed without 
making any compensation for poor earthing. As 
successive years of data are added to the data for 
2006, any bias presented by the 2006 data should 
gradually diminish.   

The stroke multiplicity across the country 
for 2006-2007 (Figure 5a) is highest along the 
central escarpment in Kwazulu Natal and in two 
small patches: one in the Eastern Cape and the 
other in Northwest Province. Multiplicity values in 
these regions exceed 3 strokes per flash. 

Multiplicity values ranging from 2 to 3 
strokes per flash are present over the entire interior 
plateau and extend well to the west. The eastern 
boundary of this multiplicity range extends far to 
the east over the adjacent ocean. The feature 
identified in the ground flash density of higher 
densities along the major rives in Kwazulu Natal is 
evident in the multiplicity as well. Multiplicities in 
the range of 2.5 to 3 strokes per flash are evident 
extending out into the ocean at the outflow of the 
major rivers into the Indian Ocean.  

The assessment of stroke multiplicity 
masks very distinct differences in multiplicity 
distributions for different polarities. If most of the 
positive flashes consist of single strokes, then 
identifying the areas of the country where multiple 
stroke flashes do occur is very important from a 
risk perspective. Rakov et al. (1994) found that if a 
lightning channel is properly conditioned by the 
initial stroke, the first subsequent stroke is often a 
continuing current stroke. Since positive lightning 
discharge channels tend to lack the stepped 
structure of negative channels, they tend to be 
better conditioned at the outset. Where positive 
flashes consist of more than one stroke, the first 
subsequent stroke is very often a continuing 
current stroke (Malan, 1963). This has very 
important implications for fire risk, since it is the 
energy dispensed in a continuing current which 
very often leads to excessive heating at the strike 
contact point (Rakov and Uman, 2003). 

The multiplicity of positive lightning lies 
between 1 and 1.3 over the entire country, with the 
exception of isolated regions of slightly higher 
multiplicity in Kwazulu Natal, the Free State and 
Northwest Province. 

There is no controlling topographic 
influence on the distribution of the multiplicity of 
lightning flashes of either polarity. Nor does there 
appear to be longitudinal or latitudinal controls. The 
distribution of lightning in the northwest to 
southeast orientated band structure that is evident 
in the flash density and median peak current 
distributions is absent in the multiplicity distribution. 

 

3.4 Lightning Intensity Risk Model 

The Total Lightning Risk Model (TLRM) 
was derived to identify the parts of the country at 
risk from both high intensity lightning and at risk 
from positive polarity lightning. Different sectors of 
the population may require information about only 
high intensity lightning or mainly about lightning of 
positive polarity. It is for this reason that these two 
components of the TLRM form two distinct indexes 
that can be utilized separately or as part of the total 
model index.  

A very simple methodology was utilised in 
drafting the three risk indexes. All lightning 
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information derived from the ground-flash density, 
the median peak current and the multiplicity was 
reduced to indexes ranging from 0 to 1 by dividing 
all values for the relevant parameter by the 
maximum value of that parameter. These index 
values were then aggregated into simple linear 
models and the result was once again reduced to 
an index in the range from 0 to 1. In order to 
determine the index of lightning intensity, the 
following parameters were used: overall ground-
flash density, overall median peak current and 
overall flash multiplicity. The index of positive 
lightning intensity utilizes the flash density of 
positive polarity lightning, the percentage of 
positive lightning and the median peak current and 
the average multiplicity of positive polarity lightning. 
The TLRM is derived from the sum of the lightning 
intensity index and the positive lightning index 
(Figure 6).  

Almost the entire country is at severe risk 
from lightning. The far northern parts of Limpopo 
Province and the majority of the Western Cape and 
western parts of the Northern Cape have a 
moderate to low lightning risk. The areas at 
extreme risk from lightning are the windward sides 
of the Drakensberg Mountains in Kwazulu Natal, 
extending northwards into Mpumalanga and 
eastwards onto the plateau. Most of the major 
industrial and power generation activities in South 
Africa are found in the regions of most severe 
lightning risk.  

A secondary zone of extreme lightning risk 
is found along the border between the Northwest 
Province and the Free State. Much of the mining 
activities in South Africa are found in the Northwest 
Province. A smaller region of extreme lightning risk 
is found in the Eastern Cape in an area known for 
outbreaks of severe weather and tornadic activity.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In South Africa the areas of highest flash 
density in the summer months are also the areas of 
the country with lower percentage of positive 
lightning, lower median peak current of both 
polarities, but highest negative polarity multiplicity. 
Most of the winter lightning occurred in the Western 
and Northern Cape and along the coast of the 

Eastern Cape and was attributed to the passage of 
mid-latitude cyclones. 

The analyses performed on lightning 
ground flash density, median peak current and 
flash multiplicity indicate that neither longitude nor 
latitude played a very important role in the 
distribution of lightning over the country. In the 
United States, longitude plays quite a strong role in 
the lightning distribution (Orville and Huffines, 
2001). One of the primary determinants of ground 
flash density in South Africa is topography. The 
major mountain ranges act to enhance convection 
on their windward slopes. This is true for the 
regions dominated by summer lightning and those 
affected by winter storms. The warm ocean to the 
east of South Africa plays a crucial role in 
supplying the moisture to feed the convective 
storms in Kwazulu Natal, up the escarpment and 
into the Interior. 

A feature of the analysis of ground flash 
density and peak current is the northwest to 
southeast orientation of bands of distribution 
across the country. In the summer months, the 
surface trough dominates weather in the summer 
rainfall region and has a northwest to southeast 
orientation. In the winter months, the mid-latitude 
cyclones that progress inland also have a similar 
orientation.  

Most of the lightning along the Escarpment 
and into the Interior is associated with deep 
convection and tends to be more negative in 
polarity, while the lightning over the central and 
western parts of the country consisted of a greater 
number of positive polarity discharges. The latter is 
associated with the stratiform regions of meso-
scale systems developing as line thunderstorms 
along the surface trough.  

Knowledge of how much lightning is 
recorded, the strength of the peak current and the 
number of strokes in each flash is important in 
determining lightning risk. The areas at highest risk 
from both intense lightning and mainly positive 
lightning are found along the escarpment and into 
the Mpumalanga as well as in the southeastern 
parts of the Northwest Province and northern parts 
of the Free State. A small area of high lightning risk 
is found in the Eastern Cape in a region 
characterized by severe weather.  
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APPENDIX 5

ASSESSMENT OF APPARENT
CONDUCTIVITY 
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1
MEASUREMENT COLLECTED WITH WENNER ARRAY

Table 1: Summary of measurements along line 1

Spacing = electrode separation; Count = number of samples with that spacing
Mean = average resistivity; Median = mid value; Resistance calculated from mean

Table 2: Summary of measurements along line 2

Key as for Table 1

Spacing Count Mean Median Resistance
3 68 607 525 32.22
6 69 481 338 12.77
9 69 426 230 7.53
12 30 448 209 5.94
18 29 443 204 3.92
24 26 503 273 3.34
30 21 610 418 3.24
36 17 648 376 2.86
42 15 744 459 2.82
48 13 742 389 2.46
54 11 682 404 2.01
60 9 557 429 1.48
66 6 525 462 1.27
72 3 485 468 1.07

Spacing Count Mean Median Resistance
3 69 1005 972 53.32
6 64 726 709 19.26
9 68 564 579 9.98
12 28 488 514 6.47
18 31 424 427 3.75
24 28 379 412 2.51
30 25 353 396 1.88
36 21 363 391 1.61
42 19 375 381 1.42
48 16 394 413 1.31
54 8 426 439 1.26
60 9 389 358 1.03
66 5 403 391 0.97
72 3 436 427 0.96



Example resistivity models,
Upington area
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Appendix J Fluor Presentation given by Mr Alan Cousins at the Investors’ 
Conference in Upington on 28 October 2010 

The presentation is attached. The original presentation included a short 3D fly-by of the 
typical plant layout on Farm 451 Klip Kraal. This is not included in section although snap 
shot views are provided. 
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Agenda

 Objectives of the Indicative Master Plan

 Selected Site for Phase 1

 Preliminary Solar Park Layouts

 Solar Park “Landlord” Model

 Ongoing Work to Support the Feasibility Study
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Objectives  of the Indicative Master Plan

To complete a Site Assessment for the Preferred 

Site

Prepare a Preliminary Plan for Roll-Out of the 

Solar Park

Prepare an Infrastructure Development Plan

Define the Scope of Engineering Work for the 

Feasibility Study
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Selected Site for Phase 1

 Why Upington?

– Excellent solar resource

– Flat, sparsely populated and under-utilised land

– Low environmental impact

– Availability of water from Gariep (Orange) River

– Available publically held land

– Largest town in the region
• Transport infrastructure with developed highways, rail and airport

• Good local infrastructure e.g. schools and new hospital

• Labour pool

• Accommodation available

– Industrial zone for possible allied industries
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Selected Site for Phase 1
Upington Solar Resource

 Summary of Solar Resource Data
– Eskom studies to support 100 MW CSP solar project

– Other studies done e.g. University of Stellenbosch

Typical DNI Data for Upington

Average Daily DNI: 8.17         (kwh/m
2
/d)

Annual DNI: 2 981      (kwh/m
2
/y)

Average DNI per Hour (W/m2)

06:00 07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00

January 29.16       391.71     659.06     810.97     853.16     880.58     900.42     892.55     860.29     803.26     789.71     730.77     647.65     490.84     148.19    

February ‐           88.04       495.93     636.54     735.43     810.50     860.04     874.68     868.64     806.64     715.36     605.39     514.93     325.86     11.14      

March ‐           46.23       378.32     610.65     740.74     819.68     865.42     880.42     818.87     768.26     701.84     648.06     511.00     214.68     0.32        

April ‐           7.10         269.23     552.57     698.27     772.93     802.93     796.03     760.37     732.27     699.80     597.80     354.93     40.50       ‐          

May ‐           ‐           306.32     530.81     655.68     758.16     824.90     845.32     825.81     757.84     678.52     557.42     321.71     ‐           ‐          

June ‐           ‐           150.57     460.70     685.43     774.30     819.73     815.23     768.57     736.20     685.80     540.47     320.00     ‐           ‐          

July ‐           ‐           197.35     513.58     675.29     743.19     805.87     828.74     815.58     779.26     714.23     603.65     361.58     0.03         ‐          

August ‐           0.13         174.29     560.10     713.74     806.74     857.13     864.23     855.68     823.71     755.35     611.06     287.65     8.10         ‐          

September ‐           130.70     487.10     660.73     728.17     781.83     820.80     822.67     777.23     743.10     718.20     633.73     416.57     88.60       ‐          

October 0.81         258.77     624.87     772.74     828.23     848.10     853.48     852.29     833.06     792.90     739.19     633.65     458.45     95.74       ‐          

November  110.17     503.93     699.93     820.10     867.73     869.50     872.27     869.47     847.47     814.37     768.13     692.07     583.90     370.47     17.77      

December 92.77       457.61     679.71     814.13     897.00     948.84     975.19     987.65     959.55     881.10     802.10     733.10     634.84     440.16     102.19    

Data supplied by Eskom
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Selected Site for Phase 1
Upington Climate

Temperature (°C) Precipitation 

Month 
Highest 

Recorded 
Average 

Daily Max 
Average 
Daily Min 

Lowest 
Recorded 

Average 
Monthly 

(mm) 

Average 
No. of 

days with 
>= 1mm 

Highest 
24 Hour 
Rainfall 

(mm) 

January 42  36  20  10  24  4  33  
February 42  34  20  9  35  6  59  
March 41  32  18  5  37  6  46  
April 38  28  13  2  26  5  52  
May 34  24  8  -2  10  2  26  
June 29  21  5  -5  4  2  13  
July 29  21  4  -6  2  1  7  
August 33  23  6  -7  4  1  40  
September 39  27  9  -2  4  2  19  
October 40  30  13  2  9  3  22  
November 41  33  16  5  17  3  51  
December 43  35  19  6  17  4  42  
Year 43  29  13  -7  189  37  59  

 

Data from SA Weather Service
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Selected Site for Phase 1 
Farms Identified for Initial Roll-Out

Farm 451 Klip Kraal

Farm 442
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Selected Site for Phase 1 
Farms Identified for Initial Roll-Out
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Selected Site for Phase 1

 Farm 451 Klip Kraal

– Available publically held land

– Generally flat with acceptable slopes

– Under-utilised 

– Relatively low environmental impact

– Availability of water from Gariep (Orange) River (± 2 km)

– Easy access to site from both north and south

– Preliminary geotechnical desktop study indicates:
• No fatal flaws
• Foundations must consider sands that can collapse
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Farm 451 Klip Kraal - Location
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Farm 451 Klip Kraal – Dimensions & Areas

3 km

12.7 km

17 km
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Farm 451 Klip Kraal –
Position Relative to Eskom Solar Project
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Proposed Solar Park Phase 1 Roll-Out Plan

 Phased approach to installation of solar plants on Solar Park

– Desire to have generation from the park as soon as practical

– Closely linked to transmission network upgrade schedule

 Technology neutral but driven by:

– Limited capacity to evacuate power before 2015

– Time needed to install different technologies

– Design intent is to achieve around 80% CSP with significant 
storage

– Quality of power required by network operator
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Preliminary Solar Park Roll-Out Plan

PV or CPV
CSP

Trough
CSP

Tower

MW MW MW MW MW h

2011 - - - - -

2012 50 - - 50 50 -

2013 50 - - 50 100 -

2014 50 100 MW - 150 250 -

2015 50 100 MW 200 MW 350 600 2

2016 - 100 MW 300 MW 400 1000 4

Average 
Storage 
Capacity

Total Solar 
Park Supply 

CapacityYear

Solar Technology Annual
Additional 
Capacity 
Installed

Note that the CSP technology types are not prescriptive – parabolic trough and central receiver 
have been used to support early definition
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Preliminary Solar Park Layouts

 Analysis of high level GIS data to determine land slopes etc.

 Preliminary “zoning” of site for various solar technologies

 Site reconnaissance to confirm suitability of zones

 Desktop geotechnical study

 Preparation of several layout scenarios
– Layout of 5 “typical” plants based on the following technologies:

• 50 MW Photovoltaic (PV) plant
• 25 MW Concentrated Photovoltaic (CPV) plant
• 100 MW Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) – Central Receiver
• 150 MW CSP – Parabolic Trough – no thermal storage
• 150 MW CSP – Parabolic Trough – with thermal storage

– Maximising density at 50:50 CSP:PV/CPV ratio

– Maximising density at 80:20 CSP:PV/CPV ratio
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Preliminary Solar Park Layouts
Solar Technology types Used

 Photovoltaic (PV) & Concentrating Photovoltaic (CPV) 
(various facilities worldwide)
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Preliminary Solar Park Layouts
Solar Technology types Used

 Central Receiver 
(Solar One facility, Dagget, CA): 
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Preliminary Solar Park Layouts
Solar Technology types Used

 Central Receiver 
(Brightsource Park image)
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Preliminary Solar Park Layouts
Solar Technology types Used

 Parabolic Trough 
(photos of the SEGS plants, Kramer Junction, California)
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Preliminary Solar Park Layouts
GIS Data Slope Analysis
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Preliminary Solar Park Layout
Technology “Zoning”
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Preliminary Solar Park Layout
Site Access
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Preliminary Solar Park Layout 
Typical Plants
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Snap Shots from 3D fly-by of Specific 
“Typical” Plants
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Snap Shots from 3D fly-by of Specific 
“Typical” Plants
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Snap Shots from 3D fly-by of Specific 
“Typical” Plants
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Snap Shots from 3D fly-by of Specific 
“Typical” Plants
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Snap Shots from 3D fly-by of Specific 
“Typical” Plants
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Snap Shots from 3D fly-by of Specific 
“Typical” Plants
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Snap Shots from 3D fly-by of Typical Office 
Complex
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Preliminary Solar Park Layout
Maximising Density at 50:50 Ratio

1 015 MW
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Preliminary Solar Park Layout
Maximising Density at 80:20 Ratio

1 005 MW
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Preliminary Solar Park Layouts
Conclusions

 Preliminary work indicates that the selected site can 
accommodate Phase 1 of ± 1 000 MW

 Optimum layouts difficult to achieve
– Long narrow site orientated NW-SE influences this
– May require some plants in less that optimal areas

 Potential exists to include additional adjacent land into site
– Eskom farm - Olyvenhouts Drift
– Municipal land on East of Farm 451 Klip Kraal
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Solar Park Landlord Model

 Solar Park Authority will provide a serviced site for investors 
to install their solar plants on and will operate as Landlord for 
the supply and maintenance of services and common park 
facilities

 Current intent is for Eskom to own and operate the Solar Park 
main substation to manage the evacuation of power from the 
park  to the transmission network effectively
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Solar Park Landlord Model

S.A. SOLAR PARK 
AUTHORITY
LANDLORD

(The Legal Entity)
Administration & Governance

Facilities 
Management

(F. Co)

Independent Power
Producers (IPP)
(The Investors)

Network Operator
(Net. Co)
ESKOM

Project Management Activities to 
establish the park

Acquisition of the land, zoning and 
permitting requirement

Operation & Maintenance of the 
Facilities

Establishes & Enforces Park’s policies & 
Procedures

Provision of Services

Allocation of parcels of land for IPP’s

Provides HSE oversight for all 
construction activities

Interface with National, Regional & Local 
Authorities

Enters into a Tenant Agreement with the 
Landlord

Builds, owns and operates the solar 
facility

Enters into a P.P.A with the National 
Grid Operator

Responsible for all activities within the 
allocated site

Operation & Maintenance of park 
internal reticulation network

Operation & Maintenance and Operation 
of the main export sub-Station

Communications & Liaison with the 
National Grid Operator

Collection & Analysis of Park weather & 
Operating Data

Provision of bulk (Domestic) electricity 
supply to Landlord

Collection of Network charges

Recovers costs through 
lease and variable 

services costs

Recovers costs through 
Network pricing mechanisms

(TBA)

Pays the Park for 
facilities usage

& operating costs

Recovers the 
investments via the 

P.P.A.
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Solar Park Landlord Model
Benefits of This Approach

 Provides a concentrated zone of solar deployment
– Benefit for development of associated industries
– Easier management of hook-up to grid for transmission operator
– Management of technology selections to align with efficient network operation

 Synergies offered by economies of scale and shared services
– ± 1GW is a key level to achieve this

 Negotiates the evacuation transmission network on behalf of all tenants

 Infrastructure rolled out to meet the Investors’ development plans

 Enables a shortened time to first power export 
– Pre-investment in infrastructure

 Reduces investment risk

 Manages general regulatory and environmental aspects on behalf of the tenants
– Site wide EIA study for multiple technologies
– Streamlines PPA agreements
– Ongoing site management
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Solar Park Landlord Model
Common Infrastructure

 Electrical Systems
– Solar Park substation
– Satellite substations (where required)
– Distribution lines from plant switchyards to park substation (132 kV)
– Site power requirements
– Construction power requirements

 Site-wide facilities

 Solar Park office complex and Visitors’ Centre

 General workshops

 Access roads

 Supply of potable water

 Supply and pre-treatment of raw water

 Liquid and Solid Waste collection and treatment
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Ongoing Feasibility Work

 Key issues to be resolved to support the Feasibility Study:
– Consolidation of the initially identified site (Farm 451) with additional 

adjacent land
– Detailed verification of the areas suitable for various solar technologies 

on the consolidated site
– Quantification of the estimated total solar generation capacity for the 

consolidated site to support the Eskom transmission plan
– Determination of the optimum mix of technologies CSP vs. PV/CPV
– Further definition of additional identified sites to support expansion of 

Solar Park to 5 GW 
– Preparation of EIA study for defined site
– Finalisation of water permits for site

 Further engineering of  Solar Park infrastructure to support study
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Conclusion

The preliminary study indicates that a 1 000 MW solar 
park in the Upington area is a feasible proposition with 
the opportunity to expand the generation capacity 
around the selected site beyond the 1 GW level.
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